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Enterprise to assist with repairs to the ship; in 2294, he held the rank
of Commander; Chekov wanted him to serve as his chief engineer,
but Admiral Po rejected his request as Gabler was to be promoted to
Captain of Engineering for the U.S.S. Shiloh, a new Excelsior-class
starship in search of a captain and crew (source: “Beyond the Farthest
Star” by Samuel Peeples, TAS1; Star Trek: The Motion Picture by
Gene Roddenberry, TMP; “The Ambassador’s Taxi” by Jim Ausfahl,
OAB; “Return to Xantharus” by Randall Landers, OAJ; Chekov's
Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)

G.P.A.: the grade point average; midshipmen are told that if their
average was under 98.0, they could kiss getting a command goodbye;
the truth is that Jim Kirk’s GPA was 94.9; Sulu’s was 95.2; field
experience in deep space speaks in one’s favor; even their hobbies
and interests—such as fencing and martial arts titles—get you extra
points; the cadet who graduated at the top of Kirk’s class of 2254 with
a GPA of 99.99 (he missed one question in his entire stay at Starfleet
Academy) was relegated to pushing papers at Starfleet Headquarters
for Admiral Komack’s office because he couldn’t think outside the box
(source: “Helmsman” by Nomad, OAA)

Gabriel: an archangel, according to Terran Christian beliefs (source:
“Bread and Circuses” by Gene Roddenberry & Gene L. Coon, TOS2)
gadolinium: a silver-white metal of the rare-earth group of chemical
elements; its atomic number is 64, and its atomic weight is 157.25; it
is strongly magnetic at room temperature, but loses its magnetism
when it is slightly heated; gadolinium melts at 1311ºC and boils at
3233ºC; Spock had to identify its electron configuration as a test of his
abilities some months following the fal-tor-pan ordeal (source: Star
Trek IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard Nimoy et al, TVH)

G.Q.3: see “General Quarters, Security Condition 3"
G.Q.4: see “General Quarters, Security Condition 4"
“G’Armond T’ris”: a Segh vav Klingonese salutation, greeting and
congratulating at the same time (source: “Heart of Glory” by D.C.
Fontana et al, TNG1)

Gael: a Stradith male who worked at the Doranna plant; killed by the
Klingon saboteurs in 2274 (source: “Out of the Ashes” by Ann Zewen,
OAD)

g’lara: an sardine-like icthyoid lifeform common on worlds of the
Orion Barrier Alliance, sold in markets throughout the galaxy (source:
“...Is Yet Revenge!” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAE)

Gaetano, _____, Lieutenant: a Human male; shuttlecraft pilot aboard
the Enterprise; he was piloting the Galileo when it crash landed on T
Tauri II; he was killed by one of the anthropoids (source: “The Galileo
Seven” by Oliver Crawford & S. Bar-David, TOS1)

“G’now juk Hol pajhard”: a Segh vav Klingonese expression for the
Klingon Law of Heredity; basically, a son shall share in the honor or
crimes of his father (source: “Redemption” by Ron Moore, TNG4)
G’rraltha: a Tellarite male with a perfect Etonian accent, not a gruffy
voice; the communications officer of the Sadat from 2274 until 2283;
he speaks English, Rigelian, Tel, and Vulcan and two other languages
native-fluent (source: “Escort Service” by Linda McInnis, OAE)

Gagarin, U.S.S.: a Starfleet scientific vessel; in 2274, its personnel
were attending the 10th Annual Federation Marine Biology Conference
that took place at the Nerean Institute on Alpha Andromedae III at the
same time as the Enterprise (source: “Barrafluda” by Diane Doyle,
OAD)

G’Tharg: a Kh’myr Klingon male; part of the boarding party from the
D’KeDarth; he and Dabak were assigned to take Engineering; they
were overcome by Pernod Nicholsen and Steve (source: “A Motley
Crew” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE; “A Matter of Honor”

gagh: Klingon serpent worms, served alive as a delicacy (source:
by Burton Armus et al, TNG2)
Gainor, Ben: a Centaurian male; a short stocky man with beefy
hands that were surprisingly gentle; red hair and blue eyes; a nurse
aboard Pike’s Enterprise; in 2264, he was attacked by the “changed”
Teri Mettens, Doctor Racine and Ben Shapiro and became “changed”
himself (source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA)

G’Trok: a Klingon male; poet who wrote “The Fall of Kang” about
Kang’s imprisonment and eventual escape (source: “Second Sight” by
Mark Gehred-O’Connel et al, DSN2)
G’valfeen, D’Hortaf kem: an Antarean male who as a Starfleet cadet
competed in the 2254 running of the Antares Two Million with his
friend, the Tellarite Brachi, aboard the Phoenix III; assigned to the
U.S.S. Farragut, he was killed when the Vampire Cloud of Tycho IV
attacked the ship in 2256 (source: “Victory” by Mark Henrie, OAA;
“Obsession” by Art Wallace, TOS2)

Gal Gath’thong: a region on the planet Romulus, renowned for its
firefalls (source: “The Defector” by Ron Moore, TNG3)
Gal Gath’thong Firefalls: a geologic oddity whereupon an extremely
flammable, heavier-than-air, natural gas cascades from a vent down
a cliff where it is ignited by heat from a geothermal spring; quite a
beautiful sight to behold according to those few who have reported
seeing it (source: “The Defector” by Ron Moore, TNG3)

“Ga’rik”: Korak’s name for Garrovick, perhaps because he had a
hard time speaking English without a translator (source: “The Cost of
Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)

Galactic Army of Light: name by which Sybok’s forces on Nimbus
III were known (source: Star Trek V: The Final Frontier by William
Shatner, TFF)

Gable, Clark: a Terran male (1901-1960); regarded by many as the
greatest movie star of the 1930's; Edith Keeler wanted to see one of
his movies with Jim Kirk (source: “The City on the Edge of Forever” by
Harlan Ellison, TOS1)

Galactic Barrier: see “Galactic Energy Barrier” and “Great
Barrier, The”

Gabler, Terrance: a black Human male, third engineering officer of
the Enterprise from 2266 until 2269; promoted to Lieutenant and
made Assistant Chief Engineer in 2269, sharing the post with DeSalle;
from 2270 until 2273, he worked closely with Montgomery Scott to
rebuild the starship; like DeSalle, he served as assistant chief
engineer from 2273 until 2275, when he was assigned to Starfleet
Headquarters’ SpaceDock above Earth following the Serenidad
Tragedy; in 2284, he was reassigned to the Enterprise; following the
Battle for Xantharus IV, he beamed aboard the Cooper from the
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Galactic Coffee Room: the busiest coffee shop in Starfleet
Headquarters; a favorite meeting place of Starfleet personnel, located
just off the Great Hall; it has large bay-windows which offer an
extensive view of San Francisco (source: Encounters and
Countermoves by Nicole Comtet, OAE)
Galactic Cultural Exchange Project: negotiations with the Klingons
led to the formation of this project; they ended up sponsoring a
number of tours, including those of the Karidian Players (a
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Shakespearean company); James Kirk shared a dorm room at
Starfleet Academy with a Klingon named Kumara, as a direct result of
this project (although the student exchange aspects were later deleted
from the program); see “Kumara” (source: “The Conscience of the
King” by Barry Trivers, TOS1; “Bem” novelization of David Gerrold’s
animated episode by Alan Dean Foster)

Galeph the Terrible: a Theta Crucian male; dictator of Theta-1 Crucis
IV; made Hitler look like a rank amateur at genocide (source:
Klingons! by Nomad & Randall Landers, OAD)
Galileo: a Terran male; astronomer and physicist of Italian extraction
who lived on Earth from 1564 until 1642; best known for his telescopic
observations which verified the Copernican theory; spent the last
years of his life as a prisoner of the Catholic church which regarded
him as a heretic; Akharin (Flint) knew Galileo (source: “Requiem for
Methuselah” by Jerome Bixby, TOS3)

Galactic Emergency Procedures: those tenets which define the
powers of the officials of the United Federation of Planets (such as
Presidents and High Commissioners) during an emergency (source:
“The Galileo Seven” by Oliver Crawford & S. Bar-David, TOS1)
Galactic Emergency Procedures, Title XV: a tenet which empowers
a Federation High Commissioner to take command of a Starfleet
vessel in the event of a medical emergency (source: “The Galileo
Seven” by Oliver Crawford & S. Bar-David, TOS1)

Galileo, NCC-1701/7: a shuttlecraft aboard the U.S.S. Enterprise,
NCC-1701; in 2266, it crash-landed on T Tauri II while investigating
the Murasaki Effect (source: “The Galileo Seven” by Oliver Crawford
& S. Bar-David, TOS1)

Galactic Energy Barrier: primarily comprised of the an energy force
from the creation of the galaxy; Gorn scientists theorized that the
Galactic Barrier was the remnant of the immense energy wave
produced by the galaxy's explosive birth, billions of years ago; the
Barrier surrounds the galaxy, preventing ships passing through it
except under great threat from the conquest-bent Ph’ecdalyns which
resided in the barrier; when analyzed by sensors, its density is
negative, radiation is negative and energy is negative; surveyed in
2274; in 2287, the Kelvan’s third invasion force destroyed the
Ph’ecdalyns; not associated with the Barrier Alliance, not associated
with the Great Barrier; see “Mitchell, Gary,” “Ph’ecdalyns” and
“Shakedown Cruise of 2265, U.S.S. Enterprise” (source: “Where No
Man Has Gone Before” by Samuel Peeples, TOS1; “Resurrection” by
Nomad, OAD; In Harm’s Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)

Galileo II, NCC-1701/7: a shuttlecraft aboard the U.S.S. Enterprise,
NCC-1701; in 2267, it was used to transport Commissioner Nancy
Hedford from Epsilon Canaris III to the Enterprise when the
Companion forced it to land on a planetoid; it was also used by Spock
to explore the cosmoprotozoan; in 2269, it was stolen by Doctor
Sevrin and his followers; they used it to proceed to a world they
thought was Eden (source: “Metamorphosis” by Gene L. Coon, TOS2;
“The Immunity Syndrome” by Robert Sabaroff, TOS2; “The Way to
Eden” by Arthur Heinemann, TOS3)
Galileo, NCC-1701-A/5: a shuttlecraft aboard the U.S.S. Enterprise,
NCC-1701-A; in 2284, it was used by Kirk, Spock, McCoy and Sybok
to go to the planet thought to be Sha-ka-ree behind the Great Barrier;
piloted by Jaeger in 2287 to the surface of Duncan’s Planetoid in the
midst of an ion storm (source: Star Trek V: The Final Frontier by
William Shatner, et al, TFF; The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)

Galactic Gold Dust, Inc.: an ore company specializing in gold; they
could grind gold to a very specific size for the very persnickety
(source: “The Wreck of the Aurora Borealis” by Cathy German, OAB)

Galina, U.S.S., NCC-1764: see “Defiant, U.S.S., NCC-1764"
Gallam: a class M planet inhabited by the humanoid Gallamites; the
planet is a member of the Barrier Alliance (source: “The Maquis” by
James Crocker et al, DSN2)

Galactic Mining Company: a major lithium production company; one
of the worlds it owned is the now-destroyed Delta-Vega (source:
“Where No Man Has Gone Before” by Samuel Peeples, TOS1;
“Resurrection” by Nomad, OAD)

Gallamite: a humanoid race with transparent skulls, toothy smiles and
brains twice Human size; not aligned with the Federation (source:
“The Maquis” by James Crocker et al, DSN2)

Galactic Motionary Startime Charts: a common reference for all
species for measuring long units of time, derived from the movement
of stars around the galaxy’s center (source: “The Last Outpost” by
Richard Krzemien & Herbert Wright, TNG1)

galley: Constitution-class starships have galleys for cooking food for
the crew in addition to food dispensers which transport flash-frozen
meals to the food slots around the ships; usually the selection is
limited (such as that of Oberth-class ships) (source: “Charlie X” by
D.C. Fontana, TOS1; “Tomorrow Is Yesterday” by D.C. Fontana,
TOS1; “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE; Star Trek VI:
The Undiscovered Country by Nick Meyers, TUC)

Galactic News Network: one of the 23rd century major news
agencies; reporter Sally Slovak works for this network (source:
Encounters and Countermoves by Nicole Comtet, OAE; Chekov’s
Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
Galactic standard weight: measure of weight used by the Barrier
Alliance races (the Federation still uses the Terran metric system for
most measures) (source: “Incident on Xantharus” by Nomad, OAA)

Galliulin, Irini: a Human female; one of the more devoted followers
of Doctor Sevrin; an old girlfriend of Pavel Chekov; a dropout from
Starfleet Academy; she never recovered from her involvement with
Sevrin’s cult and found herself in the Tantalus V Rehab colony; she
and Lenore Karidian once accosted Harry Mudd while there (source:
“The Way to Eden” by Arthur Heinemann, TOS3; “Lawful Warrant” by
Rob Morris, OAL)

galactic survey cruiser: a type of Earth ship used from the 2070's
until the 2150's; the S.S. Valiant, which was thrown beyond the
galactic barrier, was this class of vessel (source: “Where No Man Has
Gone Before” by Samuel Peeples, TOS1)
Galactic wars: common term for the four Human-Kzin wars, the
Skorr-Kzin war, the Klingon conflicts and the Romulan War during the
23rd century (source: “The Slaver Weapon” by Larry Niven, TAS1)

Galloway, David, Lieutenant: a Human male; a security officer
aboard the U.S.S. Enterprise from 2266 until he was killed by Captain
Ron Tracey on Omega Eridani IV in 2268; his brother, Ross, served
aboard as well (source: “The Omega Glory” by Gene Roddenberry,
TOS2)

Galactic Zoological Catalogue: the Federation’s directory of known
life forms; example of usage, Order 480G anthropoids, used to
describe the life forms of T Tauri II (source: “The Galileo Seven” by
Oliver Crawford & S. Bar-David, TOS1)

Galloway, Ross, Lieutenant: a Human male; a security officer
aboard the U.S.S. Enterprise from 2266 until he was transferred off in
2269 by Captain Kirk following the incident with Janice Lester; his

Galdonterre: a planet within the Organian Treaty Zone (source:
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brother, David, was killed on Omega Eridani IV in 2268 (source:
“Turnabout Intruder” by Gene Roddenberry & Art Singer, TOS3;
“Crowded Theater” by Rob Morris, OAB)

M7; in 2269, the defense computer of the planetoid used an isolytic
pulse to transport the original Enterprise nearly 997 lightyears from its
orbit (source: “Angel” by Randall Landers & Rob Morris, OAL)

Gallus domesticus sol: the species of Terran chicken (source:
Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)

Gamma 400: a star system in Federation space; location of Starbase
12, the command base for its sector (source: “Space Seed” by Carey
Wilber & Gene L. Coon, TOS1)

Galminal Incorporated: a Federation mining company that had laid
claim to an asteroid field between the outer planets of Epsilon Delta
in 2268; Uniminacon had laid claim to it as well, but the matter was
resolved peacefully (source: “There Would Be Others” by Cathy
German, OAB)

Gamma 8759: a star system on the far side of Romulan territory;
location of the planet, Nissaba (source: “A Matter of Trust” by Thomas
Harden, Randall Landers & Kevin Morgan, OAB)
Gamma Bootis (Seginus): a slightly variable A7 giant star 120
lightyears from Sol; its second planet is class M (source: Burnham’s
Celestial Handbook; )

Galorndon Core: a marginally class M planet close to the Romulan
Neutral Zone; the crew of the Alliance beamed down to its surface
and self-destructed the ship to avoid Romulan capture (source:
“Chains of Command” by Randall Landers, OAL; “The Enemy” by
David Kemper & Michael Pillar, TNG3)

Gamma Bootis II: a class M planet initially surveyed by the
starship Potemkin, after the Enterprise had been reassigned to
patrol Quadrant 9, Sector 5 near N Hydrae III (source: “Shades
of Gray” by Chris Dickenson, OAD)

Galt: a humanoid male; Master of the Drill Thralls on the planet
Triskelion; he oversaw the combat training of captured aliens, and had
the ability to use the Collars of Obedience to force his will upon them
(source: “The Gamesters of Triskelion” by Margaret Armen, TOS2)

Gamma Canaris: a star system not distant from the Epsilon Canaris
system, but far from the regular starlanes of commercial traffic;
possesses an asteroid belt with 7000 bodies ranging from class A to
M; 34% have class H to M atmospheres (source: “Metamorphosis” by
Gene L. Coon, TOS2)

Galvon: a dark-skinned Orion male; the second most feared person
in the Barrier Alliance Consortium; in 2276, he arranged for a
crewman (the second communications officer) aboard the Star of
Acadia to sabotage its IFF signal, its communications and its deflector
fields; killed Torvok after he inadvertently revealed the plot to reporter
Caren Hollis; kidnaped Hollis; killed by Starfleet forces who rescued
her; also known as “Galvon the Assassin” and “The Agent of Death”
(source: “False Colors” by Ann Zewen, OAE)

Gamma Canaris N: a small planetoid (probable remnant of a
planet break-up), mainly iron and nickel, with an oxygen-nitrogen
atmosphere with some argon, krypton, neon; its gravity is near
Earth normal (unusual due to its diminutive size); its average
temperature is 75º F; the Companion generated an energy
damping field, but that diminished when it become One with
Nancy Hedford; the planetoid is inhabited by Zefram Cochrane
and the Nancy Hedford/Companion dual entity; the lifeforce of
the Companion emanates from the planetoid (source:
“Metamorphosis” by Gene L. Coon, TOS2)

Galway, Arlene, Lieutenant: a Human female; part of the landing
party to Gamma Hydrae IV; she was exposed to the hyperaging
radiation on that world and perished, as a result, of “old age” (source:
“The Deadly Years” by David Harmon, TOS2)
Gam’tai, Ensign: a Dramian male; third helm officer of the Cooper
since 2272; works during the first shift; killed in 2284 during the Battle
for Xantharus IV (source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers,
OAE; “Return to Xantharus” by Randall Landers, OAJ)

Gamma Centauri (Muhlifain): a bluish white A1IV subgiant star 130
lightyears from Sol; its ninth planet is class M (source:
daviddarling.info website)
Gamma Centauri IX: a class M planet inhabited by a goldenskinned humanoid race known as the Gamma Centaurians
(source: “The Night Watch” by d. William Roberts, OAB)

Gamal: a Human male; engineering officer stationed on the bridge
from 2273 until 2275 (when he was killed during the Serenidad
Tragedy); a Human male (source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by
Gene Roddenberry, TMP; “The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda
McInnis, OAD)

Gamma Centaurians: a golden-skinned humanoid race; they refer to
themselves as “The People,” hence the rather unusual name assigned
to them; at their funerals, a song is sung about the deceased’s family
line; a song of remembrance, of honor, and of respect; such songs
end in a joyful refrain (source: “The Night Watch” by d. William
Roberts, OAB; Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)

Gamera: a fictional giant tortoise that flew by the means of jets of fire
that came out of each of the tortoise shell’s openings; the movie also
features some manner of a summoning ritual that involve a girl who
sings in Japanese, a boy named Ken, and the prerequisite
comma-shaped amulet (source: Waiting on Serenidad by Rob Morris,
OAH)

Gamma Crucis (Gacrux): a red M3III giant star located 88 lightyears
from Sol; its fourth planet is class M (source daviddarling.info website)
Gamma Crucis IV: an uninhabited class M planet where a
Klingon k’t’inga battlecruiser ambushed the Intrepid; the ship was
badly damaged and had fourteen fatalities (source: “Angel Face”
by Nomad, OAB)

games programs: often, as a security procedure, these are the only
computer programs available to new crewmembers aboard Starfleet
vessels, especially on the smaller ships (source: “Ad Astra Per
Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)

Gamma Eridani (Zaurak, 34 Eridani): a red-orange M0 giant star
which lies 260 lightyears from Sol; its fourth and fifth planets are class
M (source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook)

Gamma 2: see “M24-Gamma II”
Gamma 2 Delphini: see “Bacchus”
Gamma 7A: a star system with a fourth-magnitude star, located in
Sector 39J; there were billions of inhabitants there, all killed by the
cosmoprotozoan (source: “The Immunity Syndrome” by Robert
Sabaroff, TOS2)

Gamma Eridani IV: a class M planet, possessing a binary moon
system; renowned for its excellent shore leave facilities; it was
the site of a number of killings by Luka, the Lyndraxian prison
escapee (source: “Mark of the Beast” by Nomad, OAD)

Gamma 342: an artificial planetoid of Kalandan origin in star cluster

Gamma Eridani V: see “Mikulak”
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Gamma Eridon: a star system within the Klingon Empire (source:
“Redemption” by Ron Moore, TNG4)

located in Klingon space; possesses one planet, an inhabited class M
world; see “Rectyne” and “Rectyne monopods” (source: Burnham’s
Celestial Handbook; “The Icarus Factor” by David Assael & Robert
McCullough, TNG2)

Gamma Hromi (53 Eridani): a star system 109 lightyears from Sol
with an orange giant K2 III star; not distant from Acamar; its second
planet is class M, but due to the state of war which exists between the
Acamarians and the Gatherers, the Federation has yet to establish
any presence in this system (source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook;
“The Vengeance Factor” by Sam Rolfe, TNG3)

gamma shift: see “shifts”
Gamma Taurans: a primitive humanoid race that was saved from a
plague in the 2240's due to Federation intervention prior to the Prime
Directive’s adoption (source: “First Contact 101" by D.G. Littleford,
OAA)

Gamma Hromi II: a class M planet in the Gamma Hromi system
(source: “The Vengeance Factor” by Sam Rolfe, TNG3)

Gamma Tauri (35 Tauri): a blue B3 main sequence star located 140
lightyears from Sol; see “Gamma Tauri IV” and “Gamma Tauri V”
(source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook)

Gamma Hydrae: a yellow G8 giant, 115 lightyears from Sol, which
bordered the Romulan Neutral Zone until the Federation ceded the
star system to them during treaty negotiations in 2275; located near
Starbase 10 in Section 10 of the Romulan Neutral Zone (source:
Burnham’s Celestial Handbook; “The Deadly Years” by David
Harmon, TOS2; Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan by Jack Sowards &
Harve Bennett, TWoK)

Gamma Tauri IV: site of a unmanned monitoring post which is
positioned to keep an eye on the planet Gamma Tauri V (source:
“The Last Outpost” by Richard Krzemien & Herbert Wright,
TNG1)
Gamma Tauri V: a planet struck by a plague in the 2240's that
was cured by Federation doctors before the Prime Directive was
enacted (source: “First Contact 101" by D.G. Littleford, OAA)

Gamma Hydrae IV: a class M planet; location of a Federation
science colony established in 2254 which was wiped out by
radiation from a rogue comet (source: The Mindsweeper by
Donna S. Frelick, OAB; “The Deadly Years” by David Harmon,
TOS2)

Gamma Trianguli: a star system in Federation territory; a magnitude
4.01 star, it lies 149.5 lightyears from Sol; see “Gamma Trianguli VI”
(source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook)

Gamma Hydrae – Rogue Comet: the comet’s overall course
will keep it well clear of any inhabited or known worlds for over
seventy years; Chekov plotted its course (source: “Beating The
Alternative” by Rob Morris, OAB)

Gamma Trianguli IV: a class M planet with a massive rainforest
biome; a green, blue and russet colored world; its atmosphere is
a little richer in both carbon dioxide and oxygen than Earth’s; the
planet is also a bit less massive resulting in lighter gravity; the
planet has no polar caps, and its rotational axis nearly parallels
that of its sun; day and night are about equal, and each about
fourteen hours long; clouds swathed huge regions of the sphere,
but breaks offered good views of the two great continents (one
northern and one southern), almost directly opposite one another
and parted by an immense, circumglobal ocean; the rainforest on
the southern continent contains a series of overlapping broad
leaves which form a canopy; in 2268, an Enterprise shuttle
landed on the canopy; underneath the canopy are vines and
other lifeforms, including large sloths; the planet is presently offlimits because of the semi-sentient sloths who may develop into
an intelligent species in the next million years or so (source: “Out
on a Limb” by Leigh Hall, OAB)

Gamma Leporis: a wide double-star system located 29 lightyears
from Sol; the primary component is a yellow F6 main sequence star;
the lesser component is an orange K2 dwarf star; the stars are
separated by 900 AU; a Preserver ship was once sighted in this
system (source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook; “The Beggar’s Tooth”
by Randall Landers, OAE)
Gamma Leporis VI: class M world orbiting the primary
component; planet has a Preserver obelisk relic, and is inhabited
by Humans of Egyptian stock; there are half a dozen or so such
worlds in Federation space with Egyptian inhabitants (source:
Burnham’s Celestial Handbook; “The Beggar’s Tooth” by Randall
Landers, OAE)
Gamma Lupi: see “Sealatta”

Gamma Trianguli IV – sloth: an enormous, semi-sentient,
hairy, quadrupedal lifeform, the same gray color as the
vapor-laden forests of the planet; has a series of darker,
spiky bumps that runs down its back; amazingly quiet for its
size; its elongated head can swing down to snuff at the
ground; it has huge eyes, no doubt an adaptation to its dim
habitat; eyes are distinctly frontal, providing good depth
perception; it has long, scimitar-shaped claws growing from
all four feet and a set of short, sharp tusks projecting from
both the upper and lower jaws; it has a huge maw with a
meter-long, purple, split, prehensile tongue; its ears can
swivel; a telepathic lifeform, capable of mental
communication on a simple level; it is expected that over
the next million years or so that the sloths will evolve into
intelligent beings (source: “Out on a Limb” by Leigh Hall,
OAB)

Gamma Persei: a yellow G8III giant star with a blue A2V main
sequence star companion located 161 lightyears from Sol; in the
general vicinity of Starbase 9 (source: “Gorgon’s Lair” by Diane Doyle,
OAD)
Gamma Persei VI: a class M planet with a tropical rain forest
biome; the polar regions have grassy plains; in 2263, a
Federation biophysical research outpost was established on the
planet, equipped with five science labs, a computer lab, the
communications center, and several offices; in 2274, its
computers were slated to be upgraded by an computer expert
being transported by the Enterprise; oddly enough, the planet
seemed devoid of major lifeforms until in 2274 when it was
learned to be inhabited by a sentient race which live below
ground; see “Gorgons” (source: “Gorgon’s Lair” by Diane
Doyle, OAD)
Gamma Persei VI – arboreal lizards: a reptilian creature
that lives in the trees of the rain forests of the planet
(source: “Gorgon’s Lair” by Diane Doyle, OAD)

Gamma Trianguli VI: a class M planet inhabited by a redskinned humanoid race (see “Vaalians”); until 2268, they were
ruled by a computer known as Vaal; now a Federation
protectorate, they are living in a virtual paradise, protected by
Starfleet from unwanted visitors (source: “The Apple” by Max

Gamma Sagittarii: an orange K0 III giant star 96 lightyears from Sol,
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Ehrlich, TOS2)

showed nothing, and Spock could not sense the mental signature of
the being; he appeared sloppily dressed, the hems at the bottom of
his blue jeans having been worn ragged, and the tie-dyed T-shirt he
was wearing was clearly in need of laundering; he spoke much like a
hippie of the 20th century and took his name from the J.R.R. Tolkein
character; ended up sharing a cabin with Ken Reichard, and
decorated the lieutenant’s cabin with posters, glowing in almost
surreal colors as they interacted with a hidden ultraviolet light source;
what areas of the wall were free of posters were adorned with
psychedelic colors and designs; on top of all the rest, there was a
multicolored light source, producing shapes that danced around the
walls, floor and ceiling, their color and intensity varying and pulsating
with the beat of the deafening music that filled the cabin, but made his
changes disappear when Reichard appeared shocked by it all; he
taught Reichard how to get more out of his music; he represented
chaos in its positive form, and was opposed by a quantum energy
being he called “Barney Fife” who represented order in its positive
form; the two ended up doing battle far outside the local group of
galaxies, and Gandalf won, due in part to the support from the
Enterprise-A crew; Barney was put out of commission for the next
millennium or so (source: “The Hitchhiker” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)

Gamma Ursae Minoris (Pherkad): a bright blue-white A3II giant star
located 480 lightyears from Sol; almost unbelievably, its sixteenth
planet is class M (source: “Dream-catcher” by d. William Roberts,
OAD)
Gamma Ursae Minoris XVI: a class M planet; a very arboreal
world with two moons; it has a semi-sentient dominant lifeform
known as dream-catchers which are quite deadly; the planet is
currently under quarantine (source: “Dream-catcher” by d.
William Roberts, OAD)
Gamma Ursae Minoris XVI – dream-catchers: a semisentient arachnoid lifeform; two large fangs at the front of its
head; its body is about a meter in diameter (source:
“Dream-catcher” by d. William Roberts, OAD)
Gamma Vertis: a star system within Federation space; its fourth
planet is class M (source: “The Empath” by Joyce Muskat, TOS3)
Gamma Vertis IV: a class M planet inhabited by a mute
humanoid race (source: “The Empath” by Joyce Muskat, TOS3)
Gamma Vertis IV – humanoids: a race of mutes (source:
“The Empath” by Joyce Muskat, TOS3)

Ganderstone, Eustace: a Human male; in 2297, a cadet assigned to
the Hyperion for practical training; part of Team 3 during the
Renzalian Madweed crisis (source: “The Weed” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

Gamma Virginis: a binary star system located 38 lightyears from Sol;
both components are yellow-white F0V main sequence stars; while
the average separation is 38AUs, the stars get as close as 3AUs from
each other, and as much as 70AUs at widest separation; their orbital
period is 171 years; the system has one class M planet (source: The
Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)

Ganymede: a satellite of Jupiter in the Sol system; location of a small
metropolis; site of a rather decadent Terran colony; regarded in the
2250's by many as the most fashionable colony world in the
Federation; Montgomery Scott once purchased a peculiar green
alcoholic beverage on this moon (source: “It’s Not Fair” by Richard
Dyke, Lisa Evans & Rob Morris; OAA; “By Any Other Name” by
Jerome Bixby, TOS2)

Gamma Virginis I: an uninhabitable planet with several moons;
Scotty used a granitic pluton from its largest moon to provide
construction materials for a water and waste management facility
on Gamma Virginis II (source: The Plumber’s Helper by Jim
Ausfahl, OAG)

Ganymede Triad 6: an Earth colony on the Jovian moon;
Gretchen Jaeger’s parents moved to a little tract home located
there; the colonists of the Ganymede Triads are often referred to
as “Jeeters” taken from “G.T.’ers” (source: The Dianasian Gift by
Carol Davis, OAG)

Gamma Virginis II: also known as Kahla; a class M planet with
a Federation colony; the planet’s gravity is a bit over ninety
percent of Earth’s; the fraction of oxygen in the atmosphere is
slightly higher, too; the colony was founded circa 2200 by a small
group, initially, and poorly funded; Giacomo Eletto’s trust fund
foundation decided the colony had potential, and invested in it;
in 2279, when a grain smut almost wiped the colony out, they
poured more funds in, and even helped repopulate Gamma
Virginis II (Kahla) with new colonists; the trust is still in Eletto’s
name, and therefore technically, Giacomo Eletto owns the
colony, and therefore the planet (source: The Plumber’s Helper
by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)

Ganymedian wompbat: a predator native to Ganymede; one once
attacked Gretchen Jaeger’s cat and mangled it to the point of death
(source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)
Gar-risss: a Gorn male; in 2287, he was one of Starfleet’s best
helmsmen; he was stationed on the Fer d’Lance as its helmsman; he
wore a sensor helmet that displayed all the readouts normally found
on the console onto a screen in front of the Gorn’s compound eyes;
the helmet would It then sense where the compound eyes were
focused and how that focus moved; the only real motion Gar-risss
actually did was to activate commands with a simple tap of a stubby,
clawed finger on a button on the seat’s armrest (source: “Free Market
Incident” by d. William Roberts, OAG)

Ganalda: a star system within the Klingon Empire, near the
Federation border; its fourth planet is class M and is inhabited by the
Gellians (source: “Nor the Battle to the Strong” by Brice Parker &
René Echevarria, DSN5)

Garcia, Rodolfo: a Human male, resident of Serenidad, with typically
Latin features; appointed by Princess Teresa to the Serenidad Council
in 2275 (source: “Teresa” by Nomad, OAE)

Ganalda IV: a class M planet within the Klingon Empire;
inhabited by the Gellians; see “Gellians” (source: “Nor the
Battle to the Strong” by Brice Parker & René Echevarria, DSN5)

Gardang, Ensign: a Kh’myr Klingon male; member of a small scout
ship of Klingon warriors which had been on a mission of clandestine
observation and intelligence gathering in 2296 when they came
across a cadet training simulation using derelict Klingon D-2 and D-3
cruisers that the Federation captured decades ago following the Battle
of Donatu V; the crew of the scoutship brought one of the cruisers up
to attack capability and opened fire on the cadets; he and his fellows
were killed when the Enterprise-A rammed the cruiser (source: “Like
Fish In A Barrel” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

Ganar: a class M planet with heavy-gravity humanoids (source:
“Serendipity” by Amanda Cassity, OAB)
“Gandalf”: nom de déplacement of a quantum energy being who was
rescued in 2288 by the crew of the Enterprise-A from the wreckage of
a modest interstellar freighter, on the surface of a small, airless
planet; outwardly, he appeared as a tall and thin humanoid, with long,
shaggy hair not at all controlled by the headband he was wearing; the
being passed an initial scan as Human, but a subsequent scan
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Gardner, Elaine: a Human female, Starfleet security officer; in 2283,
she was a “green” ensign fresh out of the Academy; she “questioned”
Maltz after viewing an “interrogation” of the Kh’myr Klingon prisoner
performed by xenophile Lieutenant Commander Stacey Saint James
(source: “Questions” by Nomad, OAF)

TOS2)
Garrovick, David C.: a Human male born in 2245; he served on the

Enterprise from 2267 until 2269 in the security section (an ensign in
2267, he was promoted to lieutenant, junior grade in 2268, and to
lieutenant in 2269); in 2269, he was promoted to lieutenant
commander and transferred to the starship Wasp to serve as its
executive officer; he was promoted to commander in 2273; he made
captain at the age of 30 years and two months, the second youngest
starship commander in Starfleet history (the youngest being Captain
James T. Kirk); he received the captaincy of the U.S.S. Challenger
from 2275 and remains its captain; in 2275, his ship backed up the
Enterprise on a vigil patrol outside the Serenidad system (the Klingons
had taken over the planet); the Enterprise, under the command of
Kirk, went in and attacked a Klingon battlecruiser; the Enterprise itself
was nearly destroyed by another battlecruiser which had been
cloaked; Garrovick ordered the Challenger into the star system, and
ordered the destruction of the remaining vessel; he then led the
rescue team down to the surface of the planet; the Klingon forces
were captured and committed ritual suicide; he received a minor injury
to his face and eyelid from Commander Korak (who called him
“Ga’rik”) as an honor for allowing the Klingon to commit ritual suicide
(Garrovick supplied him with the blade); see “DIQbatlh”; in 2284, the
Challenger was assigned as a support vessel during the peace
mission to Xantharus (and the subsequent Battle for Xantharus IV); in
2294, he attended a party celebrating Chekov’s captaincy of the
Enterprise-B (source: “Obsession” by Art Wallace, TOS2; “The Cost
of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD; “Return to Xantharus”
by Randall Landers, OAJ; Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers,
OAL)

garegara dakria: a Klingon dish similar to the Terran onion pie
(source: The Star Trek Cooking Manual by Mary Ann Piccard, TOS)
Garent: an Orion male; a member of the Trade Commission (i.e. the
Orion Syndicate); he was the director of gambling operations; he
maintained a casino on Xantharus IV, and he was known to personally
close the vault at the end of the business day (source: “...Is Yet
Revenge!” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAE)
Garg, Commander: a Kh’teb Klingon male; commander of a D-7
battlecruiser in 2269 which intercepted the Enterprise while it was en
route to Suzr; the ships exchanged salvos, and both were damaged;
the Enterprise’s dilithium crystals were in shards, and Hoorash
beamed aboard the Klingon ship, ostensibly seeking transport; they
attacked the Suzran and he defended himself, gathering up their
dilithium crystals in the process, but sustaining several injuries in the
melee (source: “The Ambassador’s Taxi” by Jim Ausfahl, OAB)
Garibaldi, Giovanni: a Human male; the Enterprise-A dietary officer;
in 2292, his mess officers provided a luau for the Walven IV soccer
team who were victorious over the Enterprise team (source: “The
Choice” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Garo-7: a star system which contains the class M planet, Pandro
(source: “Bem” by David Gerrold, TAS2)
Garon, Captain: an Orion male; he was the commander of the Orion
raider ship, Tesla; a personal enemy of Captain John Raintree of the
Hood; he captured a landing party from the Hood (which his ship and
three others had attacked and crippled), and killed five of them, sold
one into slavery, and left Captain Raintree to die; he was killed in
2258 by the Director of the Barrier Alliance Consortium for his failure
to obtain a tape with plans for a new weapon system (source:
“Incident on Xantharus” by Nomad, OAA)

Garrovick, Theodore “Ted”, Lieutenant: a Human male; younger
brother of David Garrovick; in 2283, upon graduation, he was
stationed aboard the Yorktown as a security guard; following the
Whalesong Probe Crisis, he requested and received a transfer to
Starfleet’s Planetary Relations division as a monitoring post officer; his
first posting was on Dimorous; the natives discovered the monitoring
post; his partner was killed before he was rescued; his second
assignment was to 892-IV prior to the Collective’s arrival; he believed
that the Savior had indeed returned; his partner, David Bailey, had
deduced (correctly) that an alien was interfering with the development
of the culture of that planet and notified Starfleet; following the
revelation that “The Savior” was an android constructed by the
Collective to assist Welton in establishing Liberation Theology on that
planet, Garrovick submitted his resignation, but Captain Kirk, of the
Starfleet forces which rescued Bailey and him, refused to forward it,
and convinced him to remain with Starfleet (source: “The Return” by
Steven Dixon, OAF)

Garrick, Joyce: a Human female; in November 2278, she was a
cadet aboard the Enterprise for a training cruise; she shared a cabin
on F Deck with Cadet Alison Gordon; she smuggled her cat Popsy
aboard, and received a reprimand for it, as well as an assignment of
drafting a new rule for consideration which would allow for pets; she
was training for communications (source: Encounters and
Countermoves by Nicole Comtet, OAE)
Garrison, Barnard, Chief Petty Officer: a Human male; engineering
officer aboard the Enterprise from 2254 until 2264; he accompanied
Pike to the surface of Talos IV; in 2264, he was “changed” into a
vampire by one of Akia’s followers; Scotty killed him in self-defense
with one of the UV-enhanced laser pistols (source: “The Cage” by
Gene Roddenberry, TOS1; “Incident on Xantharus” by Nomad, OAA;
Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA)

Garth: 1) an Izarian male; Captain of the Lexington, he was called
“Lord God King Garth” below decks; Raphael Rodriguez served with
him; in the 2250's, Garth was the hero of the battle at Axanar; in the
2260's, Garth was injured on a mission, and his crew took him to
Antos IV to see if these legendary people could help him;
unfortunately, his injuries were so severe that he suffered mental
damage; the Antosians taught him the secrets of cellular
metamorphosis, and he used that to take over the Elba II facility; his
plans were thwarted by Kirk and Spock, and once treated by a new
drug, Garth recovered enough to achieve his freedom from the facility
(source: “First Contact 101" by D.G. Littleford, OAA; “Whom Gods
Destroy” by Lee Erwin, TOS3) 2) a grey-striped tomcat at Jim Kirk’s
family farm in Iowa in 2252 (source: “Adventures in Iowa” by D. G.
Littlefield, OAA)

Garrideb IV: a fictional planet, made up “on the spot” by Captain
Uhura, during an attempt to rescue a crew member (source: “AWOL”
by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Garrity, Chris: a Human male with shaggy blond hair; an Enterprise
security officer under Pike’s command; he bedded Teri Mettens in
2264; following her “change” into a vampire, she showed up and
“changed” him as well (source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and
Nomad, OAA)
Garrovick, _____, Captain: a Human male; commanding officer of
the starship Farragut from 2250 until 2255 when he was killed by the
Vampire Cloud of Tycho IV (source: “Obsession” by Art Wallace,
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Dyke, Lisa Evans & Rob Morris; OAA)

by Randall Landers & Nomad, OAD)

garum: an ancient Roman condiment made of fish entrails, gills and
blood, and mixed with salt; popular on 892-IV as a dipping sauce for
sparrow meat; Worcestershire sauce is based upon this concoction
(source: “Bread and Circuses” by Gene Roddenberry & Gene L.
Coon, TOS2; Good Eats by Alton Brown, Food Network)

Gelvi: the Tellarite god of knowledge; a statue erected to him on that
planet measures 531 meters in height, one of the largest statues in
the galaxy (source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)
Gem: a mute, empathic Minaran female; she was chosen by the
Vians to serve as the savior of her planet; she proved her species
worthy of survival by offering to sacrifice her own life for McCoy
(source: “The Empath” by Joyce Muskat, TOS3)

Gary Seven: a Human male, a temporal agent known as Supervisor
194, whose ancestors were taken from Earth to another planet where
they were trained as operatives to prevent aliens from taking over
Earth; his companion was what appeared to be a cat, but wasn’t
(source: “Assignment: Earth” by Art Wallace & Gene Roddenberry,
TOS2)

Gendal: an Orion male; in 2262, he and his shipmates kidnapped
Sehiume, the daughter of a rich Illyran, via a tractor beam aimed at
the shuttlecraft, Copernicus, that she had used to escape from the
Enterprise and held her for ransom (source: “Illyran Princess,” by Jim
Ausfaul, OAA)

Garuda : a class of Romulan warbird vessels (source: “Romulus
Ascendant” by David Landon, OAE)

General Alert signal: see “Standard General Alert signal”

Gat: a Tellarite female, former secretary to Governor Jonathan G.
Keller of 113 Cancri VII; after Keller’s suicide, she went to work for the
Aurelian K’Theel, Keller’s aide; when the planet was given its
independence, she stayed there (source: “The Price of Peace” by
Randall Landers, OAB)

General Orders: see “Starfleet General Orders”
General Quarters: call for readiness; issued prior to Yellow Alert; all
hands are notified they may be called to Yellow Alert, and measures
must be taken to ready themselves (i.e. those off-duty must be
prepared top go on duty, and those asleep must be awakened to
prepare for battlestations) (source: “The Man Trap” by George
Clayton Johnson, TOS1)

Gatchmeinz, Lisa: a Human female; a cadet in Demora Sulu’s class;
in 2295, she was a science officer and a talented cyberneticist aboard
the Enterprise-B; she’s a sexually uninhibited individual; in 2295, she
tried to slip into bed with Peter Kirk “by mistake” and he would have
none of it or her; her actions were reported by Saavik to the first
officer, Uhura; besides her cybernetics expertise, she’s one of the
better botanists on board the Enterprise-B (source: “The Good Fight”
by Rob Morris, OAH; “We Start Our Walking” by Rob Morris, OAL;
Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)

General Quarters, Security Condition 1: combat gear-wearing
security guards are throughout ship, on guard to repel enemy
borders (source: “Chains of Command” by Randall Landers,
OAL)
General Quarters, Security Condition 3: intruder alert, with the
intruder being hostile and lethal (source: “The Man Trap” by
George Clayton Johnson, TOS1)

Gatherers: Acamarian nomads who occasionally attack Federation
facilities near Acamarian space; several star systems within their
sphere of interest are presently off-limits to Federation ships to
prevent attack and to serve as a blockade of sorts (source: “The
Vengeance Factor” by Sam Rolfe, TNG3)

General Quarters, Security Condition 4: intruder alert, with the
intruder being hostile and lethal; major bulkheads sealed, and
security guards are in teams of two which must remain in view of
one another; ship’s scanners are used to identify every individual
on board to determine whether or not there is an intruder aboard
(source: “The Man Trap” by George Clayton Johnson, TOS1;
bortaS choQ by Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)

Gath’thong City: City in the Gath’thong region of Romulus;
Headquarters for the Romulan Imperial Fleet was located there;
Admiral Ndaen Hwerisul lived there in 2281 (source: “Romulus
Ascendant” by David Landon, OAE)

General Winter: term referring to the fact that many invaders of
Russia were defeated by the cold weather of that nation, including
Hitler and Napoleon, but not its native people (source: “Russian
Winter” by Patricia Wright, OAF)

Gaussian Gang: in the 2160's, the group of engineering,
mathematics, physics and other grad students that formed around
Lemoyne, Briggs and Taggerty, working as a friendly team on their
assorted projects (source: “Studying the Field” by Jim Ausfahl, OAA)

Genesis II: the second Genesis torpedo, developed by Starfleet in
2285 as the ultimate weapon to defeat the Kelvan base on Rojan’s
World (source: In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)

Gav: a Tellarite male; an ambassador who was murdered aboard the
Enterprise in 2267 by an Orion agent (source: “Journey to Babel” by
D.C. Fontana, TOS2)

Genesis Crisis, The: the device constructed by the Project Genesis
team was stolen by Khan Noonien Singh, a refugee from and product
of late 20th century Earth’s genetic engineering; the theft of the
Genesis torpedo had nearly brought the galaxy to war; Klingons and
Romulans saw it as the most powerful weapon ever invented; the
Federation saw it as a method of terraforming lifeless worlds into
those which could feed and provide homes for the people of the
Federation before hunger and overpopulation became a problem for
Federation worlds; after the Genesis torpedo exploded in the Mutara
sector, and after a science ship was destroyed by the Klingons, the
Federation shared what information it had with the Romulan Star
Empire and the Klingon Star Empire; the information, without Doctors
Carol or David Marcus to interpret it, is useless; Doctor David Marcus
died at the hands of a Kh’myr warrior on the Genesis planet, and a
year long search to locate Doctor Carol Marcus (his mother) was
fruitless; in 2284, the Federation enacted the Treaty of Mutura with

Gehaan Eobn Eimrh, High Councilor: a Dianasian male; the head
of Dianas’s government (source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis,
OAG)
Geiger, Randy, Lieutenant: a Human male; a security guard aboard
the Enterprise while under Pike’s command; in 2264, he beamed
down to Alpha Indi IV with the second landing party to rescue Akia;
later, he helped Akia takeover the bridge; he was unable to retake
Engineering from Scotty and Gret (source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth
Knauel and Nomad, OAA)
Gellian vitz: see “vitz”
Gellians: short, bald, scrawny humanoids with bulging eyes; allies of
the Klingon Star Empire; native to Ganalda; they produce an
intoxicant known as vitz which is illegal in Federation territory (source:
Star Trek III: The Search for Spock by Harve Bennett, TSfS; Klingons!
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the Klingons which promised that all Genesis technology would be
destroyed and research abandoned; the Federation broke that treaty
in 2285 when they built a second torpedo to use against the Kelvans
(source: Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan by Jack Sowards & Harve
Bennett, TWoK; Star Trek III: The Search for Spock by Harve Bennett,
TSfS; In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)

geological survey: all Federation starships conduct geological
surveys on each world they encounter; may result in mineralogical
finds (such as lithium and dilithium deposits) (source: “Shades of
Gray” by Chris Dickenson, OAD)
geologist: a specialist versed in the study of geology; the Enterprise
has several geologists aboard, including Carstairs, Rawlens and
D’Amato (source: “The Enemy Within” by Richard Matheson, TOS1;
“The Ultimate Computer” by Laurence Wolfe & D.C. Fontana, TOS2;
“That Which Survives” by John Meredyth Lucas, TOS3)

Genesis device: see “Genesis torpedo”
Genesis planet: a planet in the Mutara sector, created from the
gasses of the nebula by the Genesis device; at first, a class M world;
but because one of the creators of the Genesis device used
protomatter in the matrix, the planet was unstable; it soon became an
inferno of molten magma (source: Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan by
Jack Sowards & Harve Bennett, TWoK; Star Trek III: The Search for
Spock by Harve Bennett, TSfS)

geology: the study of a planet—the materials of which it is made, the
processes that act on these materials, the products formed, and the
history of the planet and its life forms since its origin; geology
considers the physical forces that act on a planet, the chemistry of its
constituent materials, and the biology of its past inhabitants as
revealed by fossils (source: museum.gov.ns.ca website)

Genesis Project: see “Project Genesis”

geology lab: located on Deck 2, this lab concentrates on the rocks,
the crust and the interior of a planet (source: “Persephone’s Dance”
by Mike Bagneski, OAB)

Genesis torpedo: the device which when launched at a moon or
another lifeless planetoid would re-create that planetoid with the end
result being a life supporting class M environment; not planned to be
used on a variable pulsar in a nebula, thus forcing the Grissom to do
a complete solar survey prior to approaching the Genesis planet; in
2285, Starfleet constructed a second Genesis torpedo (Genesis II)
and deployed it against the Kelvans on Rojan’s World (source: Star
Trek II: The Wrath of Khan by Jack Sowards & Harve Bennett, TWoK;
Star Trek III: The Search for Spock by Harve Bennett, TSfS)

geomechanics: the study of the movement of the crusts of planets
(source: “Pen Pals” by Hannah Shearer & Melinda Snodgrass, TNG2)
geometeorologist: specialist how the geology of a planet helps
create its weather (source: “Only the Sound Remains” by Linda
McInnis, OAD)
George: the name given to the male humpback whale at the Maritime
Cetacean Institute in 1986 by Doctor Gillian Taylor; his real name is
Dream Singer (source: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard
Nimoy et al, TVH)

Genesis wave: generated by the Genesis torpedo on impact, it
reduces matter to a proto-matter form which can then be manipulated
by the transporter technologies of the Genesis torpedo into a new,
life-supporting form (source: Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan by Jack
Sowards & Harve Bennett, TWoK; Star Trek III: The Search for Spock
by Harve Bennett, TSfS)

Georgia: area of the south-eastern portion of the North American
continent of Terra; originally, a British colony, then one of the original
United States of America; now a region in District 9 (source: “The
Anniversary Gift” by Donna C. Clark, OAA)

genetic bonding: a Betazed term for the ritual of telepathically
bonding children as a form of prearranged marriage; similar to the
bonding performed by Vulcans (source: “Haven” by Tracy Tormé &
Lan Okun, TNG1)

Georgian Wine: fermented alcoholic beverage made from grapes
from the Republic of Georgia; difficult to obtain; Kirk asked Chekov to
pick out an appropriate vintage from the case of Georgian wine he
brought on board the ship (source: “First Tour” by Patricia Wright,
OAB)

genetic engineering: the use of science to construct a synthetic
organism from the genes of a natural organism; the glommer (a
Klingon-devised tribble predator) was genetically engineered from one
of the predators from Iota Geminorum IV (the home world of the
tribbles themselves); genetic engineering was used to create Khan
Noonien Singh and his group of supermen; genetic engineering is not
inherently evil—it is also used to create specialized fermentation
yeasts for waste disposal plants; genetic engineering was used in the
development of the Kh’myr subrace of the Klingons (source: “Space
Seed” by Carey Wilber & Gene L. Coon, TOS1; “More Tribbles, More
Troubles” by David Gerrold, TAS1; Klingons! by Randall Landers &
Nomad, OAD)

German Space Preparatory Academy: a private school on Terra
which has produced some of the keenest military minds of the 22nd
and 23rd centuries (source: “Victory” by Mark Henrie, OAA)
germanium: a brittle, gray, crystalline, semi-conducting element,
atomic number 32, that tends to affect deflectors like rock salt against
a glass window; an increase of 20% power to deflectors is
recommended to compensate (source: “We Start Our Walking” by
Rob Morris, OAL)
Gervais, Yves, Admiral: a Terran male; aging, balding, thin Human
with eyes of blue steel; he has no family; Chief of Security and
Starfleet Intelligence from 2271 until 2295; he is extremely xenophobic
(although he managed to keep this a secret for most of his career); as
a commander in Starfleet Security, he hired a mercenary (see
“Chak’ka”) to provoke a conflict between the Federation and the
Romulan Empire in 2263; from 2270 until 2274, his assistant was
Commander Cheryl Saunders, but she was unaware of his illogical
actions; in 2275, he was captured by Talan who used a mind-sifter on
him as a plot to kill James Kirk (who was in the Starfleet Medical
Center on Earth); Gervais suspected something was wrong afterwards
as he couldn’t remember what he had done the night before, so he
had himself psycho-probed; he learned of Talan’s plans; he surprised
the Kh’myr and “accidentally” killed him; the event was noted only by
one woman who was later “promoted” to a hazardous duty station

Genghis Khan: a Terran male (1162-1227); a Mongolian chieftain;
ruler of much of the Asian continent; the Excalbians transformed one
of their own people into this man as part of their study on “good vs.
evil” (source: “The Savage Curtain” by Gene Roddenberry & Arthur
Heinemann, TOS3)
gentlebeings: the proper form of address when talking to a collection
of dissimilar lifeforms (source: “The Price of Peace” by Randall
Landers, OAB)
“Geobiophysics of Total World Terraforming: Establishing a
Matrix for the Creation of Life on a Lifeless Planet, The”: the
doctoral dissertation of Carol Marcus; in order to solve certain laws of
conservation, she had had to introduce protomatter into the equations
(source: Boy Scout by Ann Zewen, OAA)
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where she was killed; in 2276, he was notified by the Caldonians of
the topaline smuggling operations on Psi Scorpii VIII but did not act on
the information; at the time, it was perceived as an oversight; in
reality, Gervais simply chose to disregard the information; in 2284, he
provided Starfleet intelligence briefings on the Kelvan invasion to
Admiral Cartwright; in 2285, following the Kelvan War, Gervais offered
Kevin Riley a substantial promotion in position within his staff, and
Riley accepted; rumored to be leader of something far more sinister;
the entire assassination of Gorkon in 2293 and the attempted
assassination of the Federation president had no doubt been
orchestrated by Gervais and those loyal to him, including Admiral
Cartwright and Colonel West; unfortunately, this is completely
unknown to the commanding admirals he has served: Nogura,
Morrow, Cartwright, Smillie, Davis; in 2294, he served on a tribunal
board of inquiry investigating the Enterprise-B’s disastrous encounter
with the Nexus; he later kidnapped Sienna Gillette, had her mind
wiped, and turned her into a personal sex slave; he was assassinated
by the Albino in 2295 because Gervais had mindwiped the Albino’s
favorite operative Sienna Gillette (source: “Aftermath” by Nomad,
OAE; Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE; The Day They
All Came Home by Linda McInnis, OAF; In Harm's Way by d. William
Roberts, OAG; Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL; bortaS
choQ by Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)

Ghan: a Yridian male; a mortician on Beta Eridani XII; his funeral
home cremated the body of an individual purported to be Admiral
Yves Gervais in 2295, thereby making recovery of the body virtually
useless and an autopsy almost impossible; he attempted to extract
1500 Federation credits from the Excelsior because the funerary urn
was allegedly modeled after one of Earth’s “Ming the Merciless Mongo
Dynasty”–apparently the Yridian was unaware that Ming the Merciless
was a fictitious villain from Flash Gordon–Sulu ended up paying 12
credits for the urn and remains (source: bortaS choQ by Elizabeth
Knauel, OAJ)
Ghanil: a humanoid race, native to Makus IV; they sought immortality
with science, but unleashed a plague of vampirism on themselves,
destroying their art, literature, science and culture; the Ghanil sought
to live in harmony with the universe, not dominate it; they took what
was needed to survive, and even then it was with reluctance; in the
900's A.D., they went from system to system, searching for a cure for
their condition; the Ghanil are said to have explored many planets in
Sector 12, but did not stay long in any one place; however, every
planet where the Ghanil have supposedly landed have a similar
legend of undead creatures walking the night, searching for blood;
eventually, they returned home to Makus IV and fell into madness
(source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA)
Ghanil Curse, The: vampirism brought on by an experiment to
extend the lifespans of the Ghanil; like the survivors of Miri’s world
have discovered, extending one’s lifespan can be accomplished, but
at a horrible price; in the case of the Ghanil, that price was vampirism;
some of the symptoms of the vampirism include a pulse rate of twelve
beats per minute, a respiration rate of four per minute and blood
pressure that doesn't even register (source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth
Knauel and Nomad, OAA)

Gestapo: popular name for the German Secret State Police
(Geheimestaatpolizei), organized to eliminate political opposition in
the Nazi Germany of Terra, circa 1935; the people of Ekos created a
similar group to eliminate the Ekosians (source: “Patterns of Force” by
John Meredyth Lucas, TOS2)
gestures: humanoids throughout the galaxy have amazing similarities
in their gestures; a nod almost always means yes, and a shake almost
always means no (source: Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)

Ghanis: the class M home planet of the Ghanil; prior to 2264, it was
believed to be the home of the Ghanil, an old race coming from
Murasaki sector of the galaxy, forced by a planetary plague to
abandon their home world and search the galaxy for a new home;
Ghanis was not listed on any stellar map; in 2266, it was determined
that Ghanis is in fact Makus IV (source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth
Knauel and Nomad, OAA)

Gevek, Gev, Admiral: a Tellarite male; Starfleet officer; a friend of
Admiral Mark Stoddard (source: Remember the Hood by Nomad &
Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
GGD, Inc.: see “Galactic Gold Dust, Inc.”
gh’lar: the most potent hallucinogenic fungoid known to Klingons
(source: A Difference Which Makes No Difference by Nomad, OAI)

Ghanni Eobl Navrrh: the Dianasian “Book of the Fathers”; a
Dianasian holy book; Kirk read it at Gehaan’s request; Spock also
read it, and found it interesting and the language quite beautiful; it
discusses theaemrayal at length; first translated Stardate 8719/8720
by the library computer of the U.S.S. Enterprise, NCC-1701-A, later
registered by James T. Kirk, Commander, Enterprise on Stardate
8730.4; translation was certified by Gehaan Eobn Eimrh, representing
Citizens’ High Council, Dianas, Stardate 8726.6 (source: The
Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)

gh’luk’so: a module attached to a Klingon mindsifter which scans and
records a subject’s engrams; the module can also transmit and imprint
those same engram traces into the brain of a clone of that individual;
because the physiology of each brain is different, the engrams can
only be impressed on a clone of the original subject (source: A
Difference Which Makes No Difference by Nomad, OAI)
ghaH moH: pIqaD Klingonese expression for “He’s ugly” (source: In
Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)

Gharen: a Romulan male; in 2281, head engineer on Romulus
Ascendant, with rank of Sub-Commander; old enough to be the father
of Tacitus; had designed the singularity drive on Romulus Ascendant;

Ghalak, Commander: a Kh’myr Klingon; commander of a small fleet
of six k’t’inga-class battlecruisers; he was working with a Klingon
agent, Dugan Wright, who sent the Hyperion to Klingon space with
samples Wright had stolen from the Federation research facility on
Tropal IIIa, samples of disease organisms which would allow the
Klingons to develop bioweapons extremely effective on Humans; this
plan was foiled by Doctor John Roberts and the crew of the Hyperion
who repelled Commander Ghalak’s boarding party by tricking them
into believing that the Hyperion had been deliberately contaminated
with a plague organism (pseudorabies) capable of rendering Klingons
docile, insane or dead, and they departed the Hyperion; Captain
Uhura had the starship flee at maximum warp even as the transporter
effect faded; at Denkhoren IV, Wright was taken by Starfleet
Intelligence and has not been seen since (source: “Bedtime Story” by
Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
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defected to along with his commanding officer, Commander-legate
Tacitus az’Har Daktalirraan, and several other senior officers (source:
“Romulus Ascendant” by David Landon, OAE)
Ghassi, Louis, Lieutenant Commander: a Terran male; a long-term
head of nutrition, Lou had been a professor at Starfleet Academy,
nutrition division, for a decade or more before deciding that it was high
time that he put some of what he had been teaching into practice; he
had intended to return to teaching after one tour of duty—but never
did; he was 56 when he boarded the Hyperion in 2296 (source: “The
Weed” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Ghia: a blond-haired black-eyed Stradith female who possesses “The
Sight,” a psionic ability to judge the character of a person; the sister
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of Aran; she is one of the resistance fighters during the Klingon
invasion of the planet Stradia; the Kh’myr killed her husband, Rhill,
and her child, Degan, while she hid in a closet, going undetected;
later, she was victimized by a mind-sifter in 2274 at the hands of
Klingon saboteurs (source: “Just a Routine Assignment” by Ann
Zewen, OAD; “Out of the Ashes” by Ann Zewen, OAD)

Gideon (Delta Dorado VII): a class M planet, seventh from the 4.35
magnitude star Delta Dorado; it was once a paradise, having ideal
environmental and cultural conditions; its population flourished, and
their life span increased until death became unknown, happening only
when the body could no longer regenerate; the birth rate continued to
climb (and the death rate continued to decline) until there was
massive overpopulation; the Gideonites felt such a high regard for life
that they would not consider any means of birth control; the planet
was isolated, near the edge of the Perseus arm, and there were no
other planets in the system, so that colonization was also out of the
question; eventually Federation representatives worked it out so that
much of their population was spread to other class M planets; some
Gideonites took their own lives to help reduce the population problem
(at the encouragement of the Gideon Council) (source: “Mark of
Gideon” by George Slavin & Stanley Adams, TOS3; Star Trek Maps,
TOS)

Ghidorah: a fictional three-headed monster, one of Godzilla’s
enemies; Peter Kirk managed to secure an action-figure of it for Davie
and Jimmy McCoy (source: Waiting on Serenidad by Rob Morris,
OAH)
Ghiij-vr-Hu: a Vendorian female who performs as a stripper at the
Green Dragon on Lovely II (source: “The Strange Case of
Under-Secretary Lynch” by Anna Perotti, OAD)
ghIj qet jaghmeyjaj: Klingonese expression: “May your enemies run
with fear.” (source: “Sins of the Father” by Ron Moore et al, TNG3)

Gideonites: the very long-lived humanoid species native to Gideon;
their bodies have the ability to regenerate; only Vegan choriomenigitis
is known to be fatal to them; their planet was overpopulated as a
result; see “Gideon” (source: “Mark of Gideon” by George Slavin &
Stanley Adams, TOS3

ghojmoq: pIqaD Klingonese term for “nurse” or “nanny” (source:
“Sins of the Father” by Ron Moore et al, TNG3)
ghopHol: Klingon term literally meaning “hand-language”; it is a form
of sign language used by Klingon warriors when non-verbal
communication is needed to avoid detection or when silence is
required (source: “The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis,
OAD)

Giellun: a Romulan male; in 2281 was Fleet Commander of Romulan
Fleet and serving on the Romulan warbird Pierceblood; former
student of Tactius; disliked the inaction of waiting; was bothered by
the fact that the Romulus Ascendant had not shown up in time for
their search and destroy mission; upon receiving a message that the
Romulus Ascendant was defecting to the Federation, ordered course
set to chase them down (source: “Romulus Ascendant” by David
Landon, OAE)

ghoqwI’jan: pIqaD Klingonese for “spying device” (source: “Tryst” by
Linda McInnis, OAE)
Ghostbusters: a classic film still enjoyed in the 23rd century (source:
“Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)
Ghred, Ambassador: an Adaran male; delegate to the Federation
Council since 2265 (source: “The Price of Peace” by Randall Landers,
OAB)

Gilgo Beach: a seaside park on Long Island of the New York
territory; an ideal spot for a getaway (source: www.bungerstuff.com
website; “Emissary” by Michael Piller & Rick Berman, DSN1)

ghrIthlha: a Klingon dish made from targ ribs; akin to Terran
barbecue (source: The Star Trek Cooking Manual by Mary Ann
Piccard, TOS)

Gill, John: a Human male; in 2251, a professor at Starfleet Academy;
regarded by many students as a ‘real slave driver’; in 2251, taught
James Kirk Pre-Federation History; he was eventually relieved of his
duties at Starfleet Academy and assigned to a cultural observation
post on Ekos; he allowed his personal beliefs to overwhelm him, and
proceeded to take over the planet in order to elevate the Ekosians into
a productive society, using Nazism as a model; he eventually became
a puppet for Melakon, and was later killed by the Ekosian when Gill
renounced him as a traitor (source: “First Contact 101" by D.G.
Littleford, OAA; “Patterns of Force” by John Meredyth Lucas, TOS2)

ghuuu: a very crude Ian expletive (source: Insanity’s Child by Randall
Landers, OAL)
ghuy’cha: a crude pIqaD Klingonese oath for “show some guts” or
perhaps “show some balls” (source: Liberation from Hell by d. William
Roberts, OAE; The Klingon Dictionary by Marc Okrand, TSfS)
Giamon: a very difficult alien trading language spoken by the Orions
and their associates; similar to French, English or Swahili in that many
different races will speak Giamon and their native tongue; Giamon is
used for diplomacy and business deals between alien races (source:
“The Wreck of the Aurora Borealis” by Cathy German, OAB; “The
Icarus Factor” by David Assael & Robert McCullough, TNG2)

Gillespie, Shandra, Specialist: a Human female of African-American
origin; she manned the navigation station following the battle against
Arog-Da’M (source: Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)
Gillette, Sienna: a Human female; a typical Brad Bashaw bimbo
news reporterette; she was sexually involved with Bashaw, in fact, but
unbeknownst to all, she was an operative of The Albino; in November
2278, she reported on how Cristobol Xantar had wreaked havoc
aboard the cadet training ship Enterprise; she was on the air at
Intergalactic News Service broadcasting the news of James T. Kirk’s
death in 2294; she was dismissed after broadcasting footage of
Teresa’s execution on INS; Admiral Yves Gervais of Starfleet
Intelligence kidnapped her and mindwiped her, turning her into his
personal sexual slave (he was assassinated by the Albino in 2295 in
retribution for this) (source: Encounters and Countermoves by Nicole
Comtet, OAE; Bloodlines by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ;
Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL; bortaS choQ by
Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)

“giant” tribbles: large colonies of tribbles who have had their
reproductive cycle interrupted but have not had their metabolism
slowed down; when given a shot of neoethylene, the colonies break
down, their metabolism slows and they become “safe” tribbles (see
“tribbles”) (source: “More Tribbles, More Troubles” by David Gerrold,
TAS1)
Gibbs, Harold “Harry”, Lieutenant: a Human male; an Enterprise-A
security officer; in 2287, he was part of the Galileo landing party to
Duncan’s Planetoid, and was killed by the Kh’myr Klingon Kurlon’s
disruptor (source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)
Gibraltar: entrance port to the Mediterranean Sea; Starfleet maintains
a communications branch there (source: Star Trek: The Motion
Picture novelization by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)
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gin’tak: a Segh vav Klingonese word for a “trusted advisor” who is
considered one of the family (source: “Firstborn” by Mark Kalbfeld &
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René Echevarria, TNG7)

glavin: a metal gauntlet with a hook used in ceremonial combat on
Ligon II (source: “Code of Honor” by Katharyn Powers & Michael
Baron, TNG1)

_____, Ginger: a Human female; an entertainer on the class M planet
orbiting 679 Andromedae; she’s known for her performance with a
glommer (source: No Cold Wind by Ann Zewen, OAB)

Glenlivit: a single malt Scotch whiskey enjoyed in the 23rd century
(source: “Contact” by Jim Ausfahl, OAB)

Giotto, Paul: a Human male; as an ensign, he was a security guard
aboard the Shenandoah in 2264; later, as a lieutenant commander,
from 2266 until 2269, he served as the Enterprise security chief who
coordinated with the Janus VI miners in an attempt to locate the
“monster” who had been attacking the colonists; he was also
responsible for providing security for the Cygnetian delegation; in
2269, he blindly followed Janice Lester’s orders while the madwoman
was inside Kirk’s body; the real Captain Kirk was truly angry and
disappointed, and had him transferred off the Enterprise shortly
thereafter; in the 2290's, he was Security Chief of the Hercules; he
died in 2294 during a ground combat situation with the Kzinti; the
captain of the Hercules chose not to promote Ch’terr to the posting
(source: “Spider's Lair” by Randall Landers, OAA; “The Devil in the
Dark” by Gene L. Coon, TOS2 In the Line of Duty by Nicole Comtet,
OAB; “Crowded Theater” by Rob Morris, OAB; Chekov's Enterprise by
Randall Landers, OAL)

Glenn, U.S.S., NCC-637: an Oberth-class science ship; it and the
Lovell surveyed the wreckage of Promellian cruiser found by the
Enterprise-B in 2294 (source: Chekov's Enterprise by Randall
Landers, OAL)
Glintara: a Romulan star system (source: “In the Pale Moonlight” by
Peter Fields & Michael Taylor, DSN6)
glob fly: a Klingon insectoid pest; a nasty creature that sucks fluids
from any lifeform it can find (source: Liberation from Hell by d. William
Roberts, OAE; “The Outrageous Okona” by Les Menchen et al, TNG2;
A Difference Which Makes No Difference by Nomad, OAI)
globefruit: a large, spherical fruit native to Vulcan; one of Sarek’s
favorites (source: Keeper of the Katra by Chris Dickenson, OAF)
Glomac, Elu: an Arcturian performer; has a troupe of actors he works
with known as the Morlock Players; he doesn’t sing very well (source:
“Persephone’s Dance” by Mike Bagneski, OAB)

Gioy, Mafs: a Centaurian male; a reporter for the Galactic News
Network; in 2293, he was assigned to Serenidad, and tried to
interview Peter Kirk who was shopping with Jimmy and Davie McCoy
(source: Waiting on Serenidad by Rob Morris, OAH)

glommer: a Klingon genetic construct; it was designed to be a tribble
predator (it ingests them whole); the Klingons plan to clone them to
eradicate the tribble menace on one of their worlds (source: “More
Tribbles, More Troubles” by David Gerrold, TAS1)

“Givers of Pain and Delight, The”: term the Morgs use for the
Eymorgs on Sigma Draconis VI (source: “Spock’s Brain” by Gene L.
Coon, TOS3)

Glompff’h: a Kh’myr Klingon male; crewmember of the paSloghlam
who, along with ‘hchUkm, captured a “Kirk” while on the Amusement
Park Planet (Omicron Delta V); Commander Kruk killed both he and
‘hchUkm for asserting that the commander was in error (source: “A
Klingon Holiday” by Randall Landers, OAD)

Gladiator: Horse ridden by Matthew Crowe in Kraeuter’s Challenge
who was the main rival of Frou-Frou, the horse ridden by Andrei
Draganov; Matthew Crowe, the jockey, had deliberately rammed
Gladiator into Frou-Frou, causing injury to both Frou-Frou and
Draganov (source: “Rules of Life” by Diane Doyle, OAD)

“Glorious One”: a Klingon honorific (source: The Daystrom Project
by Nomad, OAD)

gladst: Segh vav Klingonese term for a leafy, brown Klingon cabbage
(source: “Melora” by Evan Somers et al, DSN2)

glow water, Antarean: see “Antarean glow water”

Gladstone, Eustace: a Human male; His Majesty’s Chief of Protocol
on the planet Walven; King Peter affectionately calls him “Useless”
(source: “The Choice” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)

glowpup: a self-powered illuminated tube which provides low level
lighting; Federation starships are fully equipped with them (source:
“Never Forget” by Nomad and Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)

Glarr: a Tellarite male; gruff but lovable; the transporter chief in
charge of Transporter Room 2 of the U.S.S. Excelsior in 2295; he was
killed by Q’xl%, but not before trying to destroy it with a phaser rifle;
he damaged the transporter console so that Q’xl% couldn’t use it; the
being simply went to Transporter Room 1 on the other side of the
primary hull and used it instead (source: “Spider's Lair” by Randall
Landers, OAJ)

glowferns: type of flora native to Trylias; phosphorescent fern-like
plants which store up light during the day and shine all night (source:
“The Daystrom Project” by Nomad, OAD)
glycoprotein: a small unit made up of a sugar and a protein
molecule, often part of a cell's membrane (source: www.aegis.com
website; The Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
Gnost, Admiral: a Terran male; Starfleet Chief of Sciences from
2267 until present (source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)

Glasgow: a Terran city located in Scotland (source: “Wolf in the Fold”
by Robert Bloch, TOS2)

Gnost, Vega: a Terran male, son of Admiral Gnost; born in 2261, he
was once the subject of a Kzinti kidnaping plot in 2271 (source:
“Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)

Glasgow, U.S.S.: a Federation buoy tender; in 2267, while servicing
the isolation buoys in the system, it was contacted by the inhabitants
of Kenederis IV; the science ship Sheppard was dispatched to the
planet; using test animals, it was quickly determined that the plague
was still in effect; as a result, there has been no change in its
quarantine status (source: “The Kenederis Incident” by Jim Ausfahl,
OAB)

Gnutson, _____: a Human male; he was a relief navigator aboard the

Enterprise-A ever since that ship was commissioned (source: The
Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG; Valley of the Shadow by Holly S.
Trueblood, OAF)
God and Gods: the various sentient races of the galaxy have many
different theological viewpoints as to the existence (or lack thereof) of
a divine being or beings; Humans are generally monotheistic; Orions
are polytheistic; Klingons have warrior-gods (see “Kh’eloz” and
“Krull”); Vulcans perceive an omniscient force of order and creation
which stems from one source (see “Sha Ka Ree”); some alien races

glass damage: occurs when viewports are struck by disruptors or
debris (source: “Errand of Mercy” by Gene L. Coon, TOS1)
“Glass Palace”: see “Krambarga Garza”
glassine: a Klingon construction material, akin to transparent
aluminum (source: Bloodlines by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
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emotion (including pleasure) (source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture
by Gene Roddenberry, TMP; Keeper of the Katra by Chris Dickenson,
OAF)

which are sufficiently advanced occasionally try to pass themselves
off as gods (see “Kukulkan”) and some are so advanced they are
perceived as gods (see “Delta Theta III—Energy Being”); the
inhabitants of Arret destroyed themselves because, in the words of
Sargon, they had dared to think of themselves as gods; the
humanoids of Pollux IV were space travelers to Earth 3200 years ago,
and they set themselves up as gods for the ancient Greeks (source:
“Who Mourns for Adonais?” by Gilbert Ralston, TOS2; “The Wages of
Vengeance” by Nomad, OAD; “How Sharper Than a Serpent’s Tooth”
by Russell Bates & David Wise, TAS2; “Bem” by David Gerrold, TAS2;
“Return to Tomorrow” by John Kingsbridge, TOS2; Star Trek V: The
Final Frontier by William Shatner et al, TFF)

Gol, Stone of: see “Stone of Gol”
Golar: an Orion male; captain of the Orion marauder Vr’cla; in 2277,
his ship overwhelmed a Starfleet cadet-training ship and captured its
crew for Turhan; he assisted Tanith Brok in her mad quest for
vengeance; his ship destroyed the Nelson, and his men killed a
number of Kirk’s acquaintances, including Cheryl Saunders, before he
and his men were killed by Starfleet Marines aboard the Vr’cla
(source: “...Is Yet Revenge!” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAE)
Gold Dragon, The: a nightclub in Sonday, a city on Lovely II (source:
“The Strange Case of Under-Secretary Lynch” by Anna Perotti, OAD)

God-Thing: a telepathic energy being imprisoned by an unknown
power on a world concealed by the Great Barrier at the center of the
galaxy; it lured Sybok there telepathically, and then tried to force the
landing party to bring the ship closer so it could merge with it; Kirk
foiled its plans with Spock’s (and the Klingons’) help; see “Great
Barrier, The” and “Sybok”

Gold for the Pot-Pushers: a holovid game, in 2267, one of Sulu’s
current favorites (source: “The Wreck of the Aurora Borealis” by Cathy
German, OAB)
Golden Gate Park: a park located near the historical district of San
Francisco, Earth; many cadets spend time there; when traveling back
to 1986, Kirk and his command crew set down the Kr’anya, a Klingon
Bird of Prey, in this park (source: “First Contact 101" by D.G. Littleford,
OAA; Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard Nimoy et al, TVH)

Godley, Terrence “Terry”: Human male; holds honorary rank of
lieutenant, junior grade; stationed aboard the Cooper since 2272;
xenobiologist (source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers,
OAE)
gods: see “God and Gods”

Golden Nova Bar and Grill: an establishment on the planet Festus
III (source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)

Godzilla: a fictional green-grey dinosaur that looked like a cross
between a stegosaur and a T-Rex; it has a vaguely canine mouth and
head, a long tail, and a set of protruding dorsal fins; Peter Kirk
purchased an action figure of Godzilla and Ultraman for Davie and
Jimmy McCoy (source: Waiting on Serenidad by Rob Morris, OAH)

Goldfinger: a highly sexist, extremely violent, three-hundred-year old
Terran movie still enjoyed in the 23rd century; the crew of the
Enterprise viewed it while at station-keeping around the remains of the
Aurora Borealis (source: “The Wreck of the Aurora Borealis” by Cathy
German, OAB)

Godzilla vs. Biollante: a 1989 Japanese monster movie involving a
genetically altered plant based on Godzilla’s DNA; Peter Kirk shared
this movie from his collection with Davie and Jimmy McCoy during
stay at the Royal Estate on Serenidad; Peter Kirk believes that it must
have been a very topical offering in the time of the approaching
Eugenics Wars (source: Waiting on Serenidad by Rob Morris, OAH)

Goldstein, Benjamin “Ben”: a Terran male; Federation negotiator;
used the name of Bharii Shandar in his official duties; discovered a
telepathic species of snake, took one with him to use as an aid in
negotiating (source: “The Pet” by Jim Ausfaul, OAG)
Golme, M.D.: a Miran; it serves as the chief medical officer of BLB-0
BGN-5 (source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)

Godzilla vs. Gamera: a 2015 Japanese monster movie involving
Godzilla in a fight with Gamera, a giant tortoise; the movie also
involves some manner of summoning ritual involving a girl who was
singing in Japanese and a boy named Ken and the prerequisite
comma-shaped amulet; Peter Kirk shared this movie from his
collection with Davie and Jimmy McCoy during stay at the Royal
Estate on Serenidad (source: Waiting on Serenidad by Rob Morris,
OAH)

Gomeisa (Beta Canis Minoris): a hot, blue B8 main sequence star
with very few planets located 170 lightyears from Sol; in addition to
three planets, one of which is class M, it is surrounded by a disk that
may be forming new worlds; it is thought that the three planets may
have been captured from a passing rogue star (source: “Rules of Life”
by Diane Doyle, OAD; Spacedog website)
Gomeisa III: Class M world, around which Deep Space Station
3 orbits; in 2273 was location of a horticultural symposium; also,
the location of the Equine Knocks Equestrian Center where the
annual Kraeuter’s Challenge horse racing event would take place
(source: “Rules of Life” by Diane Doyle, OAD)

Gogin: a Tellarite male; a Federation sociologist who helped oversee
the cultural survey mission on Lodahl in 2274; while in orbit above
Lodahl, Gogin and his fellow sociologist p’Kaso staged a fight on the
Rec Deck, prompting Captain Kirk to have Commander Scott stage an
emergency for them; an abrasive individual, even for a Tellarite; in
2296, he was stationed on Dandrin IV; he had been there two days
when he was jailed; he was beamed aboard the Hyperion with Drevan
agreeing to take his place while the Tellarite was interviewed by
Sendal; unfortunately, Gogin died during his interview (heart attack)
and Drevan was forced to face the Guilt Gulper in his stead (source:
“A Serpent In Eden” by Jim Ausfahl, OAD; “Guilt Gulper” by Jim
Ausfahl, OAK)

Gomeisa III Botanical Gardens: Botanical garden facility
located on planet Gomeisa III; Sulu and Uhura attended a
horticultural symposium there in 2273 (source: “Rules of
Life” by Diane Doyle, OAD)
Gonzales, Miranda, Detective: a Human female native to Chrysalis;
a member of the Chrysalis vice squad (source: A Little Family Secret
by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)

Gol: desert plain on the planet Vulcan; the Vulcan Masters of Kolinahr
reside in a shrine/temple there; a self-contained community
surrounded by volcanic mountains and a wind-swept desert (Sas-ashar) and Vulcan’s Forge; has terraced balconies carved into the
sheer red cliffs; its inhabitants eat gruel so as not to allow the
enjoyment of food to distract them from their goal of elimination of all
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good: concept for that which is favorable, righteous, trustworthy,
and/or virtuous; the opposite of evil; most humanoids share similar
ideals of that which is good; however, the Excalbians have no concept
of good or evil, and to the Klingons, good is a synonym for
advantageous (source: “The Savage Curtain” by Gene Roddenberry
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& Arthur Heinemann, TOS3)

Cathy German, OAB)

“Good Land, The”: a popular song of the New Human movement of
the mid 23rd century (source: “The Way to Eden” by Arthur
Heinemann, TOS3)

gordonite: a clear, plastic-like material used to contain radiation;
often, a force field is run through the center of the gordonite, but this
does not affect its transparent appearance; the core chamber of
heavy cruiser starships is constructed from this material (source: No
Cold Wind by Ann Zewen, OAB; Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan by
Jack Sowards & Harve Bennett, TWoK)

Good, Courtney: a Human female; in 2274, with rank of Lieutenant,
served on Enterprise as an environmental scientist/biologist; was one
of the members of the diving expedition that took place on Alpha
Andromedae III (source: “Barrafluda” by Diane Doyle, OAD)

Gorfo the Terrible: a Tellarite male; the first ruler of the Benda
Dynasty, who conquered most of the continent Benda of the planet
Tellar in 132; in modern times, it was the nation which Gorfo founded
which had united Tellar on a planetary scale; noted for the
construction of his glass palace, Krambarga Garza, as a monument
to his conquest (source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)

Goodfellow, Samuel, Cadet: a Human male; part of Reichard’s
landing party in 2297 on Varassing II; killed by Klingon disruptor after
Reichard was incapacitated (source: “Fallen Giants” by Jim Ausfahl,
OAK)
“Goodnight, Sweetheart”: a song popular on Earth in the 1930s,
composed by Ray Noble and usually sung by Al Bowlly (source: “The
City on the Edge of Forever” by Harlan Ellison, TOS1)

Gorgon: a space yacht which competed in the 2254 running of the
Antares Two Million (source: “Victory” by Mark Henrie, OAA)
Gorgon, The: last of the Gorgons; he used fear to force the adults of
the Starnes Expedition to Triacus to force them to kill themselves; he
then took control of their children (calling himself “The Friendly Angel”)
in an attempt to takeover the Enterprise (source: “And the Children
Shall Lead” by Edward Lasko, TOS3)

goose-neck viewers: prior to 2265, most starships featured viewers
at each station which were attached by a flexible stand (hence,
“goose-neck”); they were removed as it was determined they were
prone to damage, and were not necessary (thus saving the
Federation millions of credits) (source: “The Cage” by Gene
Roddenberry, TOS1; “Where No Man Has Gone Before” by Samuel
Peeples, TOS1)

Gorgons: 1) a humanoid race native to Triacus which terrorized their
sector of the galaxy for millennia; the Andorians finally overcame
them; they were capable of using the basic fears of individuals to
overcome them; see “Great War, The” and “Andorians” (source:
“And the Children Shall Lead” by Edward Lasko, TOS3) 2) a race of
humanoids native to Gamma Persei VI; cold-blooded reptilian bipeds;
their nervous and skeletal systems are more similar to those of
Humans and other primates rather than other reptilian species, such
as the Gorn or Saurians; nearly two meters in height, with green, scaly
skin, and hair-like structures resembling yellow snakes with black
stripes; their yellowish cat-line eyes emit a green glow which is a form
of radiation that causes paralysis and death; they are hostile to
outsiders; once they were spacefarers with a thriving civilization;
Spock’s research has shown that the Gorgons not only visited Earth,
but there are legends on Andoria, Tellar and Cait that tell of evil
creatures that turned their victims to stone; even Vulcan has legends
of this sort, although the description of the creatures are somewhat
dissimilar; now there are only 500 left; hundreds of years ago, their
world was attacked by outsiders who destroyed their industry; the
attackers bombed their cities, destroyed their people, obliterated their
world; they have found it is better to hide underground and live like
vermin rather than die in the sunlight; because of McCoy’s treatment,
the Gorgons have accepted that the Federation means them no harm,
and have allowed the Federation research base on Gamma Persei VI
to remain as long as their privacy is maintained; on occasion, they will
allow a scientist to study them in exchange for medical services; there
is an antidote/preventative treatment for limited exposure to their
radiation, but contact should be made with special gear, i.e. a class 5
antiradiation suit coated with kyrillium, with a similarly coated class 4
environmental helmet with its blast shield in place and a repeater
screen in the helmet (source: “Gorgon’s Lair” by Diane Doyle, OAD)

gor’ka: an ant-like insectoid native to the desert area of Xantharus IV;
they construct elaborates mounds in the group for their dwellings
(source: “...Is Yet Revenge!” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAE)
Gorath: a region on Qo’noS where sulfur bubbles to the surface in
lagoons; Klingons undergoing the Day of Honor observance will often
choose to traverse these potentially lethal lagoons (source: “Day of
Honor” by Jeri Taylor, VOY4)
gorch: a Klingon zit (source: Star Trek: Insurrection by Michael Piller
and Rick Berman, I)
Gordo: derogatory, but common name for the Federation sciencesurvey ship, U.S.S. Cooper (source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall
Landers, OAE)
Gordon, Alison: a Human female of Scottish ancestry; in November
2278, she was a cadet aboard the Enterprise for a training cruise; she
shared a cabin on F Deck with Cadet Joyce Garrick; she had a slight
crush on her senior instructor, Captain Spock; she was in training for
a sciences position; she was trapped in auxiliary control by Cristobal
Xantar, a madman from Serenidad; she and two others were rescued
by Spock (source: Encounters and Countermoves by Nicole Comtet,
OAE)
Gordon, Jude: a Human female; a Starfleet desk jockey; ten years
out of the Academy; part of the Five-Year-Mission Task Force sent
out to observe the interactions aboard a starship; she had been
working on the project for ten years when she was sent aboard the
Enterprise to observe life aboard a starship; she was originally named
Judy Gordon but dropped the “ie” sound as soon as she’d had the
opportunity; she was a roommate of T’Preya from 2266 until 2267 or
so; Gordon called her “T.P.” for short, an act she found totally illogical;
once, in a drunken stupor, Gordon had insisted the Vulcan mind-meld
with her; T’Preya was completely offended and moved out of their
apartment; six weeks later, Gordon found herself aboard the
Enterprise, coming aboard the starship at Starbase 12; within a few
weeks, she had yet to make any friends; when the Enterprise found
itself in battle against an unknown adversary, and she was on the
bridge, she saw the gestalt of the Enterprise crew react to the crisis,
and found herself to be completely lacking by comparison; she
returned to Starfleet a changed person (source: “The Lesson” by
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Gorkon: a half-Kh’teb half-Kh’myr Klingon male; Kudan Kuras’
personal counsel (see “voqjup”) until Kudan Kuras was killed, then
became the first Chancellor of the Klingon High Council; married
Marschut, the sister of Kudan Kuras; had one daughter by her before
her assassination, named Azetbur; Gorkon was installed as the High
Chancellor of the Klingon Empire in 2285 by the Council of
Chancellors (Kor, Kang, Koloth, Kerla and Kusan); he refused the
position of Emperor on the grounds that he was not of Kahless’ line;
his father was a Kh’myr; his mother was a Segh vav he was
Chancellor of the Klingon Empire; he was assassinated in 2293 by
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two Starfleet crewmen from the Enterprise who were part of a
conspiracy of both Starfleet and Klingon officers who wanted no
peace treaty between the Federation and Empire; his daughter,
Azetbur succeeded him (source: In Harm’s Way by d. William
Roberts, OAG; Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE; Star
Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country by Nick Meyers et al, TUC)

piracy with what’s left of the Barrier Alliance Consortium (source:
“Arena” by Frederick Brown, TOS1; Starfleet Medical Reference
Manual by Eileen Palestine, TOS; “Return to Xantharus” by Randall
Landers, OAJ; In Harm’s Way by d. William Roberts, OAG; A Little
Family Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)
Gorn dreadnough: a faster-than-light vehicle used by the Gorn, but
constructed by the Medusans; the design is that of three oblong
spheres connected at the ends with one long tubular warp engine
above and another below, directly extending from the third spheroid
(source: In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)

Gorla: a world which seceded from the United Federation of Planets
in 2266; it joined the Barrier Alliance the following year (in the Mirror
universe, Captain James Kirk achieved fame for suppressing the
revolution there) (source: “Mirror, Mirror” by Jerome Bixby, TOS2)
Gorlan prayer stick: similar in concept to rosary beads, the Gorlans
use these artifacts during their prayers (source: “Bloodlines” by
Nicholas Sagan, TNG7)

Gorn dreadnought – bridge: located in the forward section of
a Gorn dreadnought; circular, its walls are filled with computers
and ship's artificial intelligence; there is no viewscreen; the Gorn
officers sit in heavy chairs, each wearing a helmet with heads-up
displays; the visors provide their compound eyes with all they
need to see to guide the starship through the cosmos; there is
usually very little movement on the bridge of a Gorn ship – a tap
of a finger, or the slight tilt of a head, the growling/hiss of
Gornian passing between the bridge crew, mixing with the
whistles and beeps of the electronics (source: In Harm's Way by
d. William Roberts, OAG)

Gorlans: a relatively peaceful humanoid race which seceded from the
Federation in 2266; a member of the Barrier Alliance; Gorlans
average 1.5 meters in height; they have a fondness for alcohol, but it
affects them minimally; they have gray skins, elongated heads and
hands, and are extremely reticent to talk (source: “Mirror, Mirror” by
Jerome Bixby, TOS2)
Gorn: 1) Tau Lacertae IX, a class M planet (source: Starfleet Medical
Reference Manual by Eileen Palestine, TOS) 2) a species of very

Gorn Confederation: governing body of Gorn star systems (which
are located in Quadrant 25); it allied itself with the Federation in 2269,
and merged with the Federation in 2285; it possesses a fleet of
vessels; its emblem is a red hexagon; the Gorn Confederation, the
Orion-dominated Barrier Alliance and the Federation held a peace
accord on Xantharus IV in 2284, leading to their joining the Federation
(source: “Arena” by Frederick Brown, TOS1; “Return to Xantharus” by
Randall Landers, OAJ; In Harm’s Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)

strong, slow-moving, heavily-boned, reptilian bipeds, their massive
cerebral functions are dedicated mainly to thought and speech; their
intelligence—quick and nimble—was in sharp contrast to their body;
they possess compound eyes; the Gorn, with all their cerebral
prowess, would never have achieved starflight; their features were
just too massive, their fingers unable to attain the dexterity needed to
build even the most basic electronics needed; it had been a chance
encounter with the Medusans that had led to an on-going friendship
and technological exchange that had made this possible; an
aggressive race when they feel their territory has been violated; Gorn
weaponry, however, is low-grade Klingon ordinance, and not nearly
as powerful as their Federation equivalent; natives of the class M
planet Tau Lacertae IX (which is located in Quadrant 25); a race of
intelligent reptiles; seven feet tall average (6'4" is one of the shortest
recorded heights for a Gorn); 200 kilograms average weight; coldblooded race which flourishes in a tropical climate (Gorn ships
maintain a temperature of 140ºF); possess compound eyes like those
of an insect; have a series of scutae which run from the crown to their
buttocks; they are green; have protruding eyebrows; have two nostrils
and ear holes; have opposable thumbs and two large fingers; slower
reflexes than those of Humans; have three toes on each foot; their
blood is red (iron-based); they wear brown leather guards on their
forearms (similar to those worn by an archer); the crew of Gorn
vessels wear gold tunics with a hexagonal pattern; in 2266, the Gorn
attacked and destroyed the Terran colony on Cestus III, provoking a
minor conflict which lasted a year; the conflict was resolved, and
Cestus III was colonized by Humans and Gorn as a gesture of peace;
Gorn are somewhat slow-moving as compared to Humans, but their
strength more than makes up for this; they are not related to the
Saurians (which were discovered in 2268 on the far side of Federation
territory from the Gorn), but the two reptilian species work together
quite well; from 2269 until the Gorn-Orion-Federation Peace Accords
of 2284, the Gorn worked in conjunction with the Federation against
the Barrier Alliance; in 2285, they joined the Federation; in 2287, their
territory was invaded by the Kelvans, and though over fifty percent of
their population was destroyed, they reestablished their civilization
following the repulsion of the Kelvan invaders by Starfleet; they prefer
to be referred to as the “Gorn,” not “Gorns”; ironically, they prefer to
refer to Humans as “Earthlings”; the Gorn achieved spaceflight as a
result of buying technology from the Medusans; in the the 2290's,
many of the Gorn are little more than brigands, actively engaging in
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Gorn Conflict: a minor conflict between the United Federation of
Planets and the Gorn Confederation in 2266; it was successfully
resolved by the Vulcan Ambassador Sarek and partially by Andorian
Starfleet Captain Thrax K’al Kevaran, and a joint colony was set up on
Cestus III (source: “Arena” by Frederick Brown, TOS1; “Victory” by
Mark Henrie, OAA; “Return to Xantharus” by Randall Landers, OAJ)
Gorn High Assembly: governing body of the Gorn Confederation
(source: In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
Gorn starships: use disruptors, not phasers; have deflector screens
capable of repelling phaser beams and photon torpedoes; their
maximum speed is warp factor 7; they can attack from extreme range;
have transporter technology; capable of jamming communications;
can equip their landing parties with devices to feedback sensor
impulses to build up overloads in Federation tricorders (source:
“Arena” by Frederick Brown, TOS1)
Gornian: the spoken language of the Gorn, it is a series of hisses,
guttural clicks and growls (source: In Harm's Way by d. William
Roberts, OAG)
Gorns: archaic and improper plural form of the Gorn (source: “Arena”
by Frederick Brown, TOS1; “Return to Xantharus” by Randall Landers,
OAJ)
Goro: a Human male; the old chief of the Amerinds; he officiated at
James Kirk’s marriage to Miramanee in 2268; he survived the Kzinti
invasion of his planet in 2275 (source: “The Paradise Syndrome” by
Margaret Armen, TOS3; “The Beggar’s Tooth” by Randall Landers,
OAE)
Gort, Commander: a Kh’myr Klingon male; massive, even for his
sub-race; he habitually wore an expression that struck terror in the
hearts of lesser beings; commanding officer of the Kormagk in 2267;
one of Sar Xhosar’s clients, he beamed her aboard when Roxanne
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started destroying her operations on Rho Orionis V; she demanded
he attack the Enterprise, and he refused; she became extremely
irrational, calling on his crew to obey her and disregard him, so he
killed Xhosar with a quick stroke of his dagger across her neck and
left Federation space without further incident (source: The
Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick, OAB)

Gracie: the name given to the pregnant female humpback whale at
the Maritime Cetacean Institute in 1986 by Doctor Gillian Taylor
(source: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard Nimoy et al,
TVH)
graesch: an uncomplimentary aspersion in the Stradith language
(source: “Just a Routine Assignment” by Ann Zewen, OAD; “Out of the
Ashes” by Ann Zewen, OAD)

Gospothar: a region on the planet Evern (source: Klingons! by
Randall Landers & Nomad, OAD)

graf unit: Klingon equivalent of a warp drive engine (source: “The
Time Trap” by Joyce Perry, TAS1; Klingons! by Randall Landers &
Nomad, OAD)

gossamer mice: a common lab animal aboard Federation starships
and at research bases which is almost completely transparent (hence
their name); easily susceptible to shock (source: “The Terratin
Incident” by Paul Schneider, TAS1)

grafspeed: Klingon equivalent of warp speed, although on a different
scale (source: “The Time Trap” by Joyce Perry, TAS1; Klingons! by
Randall Landers & Nomad, OAD; Liberation from Hell by d. William
Roberts, OAE)

Gossett, Herm: a Human male; a miner on Rigel XII (source: “Mudd’s
Women” by Stephen Kandel, TOS1)
Gothos: a class A iron-silica planet constructed by Trelane 900
lightyears from Sol in the midst of a large star desert; the Enterprise
came across the planet in 2266 (source: “The Squire of Gothos” by
Paul Schneider, TOS1)

Gragar, _____, Admiral: a Tellarite male, younger cousin of Admiral
Gragrar; he held the rank of Admiral in 2296; rumor has it that his
promotion came as a result of pressure from Tellar since Gragrar had
resigned in late 2294, following the death of Captain Kirk on the
Enterprise-B; Uhura finds herself reporting to him from time to time;
Tellarites are definitely not known for their sense of humor, and
Admiral Gragar’s sense of humor is considerably below average, even
for a Tellarite (source: “A Motley Crew” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK; “An
Issue of Identity” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

Gottlieb, _____, M.D.: a Terran male; doctor at San Francisco’s
Mercy Hospital in 1986 (source: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by
Leonard Nimoy et al, TVH)
Gould, John G.: Human male; third science officer of the Cooper
since 2272; held the rank of lieutenant j.g. at the time; worked during
the second shift; promoted in 2280 to full lieutenant; killed in 2284
during the Battle for Xantharus IV (source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by
Randall Landers, OAE; “Return to Xantharus” by Randall Landers,
OAJ)

Gragrar, _____: a Tellarite male; Starfleet Chief of Public Relations
since 2261 with the rank of Vice Admiral; in 2292, he was working in
Starfleet Operations, and he personally informed Shaun Kelsey of his
promotion to Captain and his assignment as commanding officer of
the U.S.S. Chosin; resigned in 2294 from Starfleet Operations
following the Enterprise-B/Nexus encounter and Harriman’s suicide;
his cousin, Gragar, was promoted to Admiral in 2295; rumor has it that
his promotion came as a result of pressure from Tellar (source:
“Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC; Old Feuds by d. William
Roberts, OAM; Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL; “A
Motley Crew” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

Gould, Karen, Commander: a dark-haired Human female; in 2294,
she was an engineer with Starfleet Operations; in December, she
worked on bringing the Enterprise-B Sickbay on-line; she considers
Katya Sorenson “a shrew, but a damned awfully talented” engineer
(source: Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
governor: an official who governs a Federation colony; appointed by
the Federation Council, based on recommendations from cultural
investigators and by a committee of the planet’s inhabitants (source:
“Whom Gods Destroy” by Lee Erwin, TOS3; “One of Our Planets Is
Missing” by Marc Daniels, TAS1)

Gragrar, Gjav: a Tellarite male; son of Vice Admiral Gragrar; born in
2261, he was once the subject of a Kzinti kidnaping plot in 2271; in
2284, he was serving as a relief science officer aboard the Cooper; he
was killed during the Battle for Xantharus IV when debris had fallen
from the ceiling, crushing his head (source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by
Mark Henrie, OAC; “Return to Xantharus” by Randall Landers, OAJ)

Governors’ Alliance: an assembly of the Federation’s colonial
governors who try to influence Federation policy to benefit their worlds
(source: “Beating The Alternative” by Rob Morris, OAB)

Grail of Kahless: a Klingon relic once owned by Kahless; during an
observance of the Day of Honor, Klingons drink mot’loch from a
replica of this cup (source: “Day of Honor” by Jeri Taylor, VOY4)

_____, Govral: a Centaurian male; in charge of the tractor beam
generators of Research Base 1853 which disappeared in 2262 while
trying to generate a small, stable wormhole (source: “A Serpent In
Eden” by Jim Ausfahl, OAD)

Gralfalti Forest: a wilderness preserve located on Tellar; expansive,
it is the largest game preserve in the Federation (source: “Scotty’s
Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)

“Gozollo”: Jimmy and Davie McCoy pronounce Godzilla this way
(source: Waiting on Serenidad by Rob Morris, OAH)

gram-positive bacteria: see “bacteria”

Gr’oth: the Segh vav Klingonese word for “devisor” (source: “Trials
and Tribble-ations” by Ron Moore et al, DSN5)

“Grand Dame, The”: Angus McTavish’s nickname for Aileen Scott
(source: “By the Back Door” by Jim Ausfahl, OAA)

Gr’oth, I.K.C.: see “Devisor, I.K.C.”

Grand Tour, The: a ‘scenic ride’ across the Sol system; the course
takes a training ship from Earth to Mars to Jupiter to Saturn to Uranus
and then Nepture; it was used quite often by cadet training vessels in
the 2240's and 2250's; Farrell suggested this course for the cadet
cruise of November 2278 prior to its departure from the Sol system
(source: Encounters and Countermoves by Nicole Comtet, OAE)

Gr’thak: a scruffy-looking Tellarite in the employ of Vetara in 2295; he
was killed by Miguel (source: A Difference Which Makes No
Difference by Nomad, OAI)
Gracchos: 1) a city on Xantharus IV, built on an oasis in the middle
of a desert which bears the same name; known for its huge
amphitheater wherein slave auctions occurred 2) the enormous desert
of Xantharus IV (source: “Incident on Xantharus” by Nomad, OAA)
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Grand Vizier: Title of the chief minister under the Pharaoh in Ancient
Egypt; in 2280, E’ay served in that role on Kemet (source: “A Hole in
My Cover” by Jim Ausfaul, OAE)
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Granger, _____: a Human male of British origin; the third shift
navigator of the Enterprise-B in late 2295 (source: Insanity’s Child by
Randall Landers, OAL)

gravimetric distortions: forces capable of tearing a starship
apart (source: Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
gravimetric pull: an increase of which is normal when
approaching a star (source: “Operation: Annihilate!” by Stephen
Carabatsos, TOS1)

Grankite Order of Tactics: light blue triangle; a Federation award
given to officers of Starfleet and civilians alike; sponsored by the
Grankite Foundation, a military order (source: “Court Martial” by Don
Mankiewicz & Steven Carabatsos, TOS1)

gravimetric sensors: devices which detect objects by
measuring gravity fields; a gravimetric reading of zero density
indicates a space void (a.k.a. star desert); a sizable space
displacement reading can indicate a planet or star (source: “The
Squire of Gothos” by Paul Schneider, TOS1; “Operation:
Annihilate!” by Stephen Carabatsos, TOS1)

Grankite Order of Tactics, Class of Excellence: light blue triangle
has a pair of facing red triangles on it; a Federation award given to
officers of Starfleet and civilians alike; sponsored by the Grankite
Foundation, a military order (source: “Court Martial” by Don
Mankiewicz & Steven Carabatsos, TOS1)

gravitation: ship system which provides gravity; it also helps stabilize
the ship; during attack, it is set to automatic (source: “Where No Man
Has Gone Before”

Grankite Shield: see “Grankite Order of Tactics”
Granrutto, Gunder: a Tellarite male; a reporter for TellarNet (source:
Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)

gravitational unit: the device used to provide a ship’s gravity; if
disabled, gravity onboard a ship fails (source: Star Trek VI: The
Undiscovered Country by Nick Meyers et al, TUC)

Grant, Bobby: a Human male; the security guard who was killed by
a kligat on Capella IV when he drew his weapon on the Capellan’s
guest, the Klingon Kras (source: “Friday’s Child” by D.C. Fontana,
TOS2)

gravitic mine: a weapon which uses gravity waves to disable a
starship (such waves can wreak havoc on faster-than-light drives)
(source: Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan by Jack Sowards & Harve
Bennett, TWoK)

Grant, Charles F., Ambassador: a Human male, a Federation
ambassador, one of the best in the Federation Diplomatic Corps, also
one of the most blunt and belligerent; blue eyes, lean, stone-like
features, white hair; “he’s bullied as many planets into joining the
Federation as he’s sweet-talked in” according to some; humiliated by
his rejection by Trinar V’s Fornad the Third (source: “The Cost of
Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)

graviton: an elementary particle responsible for the effects of gravity
(source: Glossary of Nuclear Physics Terminology website)
graviton tractor beam: a Romulan device that can focus the lines of
gravity around a planet to crush enemy ships in orbit; Durit had one
on his planet (source: Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts,
OAE)

Grant, Gary: a Human male; in 2295, he held the rank of Chief Petty
Officer and was the forward observation deck manager of the
Enterprise-B (source: “Angel” by Randall Landers & Rob Morris, OAL)

gravitronics: the science of generating gravity through artificial
means; a course taught at the Starfleet Academy (source: Star Trek
II: The Wrath of Khan by Jack Sowards & Harve Bennett, TWoK)

Grant, Joseph C., Federation Commissioner: small, middle-aged
bird-like Human male with a thinning shock of iron-gray hair; member
of the Federation Council assigned to investigate Klingon treaty
violations; a member of the “Peacemaker” contingent, he simply
refuses to see any evidence as proof of Klingon violations; was
present at the “change of command” ceremony where Captain Kirk
assumed command of the Enterprise; Commander Rodriquez was not
too fond of him and said of him, "Never saw a peace treaty he didn’t
like, even if it puts Federation interests at a disadvantage and
Starfleet personnel at risk." (source: “Change of Command” by D.J.
Littleford, OAB; The Daystrom Project by Nomad, OAD)

gravity: the force of attraction between all masses in the universe;
especially the attraction of a planet's mass for bodies near its surface
(source: cogsci.princeton.edu website)
gravity boots: see “magnetic boots”
gravity chamber: located in Sickbay, this medical facility is designed
to be used to assist those beings requiring less than humanoid
standard gravity and for the production of those chemical compounds
requiring zero gravity (source: “The Lights of Zetar” by Jeremy
Tarcher & Shari Lewis, TOS3)

Granz: a Centaurian male; a renowned 22nd century musician; Peter
Kirk enjoys his music (source: Waiting on Serenidad by Rob Morris,
OAH)

gravity control: a station located in the antigravity section of
engineering (source: “The Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1)

grapok sauce: a Klingon condiment (source: “Sons and Daughters”
by Bradley Thompson & David Weddle, DSN6)

gravity phenomena: a study which is related to field densities; both
are related to the Unified Field Theorem (source: “Requiem for
Methuselah” by Jerome Bixby, TOS3)

Graves, Gary: a Human male; in 2295, he was stationed aboard the
Excelsior as a life support technician; he was taken by Q’xl% while
doing an AIS clean-out on the ducts in the forward observation
lounge, transported to the surface of Kornephoros VI and killed when
placed against one of the obelisks in Q’xl%’s temple (source: “Spider's
Lair” by Randall Landers, OAJ)

gravity, artificial: artificial gravity was developed due to the discovery
of an antigravity flying belt in a Slaver stasis box; gravity is controlled
by the artificial gravity section (a-g section) of engineering of
Federation starships; see “gravity” and “gravitronics” (source: “The
Slaver Weapon” by Larry Niven, TAS1)
Grayson, Alfred “Al”: a Human male; a handsome man with a full
head of grey hair; a professor; father of Amanda Grayson; brother of
Roberta Grayson; in 2240, Sarek and Spock spent the Christmas
season with him and his wife (Spock received a baseball and a glove);
in 2240, a resident of Maplewood, Minnesota, Terra (source: “A
Family Holiday Surprise” by Selek, Saidicam, and T’Lea, OAA)

Graves, Patrick, Lieutenant: a Human male; an Enterprise security
guard from 2283 until 2287; he escorted Bishop Williamson to his
quarters (source: “The Return” by Steven Dixon, OAF)
gravimetric: the ability of gravitational force, weight, or density to
affect distance and the properties of matter and energy (source:
“Spider's Lair” by Randall Landers, OAJ)
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of Sarek, Vulcan’s ambassador to the Federation; mother to Spock;
born in May 2210; as a girl, she owned a horse named “Mister Dillon”
and learned to play the piano; at the youthful age of fifteen Federation
Standard years of age, she had left her family in Seattle, Washington,
and moved to Oxford, England, to study linguistics; in 2228, she
worked on the universal translator; in 2229, she received her
doctorate in linguistics and was employed as a linguist at the Vulcan
embassy in San Francisco, teaching the staff idiomatic English; she
escorted the ambassador to many state functions, and taught the
embassy staff how to waltz; Sarek proposed to her in 2229; they were
married in September 2229; she knew that Sarek had been married
once before; sometime thereafter Sarek and Amanda moved to
Vulcan with Sarek; in 2239, she learned of Sybok’s existence as the
child moved in with them; in 2240, she visited her aunt Roberta before
becoming a linguistics instructor at the Vulcan Science Academy,
teaching Saarvan’s Theory of Linguistics; in 2268, on Cygnet XII, she
even became a celebrity at the court and was honored with the
Cygnetian equivalent of Knighthood, after a slight disagreement—
several Cygnetian Warriors expressed close interest in Sarek and
were displeased when he declined their officers, and the Lady
Amanda asserted her exclusive rights on her husband in no uncertain
terms—had been satisfactorily settled; her determination won her the
approval and support of the Queen, and consequently the honorific
distinction; in 2283, she monitored Spock’s recuperation on Vulcan
after the fal-tor-pan ceremony, including his re-education; renowned
for making home-made waffles for her house guests; in 2285, suffered
from a Tarbalan fly bite; spent two weeks in stasis while a treatment
was devised; in September 2295, Amanda’s health took a turn for the
worse (source: “The Logical Choice” by elise, OAA; “It Isn’t Logical” by
elise, OAA; “A Family Holiday Surprise” by Selek, Saidicam, and
T’Lea, OAA; The Day They All Came Home by Linda McInnis, OAF;
“Reminiscing” by Selek, OAA; In the Line of Duty by Nicole Comtet,
OAB; Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL; Until the End of Time
by Nicole Comtet, OAI)

Grayson, Theo: a Terran male; Spock’s cousin (source: “Popcorn” by
Chris Dickenson, OAA)
graybeard: see “rolchIS”
Grazeria: a class M planet, a Federation member world, inhabited by
the humanoid Grazerites (source: Old Feuds by d. William Roberts,
OAM)
Grazerites: Federation humanoid species, evolved from herbivorous
herd animals and as such abhor violence and confrontations; as a
result, few serve aboard starships; they avoid confrontations and
violence, but will fight tenaciously when cornered; they require little
sleep (source: Old Feuds by d. William Roberts, OAM)
grazzilot: largest species of crab in the known galaxy, native to
Andor; quite carnivorous, its claws can bend iron; usually hides in a
den like a spider as it awaits its prey (source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by
Mark Henrie, OAC)
Gre’thor: the place where dishonored Klingons go to after they die;
it is guarded by the demigod Fek’lhr (source: “Devil’s Due” by Philip
LaZebnik & William Lansford, TNG4)
Great Arena: the area where the Dandrini Guilt Gulper meets and
eats its victims (source: “Guilt Gulper” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
“Great Awakening, The”: Argelian term for the rebirth of the culture,
circa 2050, when their society changed from one filled with strife to
one dedicated to the pursuit of pleasure (source: “Wolf in the Fold” by
Robert Bloch, TOS2)
Great Barrier, The: in 2269, the Enterprise ventured to the center of
the galaxy; the crew charted the creation point (a white hole) where
new matter was streaming forth, but the ship was drawn into a spacetime vortex into the continuum containing Megas-tu; after their
adventure there, the Enterprise crew found themselves still just inside
Shapley’s Center, but before them now (previously obscured by the
vortex) was an enormous spherical energy barrier, similar to the one
encountered at the edge of the galaxy; the Enterprise launched
several probes, all of which were lost upon contact with this new
barrier; rather than risk contact with the barrier, the Enterprise
returned to Starbase 11 for additional instructions; prior to 2284, no
ship had ever gone into the Great Barrier, no probe had ever returned;
once penetrated, it was learned there was a class M world within, with
an incorporeal lifeform inhabiting the planet; this “god-thing” could not
travel through the barrier, perhaps indicating that there is a greater
intelligence than it which put the barrier in place; the god-thing wanted
to “join” with the ship (perhaps in a manner similar to the Questar M17
creature had done with the pod ship); the “god-thing” was defeated by
the crew of the Enterprise with help from their Klingon friends; see
“Sybok” (source: “The Magicks of Megas-tu” by Larry Brody, TAS1;
Star Trek V: The Final Frontier by William Shatner et al, TFF)

Grayson, Harry: a Terran male; Spock’s cousin (source: “Popcorn”
by Chris Dickenson, OAA)
Grayson, Ned: a Terran male; Spock’s cousin (source: “Popcorn” by
Chris Dickenson, OAA)
Grayson, Nellie: a Human female; spouse of Alfred Grayson, mother
of Amanda Grayson; sister-in-law of Roberta Grayson; a small elderly
female with silver grey hair usually piled atop her head; in 2240, Sarek
and Spock spent the Christmas season with her and her husband; in
2240, a resident of Maplewood, Minnesota, Terra (source: “A Family
Holiday Surprise” by Selek, Saidicam, and T’Lea, OAA)
Grayson, Roberta: a Human female, born 2202, died 2282; aunt of
Amanda Grayson; great aunt of Spock; a sharp conversationalist;
possessed a gentle but sharp wit; a botanist, she wrote and illustrated
a number of textbooks; her prints are highly prized (McCoy has two
on his wall in his San Francisco apartment); her home near Broughton
in the Washington territory of North America on Earth was called
“Mountain View”; she preferred the fireplace to central heating; she
had an old-fashioned holovid of Spock smiling (although the Vulcan
insists he was merely squinting); she cherished her independence;
she willed the cabin to her grandnephew, Spock; she did not like her
niece’s husband, Ambassador Sarek; had written to Spock when he
entered Starfleet Academy in 2250 and when he had not replied,
contacted a Federation representative to complain to the Starfleet
Academy Communications Services about it; this prompted
Commodore Von Steuben, the Academy Commandant, to order
Spock to write to her within 72 hours (source: “Popcorn” by Chris
Dickenson, OAA; “The Summons” by D.G. Littleford, OAA; “To the
Last Extremity” by Chris Dickenson, OAE)
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Great Bird of the Galaxy, The: a mythical figure; as a young officer,
Sulu, who is a self-proclaimed atheist, used the blessing “May the
Great Bird of the Galaxy bless your planet” as a means of teasing
some of the more religious crewmembers aboard the Enterprise about
their religious convictions; most usually laugh with him about the
absurdity (source: “The Man Trap” by George Clayton Johnson,
TOS1)
Great Constable: elected position on Lovely II; in 2274, this position
was held by Kayra Sgholen (source: “The Strange Case of
Under-Secretary Lynch” by Anna Perotti, OAD)
“Great Decay, The”: Evernian term for the fall of their civilization
(source: Klingons! by Randall Landers & Nomad, OAD)
Great Depression, The: an economic disaster which affected the
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economy of Earth in the early 20 century; Edith Keeler’s Twenty-First
Street Mission was set up to help people survive this time (source:
“The City on the Edge of Forever” by Harlan Ellison, TOS1)

“Great Vulcan Comedians”: an article by humorist Rose Osborne,
written on the fly in 2267 while aboard the Enterprise; it was
completely blank, without any text (source: “Comeuppance” by Cathy
German, OAB)

Great Filter Reef: see “Chrysalis filter-reeds”

“Great War, The”: a genocidal war fought between the Andorians
and the Gorgons, lasting several thousand years; the Gorgons were
defeated; see “Andorians” (source: “And the Children Shall Lead” by
Edward Lasko, TOS3)

Great Hall at Starfleet Command: adorning its walls are portraits,
busts and holograms of the galaxy’s greatest explorers: Captain Soo
Chi of the U.S.S. Valiant, Garth of Izar, Commodore Robert April,
Trader Scorpan of Vulcan, Doctor Zefrem Cochrane, General Grundt
of Tellar, Captain Christopher Pike, Ship Master Raynd of Andor, and,
following his death, Captain James T. Kirk (source: Chekov's
Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)

greblom grass: a native Tellarite food stuff used in the preparation
of soup (source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)
greblom soup: a Tellarite dish described as a greenish liquid with
bits of pink floating about; made of greblom grass (which gives it its
green color) and live pingini fish (the bits of pink) which add to the
flavor (source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)

Great Hall of Iliani: a huge meeting facility where the Haole Council
of Elders met before the destruction of Haole in the late 22nd century
(source: The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
Great Hall, The: 1) the throne room of the Royal Palace of Serenidad;
it was used to house the invasion forces; it was destroyed by the
resistance, killing the 950 soldiers asleep inside; it was later rebuilt
(source: “The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD) 2)
the Klingon seat of government is also known as “The Great Hall”
(source: “Sins of the Father” by Ron Moore et al, TNG3)

Greek gods: see “God and Gods”

Great High Royal Priest: the head of the Dandrini executive branch;
he ruled the planet with what seems to be a trititanium claw; in 2296,
he was devoured by a “Guilt Gulper” after the beast was unable to
stomach Drevan (source: “Guilt Gulper” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

“Green Death”: see “Vegan choriomeningitis”

Green Bay Packers: a Terran football team (source: “A Family
Holiday Surprise” by Selek, Saidicam, and T’Lea, OAA)
“Green Bloods”: a pejorative used by Andorians to describe Vulcans
(source: “First Contact 101" by D.G. Littleford, OAA)
Green Dragon, The: a nightclub on Lovely II (source: “The Strange
Case of Under-Secretary Lynch” by Anna Perotti, OAD)
Green, Bruce, Ensign: a Human male; Enterprise biosciences
specialist 2266; he was killed by the Salt Vampire (source: “The Man
Trap” by George Clayton Johnson, TOS1)

“Great Manitou, The”: 1) an Illiniwek name for God 2) a story told by
the Illiniwek people; Jesse Running Bear recounted it aboard the
Hyperion to John Roberts in 2296 (source: “Bedtime Story” by Jim
Ausfahl, OAK)

Green, _____, Colonel: a Terran male; a 21st century madman who
led a genocidal war against the Asian people of Earth, leading to
World War III and, subsequently, the Post-Atomic Horror; he was a
bully, pure and simple; he held some fascist ideas about purging the
gene pool of the evil “yellow” genes (i.e. targeting Asians instead of
Jews); his main hatred was for the Japanese and Chinese; he was
suspected of having his operatives sabotage the Jovian Platform;
Colonel Green was planning to try to wipe out the Eastern Coalition
of Nations; the North American government wanted to try to appease
Colonel Green; his command center was located in the Australian
Outback; it was destroyed by an asteroid impact directed by Jorip Ma
(source: “The Savage Curtain” by Gene Roddenberry & Arthur
Heinemann, TOS3; The Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)

Great Piles of Well-Deserved Gold for the Empire, The: an old
Klingon propaganda holovid, considered great camp; always shown
at parties at the Academy; the crew of the Enterprise viewed it while
at station-keeping around the remains of the Aurora Borealis (source:
“The Wreck of the Aurora Borealis” by Cathy German, OAB)
“Great Progenitor”: see “Kelvan Supreme Commander”
Great Room of the Hall of the Bosses: an inner chamber of the Hall
of the Bosses where the painting “Federation Bosses” hangs; the
room also contains a lighted glass display case upon which Doctor
McCoy’s communicator sits on a velvet-topped tabletop; another
display case contains Ensign Jackstadt’s e-pad; the decorative ceiling
is made of hammered copper and tin (source: “Da Woid” by Cathy
German, OAD)

Greenley, Hank: a Human male; a security guard aboard the
Enterprise while under Pike’s command (source: Drink Deeply by
Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA)

“Great Shelters”: Aquan term for buildings of the ancient sunken
cities of the planet Argo (source: “The Ambergris Element” by
Margaret Armen, TAS1)

Greer, _____: a Human male; a biosciences specialist aboard the
U.S.S. Enterprise from 2272 until 2275 (source: “The Human
Equation” by Nomad, OAD)

Great Shield of 61 Cygni: a Federation award given to officers of
Starfleet and civilians alike; sponsored by the Tellarites (source:
“Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)

Greer, Petey: a Terran male born in 2233; red haired and freckled; a
friend of Jim and Sam Kirk; in 2244, the boy was killed while playing
in the Clark Place, a local haunted house; the police ruled the death
accidental, but the other boys always thought it was the malevolent
spirit of Jeb Clark, resurrected by a Ouija board, who had killed Petey
(source: “The Unexplained” by Mary Schuttler, OAB)

“Great Spirit, The”: name for the Apache concept of God (source:
“Incident on Xantharus” by Nomad, OAA)
“Great Stone Face, The”: common term used by Starfleet personnel
for Admiral Heihachiro Nogura, Commander of Starfleet from 2249 to
2276 (source: “No Place Like Home” by Nomad, OAC)

Greggson, William “Wills”, Lieutenant Commander: a Terran male;
around 5’6” and slight, but wiry and powerful; since 2296, he’s the
chief security officer of the Hyperion, and only has a small number of
security folk under him; Greggson is in his mid to late 60’s, and plans
to retire when the current tour of duty on the Hyperion is over; had
previously been chief security officer on the Saratoga, with a large
contingent of staff, but is winding down; besides being experienced,

“Great Teacher of All the Ancient Knowledge, The”: see “Great
Teacher, The”
“Great Teacher, The”: an educating machine designed to impart
temporary knowledge to the inhabitants of Sigma Draconis VI; it is
worn over the head (source: “Spock’s Brain” by Gene L. Coon, TOS3)
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Grissom, U.S.S., NCC-638: an Oberth-class science vessel;
commanded by Captain J.T. Esteban; it was conducting research on
the Genesis planet when it was destroyed by the Klingon Bird of Prey
Kr’anya in 2283 (source: Star Trek III: The Search for Spock by Harve
Bennett, TSfS)

he’s sharp; has taken Ingram under his wing, almost as a surrogate
son, and is training him to handle being a chief of security (source:
“The Weed” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
_____, Gregory: a Terran male; employee at Plexicorp in 1986
(source: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard Nimoy et al,
TVH)

Groll: a Gorn female; the Gorn Confederation’s ambassador to the
Xantharus conference in 2284; she found the temperature of the
Cooper quite chilly for a Gorn of her age; she had worked closely with
the Federation negotiators in coming up with the treaty between the
Federation and the Gorn Confederation, and in 2284, she drew up the
historical treaty between the Federation, the Gorn and the Orions,
uniting them under one flag (source: “Return to Xantharus” by Randall
Landers, OAJ)

Gregory the New, Pope: an Andorian male; elected to Pope in 2283
after 75 years of service to God; a sincere, kind, honest man; he is
fond of studying church history; his intervention ended the holy war on
Epsilon Canaris; in 2284, his aide, Bishop Benjamin Williamson,
attempted to assist Robert Welton and The Collective in taking over
892-IV; as of 2291, still the Supreme Pontiff (source: “The Return” by
Steven Dixon, OAF; A Form of Redemption by Rob Morris, OAG)

Gross, Ensign: a Human male; a security officer aboard the

Grek, Commander: a Tellarite male; security chief of the U.S.S.
Enterprise in 2264; in 2267, was considering offer from ComTel to be
closer to family and was expected to take it (source: Drink Deeply by
Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA; “Change of Command” by D.J.
Littleford, OAB)

Enterprise from 2273 to 2275 (source: Klingons! by Randall Landers
& Nomad, OAD)
ground assault vehicle: a Klingon vehicle used during combat
operations on a planet’s surface (source: “Elogium” by Jeri Taylor et
al, VOY2)

grenade launcher: see “photon grenade launcher”

groundcar: a vehicle meant to travel along the ground, usually on
wheels (source: “Reminiscing” by Selek, OAA; “The Jihad” by Stephen
Kandel, TAS1)

Grenoka, Gkang: an Efrosian male; a non-commissioned officer; he
was Chief Shuttle Pilot of the Enterprise-B until 2295 when he was
promoted to Ensign, made Chief Helm Officer and assigned to the first
shift to replace the demoted Demora Sulu; he was assigned her
vacated quarters as well (source: “Chains of Command” by Randall
Landers, OAL)

grt’wu: a predator on Xantharus IV; it often preys upon the gwquii
(source: “The Night Watch” by d. William Roberts, OAB)
Grul’ka: a Tellarite male; one of Vetara’s henchmen in 2295; his
name means “big fucker”; killed by Miguel (source: A Difference
Which Makes No Difference by Nomad, OAI)

Gret: a Tellarite male; a security guard aboard the Shenandoah in
2264; by 2294, he had worked his way up the command ladder to
become the captain of the El Cid; suffered a burned hoof in the battle
with the Tholians for Alpha Tucanae IV, a battle which resulted in the
decommissioning of the El Cid; Captain Gret was subsequently given
command of the Shiloh (source: “Spider's Lair” by Randall Landers,
OAA; Chekov’s Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL; Old Feuds by d.
William Roberts, OAM)

Grul-uk: a Tellarite expletive akin to “Fuck you” (source: A Difference

Which Makes No Difference by Nomad, OAI)
Grummer: an Orion male; one of Kayra Sgholen’s henchmen (source:
“The Strange Case of Under-Secretary Lynch” by Anna Perotti, OAD)
Grundt, General: a Tellarite male; one of the galaxy’s greatest
explorers; his bust stands in the Great Hall at Starfleet Command
(source: Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)

Grey, ______ : a Human female; a Federation historian assigned to
study the Guardian of Forever in 2269 (source: "Yesteryear" by D.C.
Fontana, TAS1)

GSC: a measure of structural compression; abbreviation for
gigagrams per square centimeter (source: “Who Mourns for Adonais?”
by Gilbert Ralston, TOS2)

Grid, bu’: a Kh’myr male; member of the third Klingon invasion of
Serenidad, he was posted as the guard on Princess Teresa’s cell; he
was killed by Angelita Martinez (source: “The Cost of Freedom” by
Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)

GSK-783: call sign for a private transmitter which belonged to George
Samuel Kirk on Deneva; it was licensed for subspace frequency 3
(source: “Operation: Annihilate!” by Stephen Carabatsos, TOS1)

Grill at the End of the Alley, The: a quasi-reputable establishment
that sells food and lodging without requiring any identification; well
known to the seedier side of life on Bacchus III and several other
planets; often used as a place to make clandestine meetings,
including those involving illegal activities; owner is a corpulent
Tellarite, named Wudash (source: “AWOL” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

“Guam 10”: see “Deep Space Station GWM 10”
Guarana: an exotic Brazilian soda made from a berry (source: “First
Contact 101" by D.G. Littleford, OAA)
Guardian of Forever: discovered in 2267, this artifact is capable of
sending individuals back in time; McCoy accidentally changed the
past when he was sent back in time to 1930; Kirk and Spock managed
to restore the timeline and return to the present with McCoy; in 2269,
a Federation research team nearly changed history by replaying
recent Vulcan history while another team was exploring the origins of
the Orion civilization; Commander Spock of the Enterprise managed
to prevent the change from becoming permanent; use of the Guardian
to replay history of two different time periods concurrently is now
prohibited, as is use of the Guardian to play recent (less than 100
standard years) historical events (source: “The City on the Edge of
Forever” by Harlan Ellison, TOS1; “Yesteryear” by D.C. Fontana,
TAS1)

Grimshaw, Charles “Charlie”: a Human male; an engineering cadet
aboard the Enterprise-A in 2288; a chess master, he taught Doctor
Giacomo Eletto the basics on how to play Tri-D chess (source: The
Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)
grint hound: a four-legged Klingon canine (source: “Time’s Orphan”
by David Weddle et al, DSN6)
Grisella: a non-aligned species which hibernates six months out of a
year; they are occasionally called upon to mediate disputes (source:
“The Ensigns of Command” by Melinda Snodgrass, TNG3)
grishnar cat: a Klingon felinoid (source: “The Way of the Warrior” by
Ira Behr & Robert Behr, DSN4)

Guardians: protectors of the Vulcan healers and of those being
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treated (source: The Day They All Came Home by Linda McInnis,
OAD)

“Requiem for Methuselah” by Jerome Bixby, TOS3)
Guurfghak Mall, The: the largest shopping mall on Tellar; only the
Nuevo Castillo Mall of Serenidad is larger in the Federation (source:
Waiting on Serenidad by Rob Morris, OAH)

Guarnaccia, Max: a Human male of Italian descent, in 2274 held
rank of Lieutenant and was a scientist assigned to the Gagarin; was
classmate of Enterprise officer, Lieutenant Antonia Avilova; was one
of the members of the diving expedition that took place on Alpha
Andromedae III; became ill from disease caused by a virus whose
host was the barracuda species on Alpha Andromedae III but
survived; dubbed the disease “Barrafluda” (source: “Barrafluda” by
Diane Doyle, OAD)

gwquii: a crawling rodent on Xantharus IV, often preyed upon by the

grt’wu (source: “The Night Watch” by d. William Roberts, OAB)
GWY: a star system on the fringe of Federation territory (source: “A
Crystal Clear Problem” by Rowena Warner, OAD)
GWY IV R: see “Va’arik”

Guererro, F.: a Human male; a cadet at Starfleet Academy from 2250
until 2254; majored in Command (source: “It’s Not Fair” by Richard
Dyke, Lisa Evans & Rob Morris; OAA)

GX Andromedae: an M1V main sequence star with a luminosity of
0.0061; the third planet of the system is orbited by a moon on which
a group of super-telepathic Vulcan scientists established the Sedola
Outpost; it, unfortunately, was destroyed with a complete loss of all life
in 2270 by the Kelvan (source: Burnham’s Celestial Handbook; No
Cold Wind by Ann Zewen, OAB)

guidance computer: part of the helm-navigation computer system,
this computer is responsible for helm control; in 2269, the Amusement
Park Planet (Omicron Delta V)’s master computer briefly took over the
Enterprise guidance computer (source: “Once Upon a Planet” by
Chuck Menville & Len Jansen, TAS1)

GX Andromedae III: a class K planet with one large natural
satellite on which a group of super-telepathic Vulcan scientists
established the Sedola Outpost; it, unfortunately, was destroyed
with a complete loss of all life in 2270 by the Kelvan (source: No
Cold Wind by Ann Zewen, OAB)

Guidry, Ron: a Terran male; a left handed pitcher who pitched for the
New York Yankees in the 20th century; comparatively small in stature;
Chekov had received his baseball card from his uncle Vanya (source:
“Finnegan’s Challenge” by Diane Doyle, OAB)

gymnasium: each Federation starship is equipped with a gymnasium
(source: “Charlie X” by D.C. Fontana, TOS1)

Guillaume, _____, M.D.: a Human male; a Starfleet physician
assigned to the Federation medical facility on Stradia (source: “Out of
the Ashes” by Ann Zewen, OAD)
“Guilt Gulper”: a large maroon-colored reptilian creature used for
capital punishment on Dandrin IV; convicted felons are fed to it; its
head is easily three meters long, and almost half that wide, resting on
a long neck; in 2296, one was set loose upon Drevan; the Andorian
caused the creature to regurgitate; angered, the creature turned on
the Great High Royal Priest and ate him and several of his entourage,
thus ending his tyranny and bringing about social change to Dandrin
IV, fulfilling the prophesy of The Guiltless One (source: “Guilt Gulper”
by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
“Guiltless One, The”: a Dandrini religious concept of a being without
guilt; a definitely Messianic figure who would lead the Dandrini into a
golden age; after a “Guilt Gulper” was unable to stomach Drevan, he
was named the Guiltless One; angered, the creature turned on the
Great High Royal Priest and ate him and several of his entourage,
thus ending his tyranny; 1416-3343-5969 convinced the Andorian to
help him reshape the Dandrini society; Drevan named
1416-3343-5969 the ruler of Dandrin IV until such time as the
Federation could help the former Dandrini senior enforcer reshape
their government (source: “Guilt Gulper” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Guinan: an El Aurian female; brown skinned with a penchant for
wearing big, floppy hats; a refuge rescued from the S.S. Lakul by the
Enterprise-B; she became the manager of the forward recreation
room of the U.S.S. Excelsior in 2295 (source: Star Trek: Generations
by Rick Berman et al, G; Chekov’s Enterprise by Randall Landers,
OAL; “Ashes” by Randall Landers, OAJ)
gunpowder: a mixture of potassium nitrate, charcoal, and sulfur in a
75:15:10 ratio which is used in gunnery, time fuses, and fireworks;
Kirk used gunpowder to defeat the Gorn on the Metron planetoid
(source: “Arena” by Frederick Brown, TOS1)
Gutenberg Bible: the first printed Bible of ancient Terra; few copies
are known to exist, and they belong, for the most part, to libraries; one
or two are known to belong to private collections; Flint (Akharin) of
Holberg 917G owns a copy (one of Akharin’s pseudonyms was, of
course, Gutenberg who invented the movable type press) (source:
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H

haggis: a pudding made of oatmeal, sheep’s liver and other organs
and onions, and stewed in a sheep’s stomach; an ancient Scottish
meal; Scotty is prone of saying “this is a fine haggis” (source: Good
Eats by Alton Brown, Food Network; “The Savage Curtain” by Gene
Roddenberry & Arthur Heinemann, TOS3)

‘hchUkm: a dense Kh’myr Klingon male, and crewmember of the
paSloghlam; he, along with Glompff’h, captured a “Kirk” while on the
Amusement Park Planet (Omicron Delta V). Commander Kruk killed
both he and Glompff’h for asserting that their commander was
mistaken (source: “A Klingon Holiday” by Randall Landers, OAD)

hailing frequencies: the standard spectrum of frequencies generally
used by most known races for initiating contact; most initial contacts
are made by sending out universal peace and hello messages on the
hailing frequencies; some races, such as the Medusans, have only
one frequency they use for communications (source: “The Corbomite
Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1)

H-class worlds: see “planetary classifications”
H’atoria: a Klingon colony near the border between Federation and
Klingon space (source: “All Good Things” by Ron Moore & Brannon
Braga, TNG7)

“hailing frequencies open”: expression for sending universal peace
and hello messages on the hailing frequencies (source: “The
Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1)

Ha’D: a female farm animal; akin to the Terran usage of the word
“bitch” (source: Bloodlines by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)

Haines, Jana: tall, blond, Terran female; as an ensign and a
lieutenant, she served as the Enterprise second navigator from 2266
to 2270; she helped search for the landing party that had been
whisked away by the Providers of the planet Triskelion; after the five
year mission, she transferred to the starship Hornet to serve as
navigator from 2270 to 2272; promoted to lieutenant commander and
transferred back to the Enterprise in 2273; she only had served a few
months when she was transferred to the science ship Cooper and
switched from sciences and navigation to helm; second helm officer
of the Cooper; she worked during the second shift; killed during the
Battle of Xantharus IV in 2284; Sulu had found her corpse floating
between decks; she had died of phaser coolant poisoning; her
remains resembled a melted candle, totally unrecognizable, but
testing revealed her identity; most of those who died had simply
exploded when exposed to the vacuum of space (source: “The
Gamesters of Triskelion” by Margaret Armen, TOS2; Klingons! by
Nomad & Randall Landers, OAD; “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall
Landers, OAE; “The Beggar’s Tooth” by Randall Landers, OAE;
“Return to Xantharus” by Randall Landers, OAJ)

Ha’DIbaH: pIqaD Klingonese word for “animal”; often used as an
epithet (source: Star Trek III: The Search for Spock by Harve Bennett,
TSfS)
Ha’DIbaHqempa’: the ancestral beast which lies within each and
every Klingon; it is close to the surface in the genetically-engineered
Kh’myr (source: “A Klingon Holiday” by Randall Landers, OAD)
Haakona, I.R.W.: a Romulan D-7 warbird (source: Liberation from

Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)
Haber, Marc, Commander: a Human male; captain of the Federation
scout ship Columbia (source: Klingons! by Randall Landers & Nomad,
OAD)
Hacom: a Beta male; a devoted follower of Landru, he brought the
Lawgivers to Reger’s home (source: “The Return of the Archons” by
Boris Sobelman, TOS1)
Hades: a gas giant orbiting Omega Serpentis; much larger than
Jupiter with dozens of cloud bands, storms, swirls, and festoons in a
riot of colors: reds, browns, blues and yellows; the night side was no
less spectacular as it was always clearly visible because lightning
danced constantly within the cloud layers, bathing them in a pearly,
flickering, eerie luminescence; a beautiful, yet frightening, sight to
behold; its gravitational pull causes Persephone’s orbit to change
periodically (source: “Persephone’s Dance” by Mike Bagneski, OAB)

Haitz (Gliese 702.1): a G3-V star 56.8 lightyears from Sol; it has six
planets, the second of them (see “Tali”) being inhabited (source: “Call
from a Duck Blind ” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
Hakel radiation: a radiation field surrounding the Rigel planets which
shields them from the radiation from their star (source: Starfleet
Medical Reference Manual by Eileen Palestine, TOS)

Hadley, _____: a Human male; an Enterprise bridge officer from 2266
to 2270; he holds the rank of Lieutenant; he rarely speaks; often
served as navigator or helmsman when either Chekov or Sulu is not
present, but usually served as the night watch science officer;
occasionally serves as a security officer, and did so during the search
for the Horta on Janus VI in 2267 and on Ilario in 2269; above Sigma
Iotia II, Scotty once asked him to explain what a “heater” was; in 2270,
he was part of a security team that broke up the fight between Cadets
Nelson and Stendar; from 2273 until 2275, he served aboard the
Enterprise as second science officer; in the 2290's, he was the
commanding officer of the Hercules (source: “A Piece of the Action”
by David Harmon, TOS2; “The Devil in the Dark” by Gene L. Coon,
TOS2; “The Night Watch” by d. William Roberts, OAB; “First Class” by
Caroline Kummer, OAB; Klingons! by Nomad & Randall Landers,
OAD; Chekov’s Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)

Haldar: a light-skinned Orion male; originally, the Director’s ward; he
quickly became one of the Director’s most trusted henchmen; as a
young teen he had killed a half a dozen larger youths in a back alley
with his bare hands when they had tried to bully the orphan into
joining their gang; after the fight, he used the Director's own cloak to
wipe the blood from his hands before he'd clasped the man's hand in
agreement to becoming the man's ward; a key operative of the
Director of the Barrier Alliance Consortium; he kidnaped Caren Hollis
in 2277; he was arguably the most dangerous assassin in the
Alliance; he assisted Tanith Brok, but did not accompany her on her
mad quest for revenge (source: Remember the Hood by Nomad &
Elizabeth Knauel, OAA; “If Not Victory” by Ann Zewen, OAE; “...Is Yet
Revenge!” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAE)
Halee: a star system in Klingon space; it has two planets barely
capable of supporting life; reportedly, many of the Kh’fjin Klingons fled
to this system (source: Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts,
OAE; “Heart of Glory” by D.C. Fontana et al, TNG1)

Hadley, Rondo: a Human male, an obvious Rigel colonist from his
clothing and tattoos; huge, mountainous, the fat collected in flesh rolls
at his neck and waist; he took Kate Logan and tried to force her into
prostitution; failing at that (she killed a customer), he turned her into
a bartender; she later escaped from him, in a rather violent incident,
with the help of Rafe Cardoza (source: The Children of Haole by
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Halifax, S.S.: an Altair-class colony ship/passenger liner destroyed in
2274 by an alien device of unbelievable power; the device was later
destroyed by the Lyrians (source: “Fire in the Shadows” by Bonnie
Reitz, OAD)

Hallum, Marcellus: a Human male; in 2297, Chief of Police, Bacchus
City; an honest officer, but many of his subordinates have been
bought off by some of the less savory elements of Bacchus City’s
population (source: “AWOL” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

Halii: a humanoid race with limited telepathic abilities; non-aligned as
of 2295 (source: “Aquiel” by Jeri Taylor et al, TNG6)

halo fish: a type of fish (resembling Terran angel fish) which
generates a bright halo of colored light around them; at the
introduction of anything new in their environment, they lose all color;
their sensitivity includes the ability to detect most forms of
electromagnetic radiation; this makes them ideal as lab animals
(source: “The Terratin Incident” by Paul Schneider, TAS1)

Halium: gas giant which has a Federation experimental station in
orbit above it; see “Halium Experimental Station” (source: “Mudd’s
Women” by Stephen Kandel, TOS1)
Halium Experimental Station: a Federation science station
researching the possible conversion of gas giants into miniature
stars; Magda Kovacs (one of Mudd’s women) was from there;
she left because there were so few males available (and those
which were “unattached” were uninterested because of their
devotion to science (source: “Mudd’s Women” by Stephen
Kandel, TOS1)

halonephrine: anti-allergy drug, similar in action to epinephrine but
more potent; used in emergency treatment of severe allergic reactions
(source: “A Hole in My Cover” by Jim Ausfaul, OAE)
Hamar: a mountain range on Qo’noS; Var’Hama candles are made
with tallow (rendered fat) from the shoulders of three targ captured in
the Hamar mountains and sacrificed at dawn (source: “You Are
Cordially Invited” by Ron Moore, DSN6)

Halka: a class M planet, inhabited by an intelligent humanoid race;
the planet is rich in dilithium crystals (source: “Mirror, Mirror” by
Jerome Bixby, TOS2)

Hamilton, Keyoto: a Human male of African-American descent; in
2295, he was promoted to transporter chief following the death of the
extremely popular Transporter Chief Glarr; Chief Hamilton is a
consummate professional, operating the transporter with as much art
as skill; his usual station is Transporter Room 1 (source: A Little
Family Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)

Halkans: a pacifistic humanoid race with a rich history of complete
non-violence; they chose not to allow Federation mining operations on
their planet because they did not want the dilithium to be used in any
act of violence (source: “Mirror, Mirror” by Jerome Bixby, TOS2)
Hall of Ancient Thoughts: the final resting place of the katras of
Vulcans, after the kr’alieu ritual (source: The Day They All Came
Home by Linda McInnis, OAF)

Hammer, Sarah, Ensign: a Human female; in 2295, she was aboard
the Excelsior serving in the Botany section when Q’xl% took her to the
surface of Kornephoros VI and killed her (source: “Spider's Lair” by
Randall Landers, OAJ)

Hall of Audiences: a location in Landru’s complex on C-111 Beta III
where he could communicate with the Lawgivers; Kirk and Spock
gained access to it with Marplon’s help and then proceeded to destroy
Landru (source: “The Return of the Archons” by Boris Sobelman,
TOS1)

Hammersmith, Eugene: a pasty-faced Terran male, an Enterprise
crewman and science technician; roommate of Tony Sotello in 2266;
had a penchant for playing on the computer all night, even during his
sleep shift; once infected by the Psi 2000 virus, he brought up an
image of the Vulcan Philharmonic Orchestra and began conducting
Beethoven’s Fifth (source: “Conversion” by Cathy German, OAB)

Hall of Heroes: located in the First City of the Klingon home world,
this facility has statues of great Klingon warriors from their history; it
was a great honor to have a statue with your image placed there;
unfortunately, given Klingon historical revisionism, your statue could
find itself in a dumpster with any change in the power structure
(source: “The Sword of Kahless” by Richard Danus & Hans Beimler,
DSN4)

Hammett, _____ “Doc”, M.D.: a Human male; chief medical officer
of the Farragut in 2254 (source: “Command Potential” by Donna S.
Frelick, OAA)
Hammond, Thomas: a Human male; communications officer of the
Challenger since 2275; held rank of Lieutenant from 2275 until 2283;
promoted to Lieutenant Commander; in 2295, he held the rank of
Commander (source: “The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda
McInnis, OAD; Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)

Hall of Judgment: the inhabitants of Ancient Egypt believed that the
souls of the dead went to the Hall of Judgment; the Pharaoh of Kemet
thought he had gone there but, in reality, he had been transported to
the Enterprise to be treated for drug poisoning (source: “A Hole in My
Cover” by Jim Ausfaul, OAE)

Hammurabi, Code of: see “Code of Hammurabi”

Hall of Justice: on Dramia, the building which houses both the courts
and the prison cells (source: “Albatross” by Dario Finelli, TAS2)

han: an Orion term for “little lord” or “beloved son,” depending on
context (source: The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)

Hall of the Bosses: a museum on Sigma Iotia II containing tributes,
paintings and statues of the great mob leaders of that world (source:
“Da Woid” by Cathy German, OAD)

Hanar: a Kelvan who took the form of a Human male; McCoy injected
him with a series of shots of formazine which made him irritable
(source: “By Any Other Name” by Jerome Bixby, TOS2)

Hall of Warriors: located on Ty’Gokor, a Klingon planetoid, this is
another facility with statues of great Klingon warriors, specifically in
this case, those who have been inducted into the Order of the
batlh’etlh (source: “Apocalypse Rising” by Ira Behr & Robert Wolfe,
DSN5)

handball: there are three types of handball enjoyed aboard
Federation starships: handball, low-gravity handball and null-gravity
handball; see “low-gravity handball” and “null-gravity handball”
(source: “Resurrection” by Nomad, OAD; The Dianasian Gift by Carol
Davis, OAG)

Hall, Richard, M.D.: a Terran male; doctor at San Francisco’s Mercy
Hospital in 1986 (source: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard
Nimoy et al, TVH)

Händel, Georg Friedrich: a Terran male (1685 - 1759); a prolific
German composer who is renowned for The Messiah and Water
Music (source: about-germany.org website)

Halls of Thought: a place of contemplation at Dh’Reth (source: The
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mortician (source: “A Serpent In Eden” by Jim Ausfahl, OAD)

(source: “The Return of the Archons” by Boris Sobelman, TOS1)

hangar deck: any facility which allows the launching and recovery of
shuttles; Constitution-class vessels have one such facility at the rear
of the secondary hull; Miranda-class vessels have two such facilities;
supplies are often loaded aboard a starship through the hangar decks
(source: “The Galileo Seven” by Oliver Crawford & S. Bar-David,
TOS1; Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP;
Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan by Jack Sowards & Harve Bennett,
TWoK)

Haralou: a spaceport near the Romulan Neutral Zone (source:
“Masks” by Bonnie Reitz, OAD)
“Hardav”: see “Davids, Harrison”
Harden, Don, Lieutenant: a Human male; a former Excelsior
navigator who transferred to the Kongo in 2294; he was seen in the
transmission from the Excelsior to the Enterprise following the end of
the mission to Khitomer (source: bortaS choQ by Elizabeth Knauel,
OAJ)

Hanoli: a star system that was unintentionally destroyed when a
Vulcan Science Academy vessel detonated a pulse wave torpedo into
a subspace rupture that had been detected there (source: “If Wishes
Were Horses” by Neil Crawford & William Crawford, DSN2)

Harden, Thomas: a Human male; a reporter for the Sybaritic News
Network in 2294; he was aboard the Enterprise-B during its encounter
with the Nexus; he assisted Chekov in Sickbay (source: Chekov's
Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)

Hansen, ______, Commander: a Human male; Starfleet officer in
charge of Outpost 4 which monitored the Romulan Neutral Zone until
the destruction of the outpost in 2266 (source: “Balance of Terror” by
Paul Schneider, TOS1)

Hardison, _____: a Human male; a spacer who worked as a pilot on
merchant ships; Kate Logan couldn’t stand him (source: The
Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick, OAB)
Hardy, Peter, Captain: a Human male from Centaurus VII, born in
2234; captain of the S.S. Triton from 2271 until its destruction in 2275;
originally, he was a cadet at Starfleet Academy, he was cut in his
second and third years (thereby being automatically dismissed from
the Academy); joined the Merchant Marines, served for sixteen years
before being hired by Trans-Galactic Spacelines as captain of the
Triton; he was killed when the Triton was destroyed by the Klingon
battlecruiser Amon (source: The Daystrom Project by Nomad, OAD)

Hansen’s Planet: a class M planet with a population of Order 480G
anthropoids (source: “The Galileo Seven” by Oliver Crawford & S.
Bar-David, TOS1)
Hanshaw, Artie: a Human male; a nurse aboard Pike’s Enterprise; a
tall slender blond with grey eyes; his slender build belied his strength;
he'd been known to subdue many patients that outweighed him with
little effort; in 2264, he was attacked by the “changed” Teri Mettens,
Doctor Racine and Ben Shapiro and became “changed” himself
(source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and Nomad, OAA)

Hargrove, Robert: a Human male, an Enterprise crewmember; once
infected by the Psi 2000 virus, he and Crewman Brenda McAllister
had sex in a turbolift (source: “Conversion” by Cathy German, OAB)

Hansmith, Colin: a Human male; a citizen of Cruithneacht III; uses
the local woods to make musical instruments; his work is excellent,
rivaling but not quite matching the work of T’Shall (source:
“Cruithneacht III ” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

Harley Davidson motorcycles: Cyrano Jones sold several of
Heritage Softail Classic motorcycles on the planet Merindol in 2269;
while trying to avoid an unpleasant confrontation between a
motorcycle gang and the police, Spock, Uhura, Sulu and Palmer
borrowed a pair, and rode off literally into the sunrise (source: “The
Ride of the Valkyries” by Nicole Comtet, OAB)

Hanson, _____, Lieutenant: a Human male; a relief helmsman
aboard the U.S.S. Enterprise from 2266 until 2268; he was on-duty
when Spock fed orders into the ship’s computer to hijack it to Talos IV
(source: “The Menagerie” by Gene Roddenberry, TOS1)

Harold, Thomas, Lieutenant: a Human male; sole survivor of the
Gorn attack on Cestus III in 2266; he received major radiation burns
(source: “Arena” by Frederick Brown, TOS1)

Haole: 1) a hybrid lifeform, resembling a half-dolphin, half-Buddha;
smooth gray-green skin; vestigial webbing between fingers; round
faces, bright awareness in their dark eyes; they were great travelers
once, and may have even traveled to Earth to influence the Shaolin
priests; greet each other with warm hugs and much touching and
stroking of arms and hands and shoulders; range up to 1.3 meters in
height; sometimes called a “Howler” (source: The Children of Haole
by Donna S. Frelick, OAH) 2) the site of a disaster for the Clan Tyro;
“the lost planet”; a century old story of a class M planet discovered by
a Federation scoutship with floating cities and agricultural atolls; the
planet had considerable resources, including deposits of both iridium
and topaline; survey ships returned ten years later, and there was no
evidence of any planet ever having been there, leading many to
believe the reports must have been falsified; Haole became a galactic
El Dorado; rumors reported the planet had been destroyed by the
Haole themselves to prevent it from falling into evil hands; these
rumors were confirmed in 2294 when a remnant of the Haole were
found in a colony on Tantua (source: The Children of Haole by Donna
S. Frelick, OAH)

harp, Vulcan: see “Vulcan lyre”
Harper, Sean, Ensign: a Human male; an engineering officer who
was killed when the M-5 tapped directly into the Enterprise’s engines
(source: “The Ultimate Computer” by Laurence Wolfe & D.C. Fontana,
TOS2)
Harping Competition: see “All-Vulcan Harp Competition”
Harriman, Burgess “Hardass”, Vice Admiral: a Terran male; a
Starfleet officer of great renown; father of Captain John Harriman; it
was his influence that led to his son becoming captain of the
Enterprise-B (source: Bloodlines by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ;
Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
Harriman, John, Captain: a Human male born in 2254; at the age of
40, he became Captain of the Enterprise-B for a brief time; he
committed suicide because James T. Kirk had been killed aboard the
Enterprise-B; his childhood fantasy was to be like Jim Kirk; he was illprepared for command (his father’s influence had helped garner him
the center seat), and his first test run of the Enterprise-B resulted in
the deaths of hundreds of El-Aurians and Captain James T. Kirk; he
failed to show up for the board of inquiry upon advice from his father
and lawyers, and was relieved of command as a result; Chekov broke
his jaw following the memorial service for James T. Kirk; he then went

Haole sayings: very much like the sayings of Shaolin priests
(source: The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)

“The mouse may live under the cat's whiskers if she does
not sneeze.” (source: The Children of Haole by Donna S.
Frelick, OAH)
“happy communing”: a Betan expression for “have a good day”
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to his quarters aboard the Enterprise-B and killed himself (source:
Star Trek: Generations by Rick Berman et al, G; Chekov’s Enterprise
by Randall Landers, OAL)

OAJ)
Hart, Dan, Ensign: a Human male; Deep Space Station K-43 security
officer who graduated with Ensign Scott Riggins of the Enterprise
security section; one of the two security officers who found Riggins’
body on Gamma Eridani IV (source: “Mark of the Beast” by Nomad,
OAD)

Harrin, Mark, Ensign: a Human male with blonde hair and hazel
eyes; he summoned Shy’na Purim to the crime scene of Commodore
Wentworth’s murder in 2259; he was fresh out of the Academy, and
didn’t think he could handle it on his own (source: Remember the
Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)

Hashemi, Cyrus “Cy”: a Human male of Persian extraction; in 2269,
as an Ensign, was assigned as a security guard aboard the U.S.S.
Enterprise; he and Ensign Benecki accompanied Captain Kirk at a
reception given on planet Scorbinius in honor of the world’s entry into
the Federation; tall, dark-haired, cocky in demeanor; graduated from
the Academy the year after Chekov and was a close friend of Casey
Benecki and Joshua Diener, who he had known from the Starfleet
Academy Swim Team; died of Rigelian Fever contracted soon after
the Enterprise left Scorbinius (source: “Rigelian Fever” by Diane
Doyle, OAB)

Harris, _____: a Human male; a security officer aboard the
Enterprise-B in 2295; he and two other guards accompanied Chekov
and Peter Kirk to the surface of NGC 2548 System 108-V (source:
Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL)
Harris, David “Dave”: a Terran male of the 21st century; a NASA
astronaut; one of the crew of the Jovian Platform, killed when the ship
practically exploded; his body was one of the three that were buried
in the herbarium of the station and then launched into interstellar
space (source: The Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)

Haskins, Theodore, Ph.D.: a Human male who perished when the
S.S. Columbia crashed on Talos IV; the Talosians used a mental
projection of Haskins to interact with the landing party from the
Enterprise (source: “The Cage” by Gene Roddenberry, TOS1)

Harris, _____, Captain: a Human male; commanding officer of the
U.S.S. Excalibur, NCC-1705, when it was destroyed by the M-5
controlled Enterprise (source: “The Ultimate Computer” by Laurence
Wolfe & D.C. Fontana, TOS2)

hatch seals: all hatches on starships are checked for integrity by the
computer prior to departure from spacedock (source: Star Trek: The
Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)

Harris, Jennifer “Jenni,” Lieutenant: Terran red-haired female,
born in 2250; adjutant to Commodore Paul Westlake, killed by the
Klingons during their third invasion of Serenidad (source: “The Cost
of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)

hate-consuming energy being: an swirling, red, energy entity which
brings about violent conflicts in order to satiate its cravings for the
emotion, hate; in 2268, it brought the crew of the Enterprise into
conflict with the crew of a Klingon battlecruiser (which the being had
crippled and which the Enterprise destroyed as the drifting, wrecked
ship had become a threat to interstellar navigation); had it not been for
the actions of Captain James Kirk, Commander Spock and Mara, a
Klingon science officer and wife of Commander Kang, the conflict
would have continued forever as the creature is capable of
regenerating the dead and dying (source: “Day of the Dove” by
Jerome Bixby, TOS3)

Harris, Phillip, Commodore: a Human male; black; Starfleet envoy
on Vulcan; Saavik goes to work for him after the Kr’anya lands on
Vulcan; has been Starfleet’s liaison to Vulcan since 2272; married to
T’Kai; has a daughter by her known as T’Kim (which he refers to as
“Kimmie”) (source: The Day They All Came Home by Linda McInnis,
OAF)
Harrison, _____, Technician 1st Class: a Human male; an

Enterprise crewman from 2266 until 2270; he was on the bridge when
Khan Noonien Singh took over the ship and nearly suffocated
everyone on the bridge (source: “Space Seed” by Carey Wilber &
Gene L. Coon, TOS1)

Hatfield, Teri: a Human female; no planet of origin listed; this is the
identity assumed by the clone of Teresa Morales de la Vega RuizMendoza McCoy; she changed her appearance by changing the color
of her hair to platinum blond; she also had her eye color changed to
green and her skin pigmentation lightened a little, giving her a lighter
complexion; she then married Leonard McCoy in the forward
observation deck of the Excelsior with Captain Sulu performing the
ceremony and only Miguel in attendance; upon her marriage, she took
the name Teri McCoy; the couple returned to the McCoy family home
in Toccoa Falls, Georgia, where they lived in relative seclusion,
happily ever after as it were, her secret identity safe for the rest of her
natural life (source: A Difference Which Makes No Difference by
Nomad, OAI)

Harrison, John, M.D.: a young Human male; pathologist aboard the

Enterprise from 2266 until 2270; head of the biopsy lab; when inflicted
with the Psi 2000 virus, he started painting New Human slogans on
the bulkheads of the ship, including “Love Mankind” and “Sinner
Repent,” and started laughing hysterically (source: “The Naked Time”
by John D.F. Black, TOS1)
Harrison, William B.: a Human male; flight officer of the S.S. Beagle;
he was forced, along with the rest of his crewmates, into gladiatorial
games on 892-IV; he was “the last of the barbarians” and presumably,
one of the last remaining survivors of the Beagle’s crew; he perished
shortly before the Enterprise entered orbit above 892-IV (source:
“Bread and Circuses” by Gene Roddenberry & Gene L. Coon, TOS2)

Hathaway, U.S.S., NCC-2593: a Constellation-class starship
launched in 2285, commissioned in 2286; Paul Freeman was her
captain, Saavik was her executive officer, Escri served aboard her as
her navigator; in 2295, the Enterprise-B rendezvoused with this ship
(source: “Peak Performance” by David Kemper, TNG2; Chekov's
Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL; “Freefall” by Randy Landers &
Rob Morris, OAL)

_____, Harry: a Human male; Spock’s cousin; as a youth, in 2239, he
lived near Roberta Grayson’s Mountain View estate (source:
“Popcorn” by Chris Dickenson, OAA)
Hart, Beth, Ensign: a Human female; an officer aboard the Cooper
in 2290; she was romantically involved with Bobby Nolan; member of
the Cooper’s landing party to Sarnac III to investigate the deaths of all
the colonists there; she watched in horror as the Romulan
legionnaire’s environmental suit exploded in Sickbay, killing Jim
Sherrod; she soon discovered she was pregnant with Nolan’s child,
married him, and took a ground assignment with him immediately
thereafter (source: “Never Forget” by Nomad and Elizabeth Knauel,
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_____, Hattie: a eugenics-enhanced Terran female; one of Khan’s
superwomen (source: “Space Seed” by Carey Wilber & Gene L. Coon,
TOS1)
Haunted Hollow: a location near Riverside, Iowa on Earth (source:
“Adventures in Iowa” by D. G. Littlefield, OAA)
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being used; the galaxy’s center from any relative position is
considered 000º and the galactic plane is considered mark 0º; prior to
2269, the coordinate system had a 1000 degree system; in 2269, it
was reduced to a 400 degree system; by 2272, it had been further
simplified to a 360 degree system; a heading of 000º mark 0º will take
you to the galaxy’s center no matter your location; from Sol, that same
course (000º mark 0º) will take you through the Klingon Empire; from
Sol, using the 1000º system, the Romulan Star Empire is located on
a course roughly 111º mark 14º from Sol; using the 400º system, it is
44º mark 14º; using the 360º system, it is 39.9º mark 14º (source:
“Balance of Terror” by Paul Schneider, TOS1; “Day of the Dove” by
Jerome Bixby, TOS3; Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene
Roddenberry, TMP; Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan by Jack Sowards
& Harve Bennett, TWoK)

Havatari: a sentient species that lived off thermal differences between
lava flows and solid crust; the atmosphere of their planet is about 1.4
megaPascal pressure, and consists mainly of oxides of sulfur,
nitrogen and carbon; temperature is about 450C; gravity is 7.13 times
Terran; asexual, reproducing by modified fission; very complex social
structure, with easily offended sense of propriety; joined the UFP in
2269, and have contributed greatly in materials science, especially
materials able to stand highly corrosive environments (source:
“Negotiating with Havatari” by Jim Ausfahl, OAB)
Haven: a class M planet in the Beta Cassius system, known for its
extraordinary, peaceful beauty; space legends say that the planet is
a place of healing (source: “Haven” by Tracey Torme, TNG1)
Haveran, Nancy: a Human female; one of the Enterprise-A crew
since before the Kelvan War; a security officer; she was one of the
first security officers on the scene in 2287 after Peter Kirk stole the
malium crystals and let loose with phaser fire in the captain’s quarters
(source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)

Healer: a Vulcan expression for any physician (source: “Reminiscing”
by Selek, OAA; “Yesteryear” by D.C. Fontana, TAS1)
Healer, Vulcan: see “Vulcan Healer”
Healing Center: Vulcan term for a hospital (source: Until the End of
Time by Nicole Comtet, OAI)

Hawking Institute, The: a civilian-run scientific research agency;
Starfleet turned over the Fer d’Lance to them for use in the
exploration of black holes; they removed the weapons systems and
put in a number of sensor packages and platforms (source: Old Feuds
by d. William Roberts, OAM)

healing tube: a Klingon medical device, similar to a Federation
regeneration tank; Lady Mara was placed in one for three months
following the ravaging she received from Admiral Khalian; her jaw and
nose had been smashed, disfiguring her face; during her recovery,
nearly every inch of her skin had shown bruising, and the part of her
that made her female had been badly torn and mangled; extensive
surgery and nearly three months in the healing tube had fixed that
(source: Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)

Hayden, Lynn: a Human female; a communications tech on Sarnac
III in 2290 when it was stricken by a Romulan-created metagenic
blood catalyst, killing its population of 30,000 men, women and
children within two days; she had tried to raise Starfleet and apprise
them of the situation, but determined the transmission was being
interfered with; Captain Sulu of the Cooper determined it had been
Romulan jamming techniques at work (source: “Never Forget” by
Nomad and Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)

heart of targ: a Klingon delicacy, served raw (source: “A Matter of
Honor” by Burton Armus et al, TNG2)
HEAT torpedoes: see “m-torpedoes”

Hayes, Mitchell Andreas C’beck, Commodore: a Human male born
in 2220; prior to 2274, he was in the Starfleet Diplomatic Corps; best
described as a blustery paper pusher who tends to be monotonous at
diplomatic functions; he took credit for Kirk’s work in bringing the
warring factions of Traxus together; he planned on retiring to the
Martian Colonies after his thirty years of service by using his
company, MACH 1, to plunder the diamond wealth of Traxus with the
help of Andar (source: Traxus by Amanda Cassity, OAD)

Hechu’ ghoS: a pIqaD Klingon phrase meaning “set course” (source:
“Unification” by Michael Pillar et al, TNG5)
Heckt, Gravas: a joined Trill male; a short, rotund, balding man who
served as the deputy ambassador of the Trill delegation aboard the
Enterprise in 2269; because of allegations made by Aramond, Heckt
checked with Audrid Dax of the Symbiosis Commission and
determined that in fact Trahn had indeed forced Methia, who had
been Aramond’s wife, into becoming a Host; once the real nature of
the crime was realized, Heckt reported to Captain Kirk and witnessed
Aramond kill Methia Trahn; he took over the delegation and withdrew
Trill’s request to join the Federation until such time as the
improprieties in the Trill Symbiosis Joining process were eliminated;
in a previous host, Heckt had occupied a ship builder’s and boat
captain’s body (source: “The Emancipator of Trill” by D.G. Littleford,
OAB)

Hchisherasch Hchish, Chief Petty Officer: a Tellarite male, a noncommissioned officer in Photon Torpedo Tube Two on the Enterprise
in 2269; he returned to duty aboard the Enterprise for Kirk’s second
five-year mission, serving again as Kelsey’s assisant (source: “Love,
Shaun” by d. William Roberts, OAB; “Hover-boards and Photons” by
d. William Roberts, OAD)
hchUkm: see “’hchUkm”
HD 3.2 Test Unit: a hotdog with bits of copper wire shoved through
it, 3.2 centimeters apart; used aboard the Hyperion in 2297 to
demonstrate the effects of high voltage to cadets who don’t seem to
get the point on safety issues; when it is used to connect across a
high voltage connection, the hotdog generally explodes, confronting
the cadet with the unacceptable risk being courted (source: “The
Weed” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

“HEAT”: a type of ordinance used in the 21st century wars on Earth;
HEAT is an acronym for High Explosive, Anti Tank; the weapon
proved to be the downfall of many armored vehicles of that time; it
was the inspiration for the m-torpedoes developed by Captains Scott
and Spock in 2285 during the Kelvan War (source: In Harm's Way by
d. William Roberts, OAG)
heat dissipation units: units designed to keep the external
temperature of a vessel within an optimal range (source: “Catspaw”
by Robert Bloch, TOS2)

“He-Who-Sees-All”: one of the names Asmodeus is known by; see
“Asmodeus” (source: “The Magicks of Megas-tu” by Larry Brody,
TAS1)

heavy-duty communications buoys: dropped by ships on long
range missions as relays for subspace communications (source: Old
Feuds by d. William Roberts, OAM)

“Heading Out to Eden”: a popular song among the New Humans in
the late 2260's (source: “The Way to Eden” by Arthur Heinemann,
TOS3)

heavy-gravity humanoids: those humanoids from heavy-gravity

headings: the direction a ship takes depends on which system is
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planets which have a greater strength than other humanoids; Humans
born and raised on heavy-gravity planets are extremely muscular,
blocky and short; see “Xartheb” (source: “Alis Volat Propriis” by
Linda McInnis, OAE)

Peacemaker Trevlek from Lyndrax III; in 2285, during the Kelvan War,
it was assigned to Task Force One, and survived the Kelvan
onslaught which eventually destroyed many ships in its group and
Starbase 32 (source: “Mark of the Beast” by Nomad, OAD; In Harm's
Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)

heavy-load transporter platform: located in the cargo bays area;
they are shielded by energy barriers (forcefields) (source: “Masks” by
Bonnie Reitz, OAD)

“Helen”: pseudonym of Elaan, the Dohlman of Elas, since 2275 when
she took a new occupation: a “hostess” for the brothel/tavern, Mac’s
of Bay Street (source: “Parts Is Parts” by Randall Landers & Linda
McInnis, OAE)

Hector: a Romulan male; guard of the starship Tiber; killed during the
Romulan encroachment at Lambda Orionis II (source: “Meeting at
Xanadu” by Alex Rosen, OAB)

Helical Alpha Three: a helical-based search pattern preferred by
Chekov over a Lissajous-based one preferred by Sulu (source:
Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)

Hedford, Nancy: a Human female; Federation commissioner who
was supposed to mediate a peace treaty in war-torn Epsilon Canaris
system; she contracted Sakuro’s disease and was en route to the
Enterprise for treatment when the shuttlecraft she was aboard was
overtaken by the Companion and taken to Gamma Canaris N where
she, according to Captain Kirk’s log, died; in reality, she was near
death when the Companion fused with her, becoming one; she
remains on the planetoid with Zefram Cochrane (source:
“Metamorphosis” by Gene L. Coon, TOS2)

helicopter: an ancient aircraft capable of vertical takeoff that was
somewhat unpredictable and very hard to fly; a primitive form of a
jumper flown at the Academy; Sulu flew one in 1986 (source:
“Helmsman” by Nomad, OAA; Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by
Leonard Nimoy et al, TVH)
Hell: in the Christian religion, the place where Satan (the Devil) lives;
a place of punishment for all those who are evil; many races have
similar concepts although they have different names for it; Klingons
have no Hell, no Devil, but they have an afterlife where the dishonored
dwell known as Gre’thor; Talosians regard Hell (and perhaps religion
as well) as a fable (source: “The Cage” by Gene Roddenberry, TOS1;
“Day of the Dove” by Jerome Bixby, TOS3)

hedonistic societies: societies which are devoted exclusively to the
pursuit of pleasure and the gratification of desires; examples include
the Argelians and Platonians (source: “Wolf in the Fold” by Robert
Bloch, TOS2; “Plato’s Stepchildren” by Meyer Dolinsky, TOS3)
Hegemony of Beta Reticuli: the isolationistic government of the Beta
Reticuli; until 2267, they maintained a highly charged energy barrier
around their star system, controlled and maintained by several of their
starbases; at the time, no other known world had such a defensive
apparatus, although later worlds were discovered with similar energy
barriers; a delegation from the Federation led to the planet’s entry into
the Federation a few years later (source: “Paragraph 17” by Anna
Perotti, OAB)

Hellguard (Worlds’ End): the planet was originally colonized as an
outpost to protect the inner worlds of the Romulan Empire—hence the
name: Worlds’ End; the first colonists were, as is so often the case,
conscripts and a large complement of centurions as their guards and
masters; the governmental structure was similar to that on the interior
worlds, with Consuls and Senators, all eventually reporting back
through channels to the Praetor; distance, biology and Federation
expansion were the main factors in the failure of the colony; the
colony, while still within the boundaries of the Romulan Empire, was
too far away to be governed effectively by the Praetor; problems
arose in dealing with conscripts—virtual slaves—that had to be dealt
with immediately; then the colonists were a mixed group—male,
female, young, old, infirmed—the Romulans are not known for their
mercy to criminals; in any event, the population of the conscripts and
their descendants rapidly outgrew the number of guards; for all intents
and purposes, the Hellguard colony was a failure; when the
Federation expanded and established the Neutral Zone, the Empire
made the decision to abandon Worlds’ End; all personnel they
considered ‘valuable’ were pulled out; those that were left, discarded
citizens and slaves alike, quickly developed their own hierarchy,
based on power, crime and deceit; they assumed the roles
abandoned by the centurions, Consuls, and Senators, and meted out
a new brand of government; the culture was one of true survival of the
fittest, while retaining a loose association with the Romulan Empire;
for the races that trade and travel there, it is a dangerous, but
seductive port of call; anything is available—for a price (source: “To
Hell (guard) and Back” by Linda McInnis, OAD)

Hegh’beH: a pIqaD Klingonese expression for assisted suicide; it
literally translates as “ready to die” (source: “Ethics” by Ron Moore et
al, TNG5)
Hefner, Hugh: a 20th century Terran male native to Chicago, Illinois;
founder and editor-in-chief of Playboy; Aaron Cord has admitted to his
daughter and Captain Sulu that he was Hefner (source: A Little Family
Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)
Hefor: a Lodahli male; he works in Manufacturing; in 2274, he served
on the same Panel of Inquiry of which Chekov was a part (source: “A
Serpent In Eden” by Jim Ausfahl, OAD)
Heinrich, _____, M.D.: a Human male; a doctor on N Hydrae III in
residence at the main hospital there (source: “Shades of Gray” by
Chris Dickenson, OAD)
Heinriede, Tina, Lieutenant: a Human female; member of the

Enterprise astrosciences division from 2273 until her death in 2274 at
the hands of the Lyndraxian prison escapee, Luka, while aboard the
starship (source: “Mark of the Beast” by Nomad, OAD)
Heisenberg compensator: a component of the transporter system
which allowed the precise determination of the position of a subatomic
particle; without it, transportees would arrive as a lump of dying flesh,
if even that (source: “Realm of Fear” by Brannon Braga, TNG6)

helm: a department on Federation starships responsible for ship
control and operations (source: “The Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry
Sohl, TOS1)

Heka: god in Ancient Egyptian mythology who stood for all magic,
supernatural powers and miracles and was patron of wizards and
physicians; also worshipped on Kemet (source: “A Hole in My Cover”
by Jim Ausfaul, OAE)

helm officer: the officer stationed at the ship’s helm; there are
seven of them on a Constitution-class starship at any given time
to take duty rotations (source: “The Corbomite Maneuver” by
Jerry Sohl, TOS1; “Out on a Limb” by Leigh Hall, OAB)

Hektor, U.S.S., NCC-539: a Starfleet Cochise-class destroyer; in
2274, the Enterprise rendezvoused with the Hektor and took aboard

helm training update course: a four week course—one week
in a simulator at Starfleet Training Command, one week of
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sub-warp maneuvers out beyond Pluto, then two weeks of warp
games between Sol and the local neighborhood of star systems:
Alpha Centauri, 61 Cygni, a few of the Lalandes; Sulu took this
course and a course in command training concurrently in 2265
(source: “Helmsman” by Nomad, OAA)

Hadley (source: Klingons! by Randall Landers & Nomad, OAD;
Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)

Helm, Gregory: a Human male; a native of Walven IV; a constable
with the Walven IV planetary police department; he arranged
transportation for Inspector Phillips (source: “The Choice” by Jim
Ausfahl, OAG)

“Here Above”: Eymorg term for the surface of Sigma Draconis VI
(source: “Spock’s Brain” by Gene L. Coon, TOS3)

Herculon: a class M planet; Kate Logan had a scrap with Orion
pirates there, and received a citation from the merchant service for it
(source: The Mindsweeper by Donna S. Frelick, OAB)

“Here Below”: Eymorg term for the underground city of Sigma
(source: “Spock’s Brain” by Gene L. Coon, TOS3)

helmet comm: communicator located in the helmets of the security
combat gear (source: “The Beggar’s Tooth” by Randall Landers, OAE)

Heritage Softail Classic: a particular model of Harley Davidson
motorcycles, sold by Cyrano Jones on Merindol (source: “The Ride of
the Valkyries” by Nicole Comtet, OAB)

helmsman: archaic term for the officer stationed at the ship’s helm
(source: “The Corbomite Maneuver” by Jerry Sohl, TOS1)

Herman-series: a series of male androids on the planet Mudd
(source: “I, Mudd” by Stephen Kandel, TOS2)

hemotracer: a medical scanner which detects blood flow patterns;
capable of monitoring any substance in the blood stream as it travels
through the body (source: “Plague!” by Randall Landers, OAB)

“Hermanito”: nickname Teresa had for Peter Kirk; he, in turn, applied
it to her boys (source: Waiting on Serenidad by Rob Morris, OAH)

Hendley, Steve: a Terran male; a friend of Jim Kirk; he owns a ski
lodge in Aspen; Kirk and Saunders were staying there when Tanith
Brok went on her murderous rampage (source: “...Is Yet Revenge!” by
Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAE)

Hermes, U.S.S., NCC-585: a Starfleet Hermes-class scoutship; in
2285, it was under the command of Captain Mullar'habi; during the
Kelvan War, it was a part of Task Force Six; it was one of three
starships that created a minefield near Starbase 32 (source: In Harm's
Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)

Hendorf, _____, Ensign: a Human male; a security officer aboard the
U.S.S. Enterprise from 2266 until his death on Gamma Trianguli VI
(source: “The Apple” by Max Ehrlich, TOS2)

Hermes-class scoutships: a class of Federation starship (source: In
Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)

Hengist, _____: a Human male from Rigel IV; later, a resident of
Argelius II where he served as the administrator for Prefect Jaris; in
reality, he was possessed by the Red Jack entity and used his
position to kill with immunity; see Red Jack (source: “Wolf in the Fold”
by Robert Bloch, TOS2)

Hermitage, _____, M.D.: a Terran male born in 2170; a general
practitioner; quite the old fossil, according to Jim Kirk; he had set Jim
Kirk’s shoulder back in place after Sam had caused him to dislocate
it in 2248 (source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)
Hermosa Quake: in 2047, an earthquake struck Los Angeles,
causing the entire region around Hermosa to sink to a depth of two
hundred meters; water flooded the area at a terrible cost to Human
life; out of the tragedy, life bloomed; scientists were able to create a
coral reef in the region, home to thousands of marine species (source:
“Future’s End” by Brannon Braga & Joe Menosky, VOY3)

Hennessy, Jeff: a Human male born in 2261; tall and blonde, one of
the Enterprise-A helm officers; he was extremely good at his post; he
was a lieutenant at the age of 23 (source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol
Davis, OAG; Valley of the Shadow by Holly S. Trueblood, OAF)
Henoch: one of the Arret Energy Beings; he was from a different
faction than Sargon and Thalassa; he decided he would keep Spock’s
body until he was forced to flee by Sargon (source: “Return to
Tomorrow” by John Kingsbridge, TOS2)

Hernandez, _____: a Human male; a Starfleet Special Services
operative who disappeared without a trace on N Hydrae III three
weeks before Doctor Christine Chapel was sent in under cover
(source: “Shades of Gray” by Chris Dickenson, OAD)

Henson, Clark: a Human male; holds the honorary rank of lieutenant,
junior grade; stationed aboard the Cooper since 2272; astrogeologist
(source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)

Hero’s Tongue: language of the Kzinti (source: “The Slaver Weapon”
by Larry Niven, TAS1; “The Beggar’s Tooth” by Randall Landers,
OAE)

herbarium: in Constitution-class starships, a small hydroponics
garden area; in the upgraded Constitution II-class starships, a large
garden area which closely simulates the plant life on a class M planet
(source: “Is There in Truth, No Beauty?” by Jean Lisette Aroeste,
TOS3; Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)

Herrera, Carmen: a Human female; a native of Serenidad; killed in
2276 by Orion slavers (source: Bloodlines by Nomad & Elizabeth
Knauel, OAJ)
Herron, Thomas “Tom”: Human male; moderately tall with rich
auburn hair; in 2272 was assigned as Task Force Leader in the
investigation of the disappearance of Cynthia Woodhead while she
was vacationing on Centaurus (source: “Ski Vacation on Centaurus”
by Diane Doyle, OAC)

“Herbert”: a derogatory term used by New Humans and Doctor
Sevrin’s followers for an overly officious individual; apparently Herbert
was the name of a minor government official notorious for rigid
thinking (source: “The Way to Eden” by Arthur Heinemann, TOS3)
herbivore: any creature (sentient or not) which exclusively consumes
plant life for sustenance; the Vulcans are herbivores; the Kzinti hold
all herbivores in complete contempt (source: “The Slaver Weapon” by
Larry Niven, TAS1)

Herschel: an Enterprise shuttlecraft, fully equipped for a deep space
flight (source: Encounters and Countermoves by Nicole Comtet, OAE)
Hessan, Mary: a tall brown-haired, brown-eyed Human female; a
nurse aboard Pike’s Enterprise; in 2264, she was attacked by the
“changed” Teri Mettens, Doctor Racine and Ben Shapiro and became
“changed” herself (source: Drink Deeply by Elizabeth Knauel and
Nomad, OAA)

Herc: nickname for the U.S.S. Hercules, a scoutship (source:
Chekov's Enterprise by Randall Landers, OAL)
Hercules, U.S.S., NCC-584: a Federation destroyer; it has seen quite
a bit of action over the years with the Kzinti; Ch’terr served aboard her
as a security squad commander under its captain, Commander
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author of Beyond the Galactic Edge; many aliens feel it offers a great
deal of insight into the complexities of Human society (source: “In the
Flesh” by Nick Sagan, VOY5)

early, and the ships collide; a second too late, and the ship is a sitting
duck; Hikaru Sulu accomplished the maneuver in battle against a
Klingon K’t’inga battlecruiser near Eta Scorpii; one hopes the ship
doesn’t rip itself apart from the stress; Gretchen Jaeger tried it during
her Kobayashi Maru test (source: “Dignity” by Chris Dickenson, OAD;
The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)

“Hey Out There”: a song popular among the New Humans of the 23rd
century (source: “The Way to Eden” by Arthur Heinemann, TOS3)
hiber-sedatives: drugs used to place individuals into a state of
suspended animation (source: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by
Leonard Nimoy et al, TVH)

_____, Hildy: a Human female; a friend of Jude Gordon; a bit of a
bigot against Vulcans; she often mocked IDIC with inane substitutions
for the acronym like her friend Brad Bradley; e.g. “I Don’t Initiate
Copulation” or “I Detest Intimate Contact” (source: “The Lesson” by
Cathy German, OAB)

hibernaculum: a suspended animation chamber aboard the Jovian
Platform; Giacomo Eletto placed himself in one shortly after the
accident that propelled the Jovian Platform out of the solar system
(source: The Plumber’s Helper by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)

Hill People: Tyree’s people on the planet Neural; Lieutenant Jim Kirk
visited this planet in 2254, and befriended Tyree, a hunter who
became their leader; when the Enterprise visited more than a decade
later, the Hill People were at war with the Village People; by the end
of 2274, all the inhabitants of Neural were dead (source: “A Private
Little War” by Gene Roddenberry, TOS2; “The Last Survivor” by
Nomad, OAD)

Hidden Dagger, I.K.C.: a Klingon battlecruiser hidden within an Orion
freighter’s shell by Kor and Koloth as part of their plan in 2276 to
liberate Kang from Kragyr (source: Liberation from Hell by d. William
Roberts, OAE)
Hidden Knowledge, The: the Lodahli secret of their origin, i.e. that
they are the descendants of Research Base 1853 (source: “A Serpent
In Eden” by Jim Ausfahl, OAD)

Hills of Kerak: a landform on Vulcan between the TsaiKal valley and
the Sas-a-Shar desert (source: Until the End of Time by Nicole
Comtet, OAI)

hieroglyph: Greek (a Terran language) for “sacred carving”; a
pictograph or character which represents a word or idea; many races
use hieroglyphs for their written language, including the Aquans of
Argo and the ancient Egyptians of Earth (source: “The Ambergris
Element” by Margaret Armen, TAS1)

Hindu Festival of Lights: the Diwali, as it is known to Hindus,
celebrates the return of Rama to his kingdom to become its rightful
ruler (source: “Data’s Day” by Harold Apter & Ron Moore, TNG4)
Hinmelstrassenbahn Sky Tour: a guided aerial tour via an air tram
of the Canadian Rocky Mountain region on Centauri VII which gives
tourists an overview of the region, including the history and available
attractions; with so many of the resorts and mountains in the region
having Germanic sounding names, it was seen fit to give it a German
name; literal translation is “Heaven Streetcar” (source: “Ski Vacation
on Centaurus” by Diane Doyle, OAC)

High Advisor of the Stratos Council: an office held by Plasus; it is
a combination of chief spokesperson, judge and prosecutor (source:
“The Cloud Minders” by Margaret Armen, TOS3)
High Council of the Eminian Union: the governing body of Eminiar
VII (source: “A Taste of Armageddon” by Robert Hamner & Gene L.
Coon, TOS1)

Hippocrates: a Terran male; Greek physician who lived from 460
B.C. to 371 B.C.; the “father of medicine,” he was born on the island
of Cos; his ethics were renowned, and his code of ethics have been
used as an oath by Terran doctors for centuries; the Platonians gave
Leonard McCoy a scroll written by Hippocrates as a reward for having
cured their leader, Parmen (source: “Plato’s Stepchildren” by Meyer
Dolinsky, TOS3)

High Felecian: ancient dialect of the Felecian language; most
Felecian poetry is written in this language (source: “The Wreck of the
Aurora Borealis” by Cathy German, OAB)
High Klingon: archaic language spoken by the Emperor and in his
presence (source: Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)
High Lords: the warrior caste of the Lyrians (source: “Masks” by
Bonnie Reitz, OAD)
High Masters of Vulcan: see “Vulcan High Masters”

Hishi, Luri: a Human female; daughter of Gavin and Talla (source:
“Cruithneacht III ” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

High Teer: the title of the leader of all the tribes; the leader of each
tribe is called a “teer” (source: “Friday’s Child” by D.C. Fontana,
TOS2)

Hishi, Gavin: a Human male; master furniture maker on Cruithneacht
III; wife, Talla; one daughter, Luri (source: “Cruithneacht III” by Jim
Ausfahl, OAK)

High Tribune: the eldest of the three senior leaders (Senior Tribunes)
of Argo; currently, Domar, a scholarly Aquan, is the High Tribune
(source: “The Ambergris Element” by Margaret Armen, TAS1)

Hishi, Talla: a Human female; master furniture maker on
Cruithneacht III; husband, Gavin; one daughter, Luri (source:
“Cruithneacht III ” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

High Vulcan: ancient dialect of Vulcan, spoken mainly by priests
(source: Keeper of the Katra by Chris Dickenson, OAF)

HISIaH: a pIqaD Klingonese phrase for an emphatic “yes” or “true”
(source: Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)

Highest of Kzin: another name for the Kzinti Patriarch, more honorific
(source: “The Slaver Weapon” by Larry Niven, TAS1)

historians: those specialists who study history; historians are found
on each starship (although they often have little to do in deep space
assignments); Federation historians are now using the Guardian of
Forever to study ancient history (source: “Space Seed” by Carey
Wilber & Gene L. Coon, TOS1; “Yesteryear” by D.C. Fontana, TAS1)

Highway 949: a road which leads to the secret McKinley Rocket Base
on which Agents 201 and 347 were killed in an auto accident (source:
“Assignment: Earth” by Art Wallace & Gene Roddenberry, TOS2)

Hitler, Adolf: a Terran male who lived from 1889 until 1945; he
instigated World War II with his various conquests; initiated an attempt
to commit genocide on the Jews of Earth; an insane megalomaniacal
dictator (source: “Meeting at Xanadu” by Alex Rosen, OAB)

HIjatlh: pIqaD Klingonese for “ (You) talk to me.” (an imperative or
order) (source: “Tryst” by Linda McInnis, OAE)
“Hikaru’s Hope”: an extremely risky maneuver in which a ship drops
out of warp, pivots, and fires, then reenters warp space; a second too
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general quarantine (source: “Requiem for Methuselah” by Jerome
Bixby, TOS3; A Little Family Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad,
OAJ)

Vulcans, including Spock (source: “The Strange Case of
Under-Secretary Lynch” by Anna Perotti, OAD)
hive-city: the basic social structure of any given region on Andor;
each region has an underground hive-city (source: Old Feuds by d.
William Roberts, OAM)

hold: see “cargo hold”
“hold” button: each station aboard a Federation vessel is equipped
with this button; when pressed, no other keys, buttons or switches can
be activated until this button is pressed again; primarily used to
prevent accidents during shift changes and battles (source: “Ad Astra
Per Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)

Hjjudini: a humanoid species; relatively below average in height,
pasty pink skinned with folds of skin; subtle ears and a bony crest
ridge (source: bortaS choQ by Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
Hobby Barn: in 2266, it was the Enterprise crew’s nickname for the
Morale, Welfare, and Recreation offices on Deck 12 (source: “The
Hobby Barn Duty” by David Lawrence, OAB)

“hold station”: order given to a helmsman to keep his vessel
stationary (source: Star Trek: The Motion Picture by Gene
Roddenberry, TMP)

HoD: a pIqaD Klingonese term meaning “captain” (source: The
Klingon Dictionary by Marc Okrand, TSfS)

“Holder, The”: another title for the Keeper of the katra (source: The
Day They All Came Home by Linda McInnis, OAF)

HoDbé: pIqaD Klingonese for “the captain’s woman” (source: “Tryst”
by Linda McInnis, OAE)

Hole, The: 1) a major bar in Paradise City on Nimbus III (source: Star
Trek V: The Final Frontier by William Shatner et al, TFF) 2) nickname
for the domed area between the warp drive engines on Excelsiorclass starships (source: A Little Family Secret by Randy Landers &
Nomad, OAJ)

Hodgkin’s Law of Parallel Planetary Development: simply put,
similar worlds will evolve similar cultures; the more similar the planet,
the more similar the culture; the law has been proven time and time
again, especially with Human-seeded worlds “planted” by the
Preservers (source: “Bread and Circuses” by Gene Roddenberry &
Gene L. Coon, TOS2)

“Hole, The”: nickname for the engineering section of the escort ship

Sadat (source: “Escort Service” by Linda McInnis, OAE)
Holes of Worms That Eat Research, The: a Lodahli reference to the
wormhole that swallowed Research Station 1853 (source: “A Serpent
In Eden” by Jim Ausfahl, OAD)

Hodin: a Gideonite male; prime minister of Gideon in 2268; he
planned to use a virus found in Captain Kirk’s blood to reduce his
planet’s overpopulation drastically; his plans were thwarted by Kirk
and Spock (source: “Mark of Gideon” by George Slavin & Stanley
Adams, TOS3)

Holland, Elizabeth “Beth”: a Human female; holds honorary rank of
lieutenant, junior grade; stationed aboard the Cooper since 2272;
astrochemist (source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall Landers,
OAD)

Hogarth neuropsychological battery: a series of psychometric tests
that can be used to determine if a patient has any cognitive deficits
(source: “Something to Remind You” by Deborah A. Bailey, OAB)

Holliday, John Henry “Doc”: a Terran male (1851-1887); a dentist
from Griffin, Georgia, he contracted tuberculosis and moved out to the
American West frontier where he became a gambler and eventually
settled in Tombstone, Arizona; on the day of the gunfight at the O.K.
Corral, he was asked by Virgil Earp to help him and his brothers
disarm the Clantons; instead, Doc Holliday and Morgan Earp opened
fire on the Clantons (source: Clantongang.com website; “Spectre of
the Gun” by Gene L. Coon, TOS3)

Hogh: a pIqaD Klingonese term for a week (source: The Klingon
Dictionary by Marc Okrand, TSfS)
HoHchuqnes: a Klingon execution/suicide ritual, literally translated as
“kill one another with honor”; troops which have been captured and
stripped of their armor and weapons will line up, intone the names of
the Guardians of Kh’eloz, and simply will execute each other by
breaking one another’s necks: the first rank and file will kneel; the
second will break their necks; the third rank and file will break the
seconds’; when there is a single file left, the second warrior in line will
execute the first warrior in line, the third will execute the second, and
so on; the last survivor is the commanding officer who is the only
Klingon to be allowed to live in shame for his failure; this ritual can
take less than two minutes to execute more than 250 warriors, as
demonstrated on the planet Serenidad in the year 2275; note: during
this ritual, the Klingon death scream is not invoked as these warriors
have failed in their mission (source: “The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad
& Linda McInnis, OAD)

Hollins, _____: a Human male; an engineering repair technician,
specializing in monitors (source: “After Paradise” by Caroline
Kummer, OAB)
Hollis, Caren: a Centaurian female, top field reporter for the TransGalactic News Service in 2271; was hired by Intergalactic News
Service in 2275, following her reporting of the Serenidad Tragedy;
part-time lover of Bradford Bashaw, owner of the news agency; she
was kidnaped and subsequently killed by operatives of the Director in
2277 (source: “Aftermath” by Nomad, OAE; “False Colors” by Ann
Zewen, OAE; “If Not Victory...” by Ann Zewen, OAE)

HoHtaj: a Klingon execution ritual, literally translated as “kill with the
blade”; the victim is strung up naked and repeated slashed with a
battle dagger hundreds, even thousands of times; lasts from planet
midday until sunset (even if the victim doesn’t last that long); shock
and blood loss usually lead to a quick death of most non-Klingon
victims; at sundown, the victim is gutted from sternum to groin, with
most males being castrated; it is a horrible sight to behold (source:
“The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)

Hollis, William “Will”, Ensign: a Human male; an Enterprise-A
security officer; in 2287, he was part of the Galileo landing party to
Duncan’s Planetoid; killed by the Kh’myr Klingon Kragan who was one
of three stranded there; his body was brought back to the Enterprise
(source: The Dianasian Gift by Carol Davis, OAG)
Holmes, Deirdre: a black-haired Human female of Irish extraction
from New York; she loves bagels and cream cheese; a cadet at
Starfleet Academy from 2250 until 2254; majored in Command; dated
a rather flamboyant San Francisco male who showed up at the Spring
Cadet Dance in a translucent Pirate King outfit (source: “It’s Not Fair”
by Richard Dyke, Lisa Evans & Rob Morris; OAA; “First Contact 101"
by D.G. Littleford, OAA)

Holberg 917G: a class M planet in the Omega Draconis star system;
owned by Akharin (Flint); the planet has deposits of ryetalyn which
can be used to cure Rigelian fever; Starfleet classified the other
details of the incident, and at his request, placed the planet under a
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Holmes, John: a Terran male of the 20 century; Aaron Cord regards
him as one of the greatest porn stars in history (source: A Little Family
Secret by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)

holovid cams: colloquial expression for “holovid cameras” (source:
“The Cost of Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)
holovid cameras: used to produce holovid tapes, part of a threedimensional imaging system (source: “Incident on Xantharus” by
Nomad, OAA)

holo-film: a 3-D movie (source: Boy Scout by Ann Zewen, OAA)
holo-sim: common name for a holo-simulation game (source: Boy

Scout by Ann Zewen, OAA)

holovid tapes: audio-visual three dimensional recordings, part of a
three-dimensional imaging system (“Is Yet Revenge” by Nomad &
Elizabeth Knauel, OAE)

holo-simulation game: a 3-D game played on a holovid set (source:

Boy Scout by Ann Zewen, OAA)

holovid theater: many Federation starships feature a holovid theater;
on science survey ships of the Oberth-class, it is located on Deck 5;
Saladin class destroyers are not so equipped (source: “Ad Astra Per
Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE; “Return to Xantharus” by Randall
Landers, OAJ)

holocam: a camera designed to capture holographic images; some
of them are equipped with antigrav units (source: Chekov's Enterprise
by Randall Landers, OAL)
Holocam Alpha: one of three holocams used by Willis O’Brien
while aboard the Enterprise-B (source: Chekov's Enterprise by
Randall Landers, OAL)

holovid unit: used to view or display holovids (source: “Aftermath” by
Nomad, OAE)

Holocam Beta: one of three holocams used by Willis O’Brien
while aboard the Enterprise-B (source: Chekov's Enterprise by
Randall Landers, OAL)

holovids: animated audio-visual three dimensional images (source:
“Oath of Vengeance” by Nomad, OAD)
Holqempa: the ancestral Klingon language (source: “A Klingon
Holiday” by Randall Landers, OAD)

Holocam Gamma: one of three holocams used by Willis O’Brien
while aboard the Enterprise-B; Roberta Vasquez swatted it out
of the air, damaging it, but he repaired it before the bombing of
Alpha Tucanae IV (source: Chekov's Enterprise by Randall
Landers, OAL)

Holy Bible, The: Terran religious tome which is the basis of several
religious faiths of the planet; a copy of this book has been found on
Omega Eridani IV; another copy was accidentally left on Sigma Iotia
II in an e-book, leading to more cultural contamination of that planet,
forcing Captain Kirk to give the Sigma Iotians a new Satan when they
were about to kill Spock (source: “The Omega Glory” by Gene
Roddenberry, TOS2; “Da Woid” by Cathy German, OAD)

holodeck: an area in Constitution-class starships where the crew
could recreate various environments (such as a forest or a seashore);
the holography was not very convincing, and living animals could not
be produced; as a result, the holodecks were discontinued (source:
“The Practical Joker” by Chuck Menville, TAS2)

Holy Rings of Betazed: religious relics of Betazed, usually held by
the Fifth House of Betazed (source: “Haven” by Tracey Torme, TNG1)

holodisks: a diskette containing holovid records; used with a holovid
unit (source: “Aftermath” by Nomad, OAE)

Holy Temple, The: major place of worship on the planet Evern
(source: Klingons! by Randall Landers & Nomad, OAD)

holodisplay: a holographic display located in a hemisphere
positioned directly before the captain’s chair and between the helm
and navigation stations; it records the ship’s current position, as well
as nearby star systems (source: “Ad Astra Per Aspera” by Randall
Landers, OAE)

Homedome: the Federation science base on the planet Persephone
(source: “Persephone’s Dance” by Mike Bagneski, OAB)
“homeland”: Romulan expression for their twin planet system
(source: “Homecoming” by Nomad, OAD)

hologram: a three-dimensional image generated by lasers (source:
“Salt” by Linda McInnis, OAA)

“home world”: Klingon expression for their planet (source: “Oath of
Vengeance” by Nomad, OAD)

holograph: another term for “hologram” (source: “The Price of Peace”
by Randall Landers, OAB)

Homo sapiens sol: species of Humans native to the planet Earth
(Source: Starfleet Medical Reference Manual by Eileen Palestine,
TOS)

holographic: term for “three dimensional,” used in conjunction with
images (source: “The Practical Joker” by Chuck Menville, TAS2; “Oath
of Vengeance” by Nomad, OAD)

Hood, U.S.S., NCC-1707: Constitution-class starship, commissioned
in 2239, commanded by Captain John Raintree; attacked in 2258 by
four Orion pirate ships and crippled while attempting to deliver a
package for Starfleet Command’s tactical weapons research group;
196 deaths; command crew escaped in a shuttle to the planet
Xantharus IV, where five of them were killed, and two others tortured;
actually, the package was a ruse; the Farragut delivered the package
containing information on the new weapon known as a phaser; the
ship was repaired and recommissioned in 2259, Raintree still
commanding; it was the first starship equipped with phasers; it was
involved in Starfleet war games against the M-5 computer; it was
dispatched to engage the Amon (along with the Enterprise and the
Farragut); combined, the starships quickly defeated the battlecruiser;
when the Amon self-destructed, it suffered no damage; in 2291, the
Hood and the Endeavor were assigned to perform detailed
spectrographic planetary analysis and star charting the Beta Quadrant
while avoiding contact with sentient lifeforms in that region; data
collected from this probe mission, as well as that of three other ships

holography: the science of producing three-dimensional images
(source: “The Trainer” by Jim Ausfahl, OAF)
holopix: non-animated holographic pictures (source: “Aftermath” by
Nomad, OAE)
“holos”: colloquial expression for “holographs” (source: “The Cost of
Freedom” by Nomad & Linda McInnis, OAD)
holotape: a holovid recording medium (source: A Difference Which

Makes No Difference by Nomad, OAI)
holotoon: a holographic cartoon; typically meant for the
entertainment of children (source: The Dorian Solution by Holly
Trueblood, OAD)
holovid: a holographic visual recording; three-dimensional audiovisual entertainment system which replaced television (source:
“Popcorn” by Chris Dickenson, OAA; Boy Scout by Ann Zewen, OAA)
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running probe missions of a different nature in the Beta Quadrant,
was the basis of the general exploratory missions undertaken a few
years later; the Hood is regarded by many as one of the great ships
in Starfleet (source:“Incident on Xantharus” by Nomad, OAA;
Remember the Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA; The
Daystrom Project by Nomad, OAD; A Form of Redemption by Rob
Morris, OAG; Waiting on Serenidad by Rob Morris, OAH)

Horta: a race of intelligent, silicon-based, themophilic, ciliated, egglaying lifeforms native to Janus VI; they move as easily through rock
by means of acidic secretions as humanoids move through air; every
50,000 years, the entire race dies out save one who becomes the
mother of her race; in 2267, this individual attacked the Humans living
in the mining colony on her planet because they had broken into her
lair, known as the “Vault of Tomorrow,” destroying the silicon nodules
which were her eggs; Captain Kirk and Mr. Spock negotiated a modus
vivendi between her and the colonists, and both the Hortas and the
colony are doing extremely well financially; see “Janus VI” (source:
“The Devil in the Dark” by Gene L. Coon, TOS2)

Hoorash: a Suzran; served as the Ylkan ambassador in 2269; he last
had his suit serviced in 2258; last visited his home planet then, too; he
is a expert linguist, teacher and historian; in 2269, he was returning
to Suzr aboard the Enterprise; a D-7 battlecruiser intercepted the
Enterprise while it was en route to Suzr; the ships exchanged salvos,
and both were damaged; the Enterprise’s dilithium crystals were in
shards, and Hoorash beamed aboard the Klingon ship, ostensibly
seeking transport; they attacked the Suzran and he defended himself,
gathering up their dilithium crystals in the process, but sustaining
several injuries in the melee; McCoy, with Scotty’s help, treated his
injuries and he returned to Suzr (source: “The Ambassador’s Taxi” by
Jim Ausfahl, OAB)

hortath: the Andorian concept of an inner voice which guides one’s
actions (source: The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
Hot Nights on the Beach: an adult holovid starring Ariel Cord,
produced in 2258 (source: Remember the Hood by Nomad &
Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
Hotel Royale: a hotel on Chrysalis (source: Remember the Hood by
Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
Hotel Sybaron: the most luxurious hotel located on the planet
Chrysalis, owned by entertainment mogul Aaron Cord; it has at least
thirty levels (source: Remember the Hood by Nomad & Elizabeth
Knauel, OAA)

Hoorerhy: a Suzran; one of the most recent offspring of Hoorash
(source: “The Ambassador’s Taxi” by Jim Ausfahl, OAB)
Hope, Faith: a Human female; in 2297, a cadet assigned to the

Hyperion for practical training; part of Team 2 during the Renzalian

House of Durit: the most powerful clan on the planet Qo’noS; the late
Emperor Kudan Kuras paled at the mere mention of the name;
Chancellor Azetbur and the new Council tried, not always
successfully, to steer clear of involvement with them; the House of
Durit had been instrumental in arranging the uneasy alliance between
the Klingon and Romulan empires; it was they who had obtained
cloaking technology for the Klingons; they were not to be trifled with;
they gave the Romulans the genetics program developed under
Emperor Kjimeg; led by Durit until his death; he was succeeded by the
Lady Vetara (source: Bloodlines by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ;
A Difference Which Makes No Difference by Nomad, OAI)

Madweed crisis (source: “The Weed” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)
“hopper”: see “island hopper”
horde: a Kelvan term for a fighter groups (source: In Harm's Way by
d. William Roberts, OAG)
Horde Leader: Kelvan term for the leader of a fighter group
(source: In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
Horde 6, Third Armada: a Kelvan fighter group which
encountered the Hermes, the Tucana and the Tonti in 2285; it
lost one of its fighters to the newly developed m-torpedo (source:
In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)

House of Forgotten Secrets: the archives and armory of Tinue III
(source: “Until Judgment” by Nomad, Thomas Harden & Randall
Landers, OAD)

Horizon, U.S.S.: a Federation starship which visited Sigma Iotia II
and left behind a book on Chicago mobs that caused a massive
cultural change that still has yet to be corrected (source: “A Piece of
the Action” by David Harmon, TOS2)

House of Fral: constructed as a tourist trap, this building honors the
Tellarite equivalent of corn; located in Telmart, the central city of
Tellar (source: “Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)

Hornag: an Orion male; in 2297, a major kingpin in one of the largest
Orion drug smuggling rings; ruthless, but wealthy; his estate on
Bacchus III has a force field over it, its own power generator, and a
fleet of surface and air vehicles that run off energy stored in dilithium
crystals (source: “AWOL” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

House of Frivolity: built by Barbo Bembalbus, one of the kings of
Tellar, during the planet’s monarchial periods; basically, one of the
largest, most intricate fun houses in all the Federation; an exercise in
fun and games on a grand scale; kept in operation by the planetary
government of Tellar for the sake of off-world tourists and of natives
as well; located in Telmart, the central city of Tellar (source: “Scotty’s
Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)

hornblende: a uranium-bearing rock (source: “The Apple” by Max
Ehrlich, TOS2)
Hornblower, Horatio: a fictitious British male; a sea captain whose
adventures were chronicled in a series of novels by C.M. Forester
during the 20th century (source: “What Navigators Do” by Patricia
Wright, OAB)

House of Krun: an old and noble Klingon house, headed by Kyran in
2294 (source: Bloodlines by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)
House of Rendar: the royalty of Walven IV belong to this noble house
(source: “The Choice” by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)

hornbuck: a Mintakan lifeform (source: “Who Watches the Watchers”
by Richard Manning & Hans Beimler, TNG3)

House of Sindal: the descendants of Sindal; includes T’Pring and
Sofab, her father as well as T’Liba until she was surrendered to the
House of Surak as chattel (source: Keeper of the Katra by Chris
Dickenson, OAF)

Hornet, U.S.S., NCC-1714: Federation Bonhomme Richard-class
heavy cruiser dispatched in 2275 to Serenidad (after the liberation of
the planet following the third invasion) to maintain a permanent vigil
over that world; its security guards maintain a permanent ground force
as well; in 2285, during the Kelvan War, it was assigned to Task Force
Four; unlike most of its fellow ships, it survived until Task Force Six
arrived (source: “Aftermath” by Nomad, OAE; In Harm's Way by d.
William Roberts, OAG)
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Vulcans hold true; his descendants include Sarek, Spock, T’Pau; the
first-born male of each generation of the House of Surak serves
Vulcan’s diplomatic corps (source: Keeper of the Katra by Chris
Dickenson, OAF; “It Isn’t Logical” by elise, OAA)

hr’kans: furry otter-like humanoids native to Snowmass; they are
intelligent, but have no interest in anything other than playing, and
raising their young (source: The Daystrom Project by Nomad, OAD)
hrakai: an intoxicating Klingon beverage (source: “The Strange Case
of Under-Secretary Lynch” by Anna Perotti, OAD)

Housman, A.E.: a Terran male (1859-1936 A.D.); poet whose work
was plagiarized by the insane Orion dancer, Marta, on Elba II; the
stolen poem begins “In the midnight of November, when the
deadman’s fair is high, And danger is in the valley, and anger in the
sky....” (source: “Whom Gods Destroy” by Lee Erwin, TOS3)

Hrashass: a Suzran, the eldest of Hoorash’s life-mates; in 2269, her
health was in decline; McCoy treated her with some of the materials
he had treated Hoorash, and she recovered completely (source: “The
Ambassador’s Taxi” by Jim Ausfahl, OAB)

Houston Mission Control: a NASA control facility which oversaw
space missions prior to World War III (source: The Plumber’s Helper
by Jim Ausfahl, OAG)

Hrisherisch “Hrish”: a Tellarite male; a chief petty officer in charge
of weapons aboard the Fer d’Lance in 2287; upon the decommissioning of the Fer d’Lance, he was promoted to Lieutenant against his
wishes and transferred to the U.S.S. Chosin under the same captain,
Shaun Kelsey, where he now serves as Tactical Officer (source: “Free
Market Incident” by d. William Roberts, OAG; Old Feuds by d. William
Roberts, OAM)

hover-board: a long, thin board supported by antigravs; Ghilar
Stronton modified his for remote control and equipped it with sensors
so he could take a remote tour of the up-rated Enterprise’s
engineering room; he later used the device to save the ship by remote
controlling photon torpedoes against an Orion ship after the
Enterprise’s targeting scanners had been destroyed (source:
“Hover-boards and Photons” by d. William Roberts, OAD)

Hromi Cluster: a small group of stars found in the general vicinity of
53 Eridani; the Gatherers of Acamar are reputed to be found in this
area (source: “The Vengeance Factor” by Sam Rolfe, TNG3)

hover-car: a vehicle which uses antigravity to main lift, capable of
transporting less than five or so sentient beings; used on a variety of
planets include Earth, Vulcan and N Hydrae III (source: “Shades of
Gray” by Chris Dickenson, OAD; “To The Last Extremity” by Chris
Dickenson, OAE)

Hss'Grrsss: a Gorn male; commander of the Gorn dreadnought
Rrall’Riss; killed when the Kelvans consumed him to learn his
memories (source: In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)
Hu’: pIqaD Klingonese term for “days ago” (source: The Klingon
Dictionary by Marc Okrand, TSfS)

rd

hover-chair: the 23 century equivalent of a wheelchair except that
it moves by means of antigravs (source: Until the End of Time by
Nicole Comtet, OAI)

Hu’tegh: a pIqaD Klingonese curse possibly meaning “up yours” or
“get fucked” (source: Liberation from Hell by d. William Roberts, OAE)
Hubbard, _____: a Human male; as a midshipman 2nd class, he was
a squad leader of cadets which included Spock; he was a serious
minded young man who had no agenda other than to see that his
plebes were prepared and conditioned for Academy life (source: “First
Contact 101" by D.G. Littleford, OAA)

hover-drive: the component of a hover-car’s drive system which
keeps the vehicle airborne; when one breaks down, the result is
usually a crash, often fatal; most newer vessels have such a high
degree of failsafes involved, that such crashes are rare (but not
impossible—Commander Spock was injured while piloting a hover-car
belonging to Roberta Grayson, his great aunt, that had its drive short
out and its emergency system failed to engage) (source: “To the Last
Extremity” by Chris Dickenson, OAE)

Hubbert, Theodore: a Human male, in 2266, with rank of Ensign,
was assigned to the Enterprise as janitorial supervisor on Decks 1115; his previous assignment was union boss on Regulus 5, a planet
known for an inefficient union system; reported to Spock that Scotty
had forced Sulu to work in the Morale, Welfare, and Recreation office
based on a private conversation he had overheard between Sulu and
Chekov; this caused Sulu to become upset with Chekov since he had
told Chekov in confidence; in a hearing on the subject, Captain Kirk
directed him to no longer act on overheard conversations unless it
involved matters that endangered the ship and its crew (source: “The
Hobby Barn Duty” by David Lawrence, OAB)

hover-van: a vehicle which uses antigravity to maintain lift, capable
of transporting a dozen or so sentient beings (source: “The Adventure
of the Vulcan Detective” by Terry Endres, OAB)
hovercraft: a vehicle which uses antigravity to maintain lift; ranges in
size from the small hover-car to the mid-sized hover-van to the large
hover-ships (source: “The Wages of Vengeance” by Nomad, OAD)
Hoverton, _____: a Human male; security officer aboard the

Enterprise from 2273 to 2275 (source: “To Weather a Storm” by Jody

huevo del toro: literally, the “egg of the bull”; a bull’s testicle; Raphael
Rodriguez likes to drink bitter herb tea from them; an Uruguayan
custom (source: “First Contact 101" by D.G. Littleford, OAA)

Crouse, OAD)
“How to Disrupt a Starbase”: in 2268, Mavig and Irina Galluilin used
that book as a guide during their protest activities and were tossed
into Tantalus as a result; in 2284, Mavig still possessed that
publication which her husband, Herb Hurley found in their living room.
source: “Settlers” by David Eversole, OAI)

Huey 204: a type of 20th century Terran helicopter; Sulu used one to
fly plexiglass from Plexicorp to the Kr’anya in 1986 (source: Star Trek
IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard Nimoy et al, TVH)
Huggins, Bill: a Terran male; caretaker of a small cemetery in New
York City in the mid and late 23rd century (source: “Memorial Day” by
Nomad, OAE)

Howard, _____. Sheriff: a Terran male; law enforcement officer of
the district of the Washington territory which contains Broughton,
Mountain View and a few surrounding communities; an elected official
(source: “To the Last Extremity” by Chris Dickenson, OAE)

Huggins, Ruth: a Terran female; wife of Bill Huggins (source:
“Memorial Day” by Nomad, OAE)

Howard, Nerissa, M.D.: a Human female with red hair; the chief
medical officer of the Cooper in 2295 (source: A Little Family Secret
by Randy Landers & Nomad, OAJ)

Huggins, Steve “Stevie”: a Terran male; nephew of Bill Huggins;
helped his uncle maintain a small cemetery in New York City in the
mid and late 23rd century (source: “Memorial Day” by Nomad, OAE)

“Howler”: common term for a Haole (source: The Children of Haole
by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
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layers of trititanium, reinforced with a transparent aluminum
honeycomb sandwiched in between (source: “A Serpent In Eden” by
Jim Ausfahl, OAD)

to a small squadron (source: In Harm's Way by d. William Roberts,
OAG)

Human interaction programs: larger Federation starships feature
this type of program which facilitates the use of the ship’s computer;
two examples of this are the idiomatic Human interaction program and
the personal identification alteration program (source: “Ad Astra Per
Aspera” by Randall Landers, OAE)

Harm's Way by d. William Roberts, OAG)

Hunt Central: the Gorn equivalent of Starfleet Command (source: In
Hunt Central monitoring posts: these outposts monitor the
borders of the Gorn Confederation (source: In Harm's Way by d.
William Roberts, OAG)
Hunt, Katharine “Katya,” Ensign: a Human female; an Enterprise
crewmember in 2273; she and Chekov had been in love; she
sacrificed herself to save Chekov (source: Keeper of the Katra by
Chris Dickenson, OAF)

Human-Kzin Wars: the Kzin fleet attacked Earth forces in four
different wars, all fought in the late 2080's; the Kzin lost all four
conflicts, and were driven back to Sirius (source: “The Slaver
Weapon” by Larry Niven, TAS1; Chekov's Enterprise by Randall
Landers, OAL)

Hunter, Kitty: a Terran female; an air-headed reporter dispatched to
accompany Kirk and his team as they attempted a rescue of Caren
Hollis; she was the subject of a misinformation campaign by Doctor
McCoy (who convinced her he was Nogura’s aide and secretly in
charge of the mission among other things); her report on the incident
was subsequently terribly flawed, and she was made a local news
features reporter for Riverside, Iowa, for her incompetence; in October
2277, she was covering a charity amusement park and “haunted
house” for Intergalactic News Service; she thought she had been
assigned to this lowly “happy news” assignment because she had
refused the advances of INS’s owner, Brad Bashaw; unfortunately, a
being claiming to be The Director decapitated her during her report;
in actuality, it was his daughter, Tanith Brok who was dressed as The
Director (source: “If Not Victory” by Ann Zewen, OAE; “...Is Yet
Revenge!” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAE)

humanoids: any race which resembles the Humans; bipedal, warmblooded, oxygen-breathing mammals; most (but far from all)
humanoids are descended from primates (source: Star Trek by Gene
Roddenberry, TOS)
Humans: a humanoid race, Homo sapiens sol, native to Earth;
Humans are among the most adaptable of species; in ancient times,
they were “seeded” by the Preservers throughout the Alpha Quadrant
among the stars to ensure their survival (many humanoid races in the
Alpha Quadrant are transplanted Humans, including Betazoids,
Argelians and Capellans); Humans are generally strong-willed (their
minds cannot be easily forced into something); they prefer to learn on
their own, whether they fail or succeed; they prefer death to captivity,
no matter how peaceful and pleasant that captivity is; they feel
intelligent life is too precious to be led about by the nose; they feel
that children should not be made totally dependent on their teachers
or they might never mature; Vulcans regard the Humans as too
emotional, prone to act on their instincts, and having a lack of control
over their feelings; Human marriages are usually the union of two
individuals; in the past, marriages were supposed to last until “death
do [they] part”; in recent years, short term contract marriages have
become the rage (source: Starfleet Medical Reference Manual by
Eileen Palestine, TOS; “The Paradise Syndrome” by Margaret Armen,
TOS3; “The Cage” by Gene Roddenberry, TOS1; “Balance of Terror”
by Paul Schneider, TOS1; Star Trek: The Motion Picture novelization
by Gene Roddenberry, TMP)

Huntsman, The: a private club on Netherworld owned by Ostyr Tyro;
the lobby seems more like that of a neo-European hotel than the
waiting room for a house of prostitution (source: The Children of
Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
Hur’q: a humanoid civilization which plundered the galaxy over a
thousand years ago; what they could not plunder, they destroyed;
they raided Qo’noS, the Klingon home world, and stole the Sword of
Kahless (source: “The Sword of Kahless” by Richard Danus & Hans
Beimler, DSN4)
Hurgh nebula: a gaseous cloud located near Boreth; its name is
derived from its shape, that of a “cucumber”; Durit received Khalian’s
target-drone containing Marschut there (source: Liberation from Hell
by d. William Roberts, OAE)

Humbolt, George, Chief: a Human male; chief of the computer
section on Starbase 11; he was rendered unconscious when Spock
used the starbase communications computers to arrange the
kidnaping of Captain Pike and the theft of the Enterprise; he awoke
only to report that the starship was leaving orbit without permission
(source: “The Menagerie” by Gene Roddenberry, TOS1)

Hurley, Herbert “Herb”, Ensign: a Human male; he was generally
rigid in his thinking; in 2267, when he was 39 years old, Captain Kirk,
who was his mentor, encouraged him to leave the enlisted ranks and
apply to Starfleet Academy; in 2269, he was guard who escorted
Mavig on Enterprise; at age 44, he was the oldest Ensign in Starfleet;
he retired from Starfleet at the end of the First Mission and married
Mavig, a former follower of Dr. Sevrin after her parole from Tantalus;
his wife, Mavig, talked him into accepting one of the land grants being
offered on Nimbus III, the Planet of Galactic Peace, ending up living
on a farm on an oasis overlooking a lakebed; he and Mavig had a
daughter, Rissa, at the end of 2070. source: “First Class” by Caroline
Kummer, OAB; “Settlers” by David Eversole, OAI)

humidification system: part of a life support system which keeps the
level of humidity compatible with the lifeforms aboard the ship
(source: “The Practical Joker” by Chuck Menville, TAS2)
hummer: a type of 23rd century surface vehicle, used on mining
planets; Jack Kirk owned one; usually equipped with antigravs, some
older models have six wheels used to traverse rocky terrain (source:
“Command Potential” by Donna S. Frelick, OAA; “Heaven” by Donna
S. Frelick, OAE; The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)

Hurley, Marissa “Rissa”: a Human female; born in 2270 on Nimbus
III to Herbert Hurley and his wife, Mavig, one of the former “space
hippies” who had followed Dr. Sevrin; had reddish-blond hair; at age
14, fell in love with Kerg, the 18 year old nephew of the Klingon
Ambassador Korrd; ran away from home and became a follower of
the Galactic Army of Light (GAL) that was led by Sybok; returned to
school and became a nurse at Paradise Hospital on Nimbus III; she
and her mother protested the banning of Romulan produce after the
Carafel Virus Scare of 2291; married Kerg and had two children, a girl,

humpback whale: a Terran species of whale extinct since the mid
21st century; two specimens of Megaptera novaeangliae have been
returned by Admiral Kirk and his command crew from 1986 Earth;
Doctor Gillian Taylor, also of the 20th century, is now working to see
that the species is reestablished in Earth’s oceans; see “Whalesong
Probe Crisis” (source: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home by Leonard
Nimoy et al, TVH)
Hunt: Gorn name for any one of their patrol groups of four ships; akin
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Emily, and a boy Koon. source: “Settlers” by David Eversole, OAI)

Margaret Armen, TAS1)

Hurley, Mavig: a Human female; one of the New Humans youth
movement who commandeered the S.S. Aurora in 2269; she wore her
blond hair in a side ponytail and dressed in a belted tunic; she plays
a circular harplike instrument; she tried to seduce Sulu to their cause
but failed; she met her future husband, Herbert Hurley on the
Enterprise when he escorted her; sentenced to Tantalus for
rehabilitation; married Herbert Hurley in 2270 after she was paroled
from Tantalus; she gave birth to daughter, Rissa, at the end of 2070;
she convinced her husband, Herb, to accept one of the land grants
being offered on Nimbus III, the Planet of Galactic Peace (source:
“The Way to Eden” by Arthur Heinemann, TOS3; “Settlers” by David
Eversole, OAI )

hyper-physics: branch of physics dealing with the study of
hyperspace (source: “The Beggar’s Tooth” by Randall Landers, OAE)
hyperacceleration: a biochemical/biophysical condition that plagued
the people of Scalos due to contamination of their water supply; it
causes a humanoid to shift slightly out of phase with reality into a
phase where one second of real time is equivalent to an hour of
subjective time; humanoids affected to hyperacceleration are easily
subject to cell damage which leads to them quickly burning out from
old age (source: “Wink of an Eye” by Arthur Heinemann, TOS3)
hyperband: an alternate communication frequency column (as
opposed to subspace channels); used by Starfleet since 2280 or so;
first used by the Klingons (see “hyperband frequencies”) (source:
“Never Forget” by Nomad and Elizabeth Knauel, OAJ)

Huron, U.S.S., NCC-F1519: Federation freighter, commanded by
Captain O’Shea, which generally carried dilithium crystals; in 2269,
the ship was used to transport a rare drug (strobolin) from the
Potemkin to the Enterprise to save Spock’s life; Orion pirates attacked
and disabled the vessel, stealing the drug and the crystals; the ship’s
engines were sabotaged, and the hulk was towed to a starbase in
2270; after a lengthy examination, it was decommissioned in 2271
(source: “The Pirates of Orion” by Howard Weinstein, TAS2)

hyperband frequencies: the Klingon equivalent of hyperchannel communication frequencies (source: The Daystrom
Project by Nomad, OAD)
hyperbolic course: type of course set to pull away from a gravity well
(source: “The Naked Time” by John D.F. Black, TOS1)
hyperchannels: in 2268, this new communications technology was
created; it involves the transmission of signals through hyperspace,
and is primarily used for real-time audio-visual broadcasts; the energy
cost is enormous, and often simply too high to be used (source: “The
Price of Peace” by Randall Landers, OAB)

Hvaid: a Romulan male; in 2281 was assigned as Engineer to
Romulan warbird Pierceblood (source: “Romulus Ascendant” by David
Landon, OAE)
Hweirsul, Ndaen Khaiell: a Romulan male; in 2281, held rank of
Admiral in the Romulan Imperial Fleet; his niece, Dhivael, was married
to Tactius until her death; on cold days, missed being on a Romulan
warbird; occasionally was bothered by the fact that he had no duties
of consequence but usually enjoyed his position; Tactius notified him
of his intention to defect which prompted him to notify the Director of
the Fleet’s Commanding Tribunal; the Tal’Shiar finally lost interest in
him two months after Tactius’ disappearance (source: “Romulus
Ascendant” by David Landon, OAE)

hyperencephalogram: a recording of brain waves and other neural
functions, including the brain circuitry pattern (which is as unique as
fingerprints among individuals); a map of the individual’s personality
(source: “The Lights of Zetar” by Jeremy Tarcher & Shari Lewis,
TOS3)
hypergravity: even ships in warp drive are affected by the extreme
gravity (or hypergravity) generated by collapsed matter (black holes);
it often takes 100% warp power to break free of a hypergravity source,
and in some cases, only a slingshot effect can free a ship trapped in
orbit above such a source; black holes, black stars and Questar M17
are known to generate hypergravity (source: “Beyond the Farthest
Star” by Samuel Peeples, TAS1)

Hydran fawns: gray deer-like animals native to N Hydrae III; live just
outside settled areas, feeding off the gray shrubs and vegetation
(source: “Shades of Gray” by Chris Dickenson, OAD)
Hydrans: a recently discovered amphibious lifeform with green
glistening scales; their home world is Epsilon Hydrae VII; they are
ruled by a monarchy, and have many interesting archaeological
artifacts (source: The Making of Star Trek: The Motion Picture by
Susan Sackett & Gene Roddenberry, TMP; “Q-Less”by Hannah
Louise Shearer, DSN1)

Hyperion, U.S.S., NCC-10100: built in 2273; the starship was being
developed about the same time as the Constitution-class starships
were being refit; it was decided that for economical reasons that
refitting returning Connies, such as the Enterprise, would be far more
practical and efficient; Montgomery Scott’s upgrades to the warp
engines dwarfed the expected output of the Hyperion’s new warp
impeller drive; Hyperion was posted in Earth orbit and eventually
moved into SpaceDock where it sat for about ten years; in 2284,
shortly after the WhaleSong Probe incident, Commander-Starfleet
Cartwright had the Hyperion’s status changed to active duty, and
ordered a study of the warp impeller drive system; during its trials
outside the Sol system, the Hyperion disappeared without a trace; the
fact of the matter was that Starfleet Intelligence had received reliable
intelligence from the Lyrians that there was a growing danger to this
entire arm of the galaxy from a star-faring race in NGC-2548; the
Hyperion was dispatched on a secret intelligence gathering mission
to that cluster; she and her crew of thirty-eight failed to return; she
was presumed lost en route to the cluster until Starfleet received an
image of the Hyperion; in 2295, the Enterprise-B was sent on a
mission to determine whether or not the disappearance of its crew
indicated a threat to the Federation, to establish positive diplomatic
contact with as many star-faring civilizations as possible, and to
retrieve the Hyperion and her crew, if possible, otherwise, the ship
was to be scuttled rather than allow her to fall into other hands;

hydrazine: a chemical propellant used in the control thrusters of
Starfleet shuttlecraft (source: “Coda” by Jeri Taylor, VOY3)
hydrobiologist: specializes in the flora and fauna of water
ecosystems (source: “A Matter of Trust” by Thomas Harden, Randall
Landers & Kevin Morgan, OAB)
hydrocarbons: chemical compounds studied in organic chemistry;
smog is created by burning these compounds (source: “Bread and
Circuses” by Gene Roddenberry & Gene L. Coon, TOS2)
hydrocortilene: a type of medication Doctor McCoy has taken for
headaches (source: “The Sonic Maneuver” by Sera Graham, OAB)
hydrologist: a scientist specializing in the study of water
(underground, surface and atmospheric, especially the water cycles
of planets) (source: “Sometimes A Cigar...” by Rob Morris, OAL)
hydrosonics: see “sonic shower”
hydrosled: type of vehicle designed to float on the surface of water,
used to explore watery worlds (source: “The Ambergris Element” by
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it controls the endocrine system (source: Chekov's Enterprise by
Randall Landers, OAL)

Commander Uhura and Lieutenant Commander Saavik beamed
aboard with Chief Engineer Sorenson, a few relief officers and a
dozen security officers and made the ship ready for its return to
Federation space; while reviewing the ship’s logs, Uhura learned that
Starfleet had noted that both the Blastoneurons of Lavinius V and the
cosmoprotozoan had come from this general direction, and that
Starfleet Intelligence was worried that someone out here was directly
beginning to threaten the Federation; it was shortly after their arrival
here that the Kelvan War broke out; Hyperion’s orders, though,
superceded all others, and the crew grudgingly continued on their
mission; while studying this star’s inhabitable world using their
high-powered sensors, they were set upon by a Kelvan vessel and
consumed so quickly that the crew was unable to self-destruct their
ship; the vessel was left abandoned in an asteroid field; the Kelvans
were being pursued by Romulans at that point and abandoned the
ship; neither the Kelvans nor the Romulans returned to the Hyperion;
the ship has an arboretum and botanical garden the size of the both
the Enterprise-B’s shuttlebays and engine room combined; it uses an
unusual Lemoyne-Briggs transformer for generating antimatter; in
2296, command of the starship was given to Captain Uhura and the
ship was assigned to Fleet Captain Chekov’s Beta Quadrant fleet; the
ship was equipped with sophisticated scanners, failure analysis
systems, manufacturing and remanufacturing machinery from the
team that assembled it and prepared it for its launch into the Beta
Quadrant; upon its return, Hyperion was reclassified as a
research/science vessel; its crew complement is listed at 92 (source:
Insanity’s Child by Randall Landers, OAL; “A Motley Crew” by Jim
Ausfahl, OAK; “An Issue of Identity” by Jim Ausfahl, OAK)

hypothermia: the lowering of body heat, usually brought on by
exposure; it can be fatal (source: “The Enemy Within” by Richard
Matheson, TOS1; “Winter Hunt” by Crystal Perry, OAB)
hypoxia: a potentially lethal condition caused by a lack of oxygen
(source: “Drink Deeply” by Nomad & Elizabeth Knauel, OAA)
hyrillan: a bold reptilian predator on Hellguard; it fears nothing, and
usually attacks its prey with blinding speed, outrunning even the
fastest of creatures (source: “To Hell (guard) and Back” by Linda
McInnis, OAD)
hyronalin: a drug used to treat radiation sickness and poisoning; it
replaced adrenalin as a treatment for radiation sickness and
poisoning, but it was unable to treat those suffering from the aging
effects of the radiation on Gamma Hydrae IV (source: “The Deadly
Years” by David Harmon, TOS2)
hyrsta: a lowly Orion animal akin to a Terran worm; often used as an
insult (source: The Children of Haole by Donna S. Frelick, OAH)
hysterical amnesia: loss of memory of an emotionally traumatic
event; this usually results from a person’s desire to dissociate from a
particularly intolerable situation, causing that person to suppress
natural feelings and impulses; a mental safety valve that blocks the
recollection of something too terrible to remember (source:
scienceweb.org website; “Wolf in the Fold” by Robert Bloch, TOS2)

hyperlight: see “FTL” and “hyperdrive”
hyperonic radiation: a form of energy usually fatal to Humans; the
Sheliak prefer worlds with high concentrations of this form of radiation
present in their atmospheres (source: “The Ensigns of Command” by
Melinda Snodgrass, TNG3)
hypersomanthan: a medication used to prevent a patient from
dreaming (source: A Difference Which Makes No Difference by
Nomad, OAI)
Hypersonic Seven, The: a timeless holovid classic remade by Elu
Glomac and the Morlock Players; the production has many song and
dance numbers (source: “Persephone’s Dance” by Mike Bagneski,
OAB)
hypersonic showers: see “sonic showers”
hypersonics: high pitch sound waves which can stun or kill
individuals, depending on their strength and duration; not as high
pitched as ultrasonics (source: “The Way to Eden” by Arthur
Heinemann, TOS3)
hyperspace: another space-time continuum; like subspace, it is used
for travel and communications at faster-than-light speeds (source:
“Scotty’s Vacation” by Mark Henrie, OAC)
hypno-probe: medical device which uses hypnotism to either
question or program individuals; its improper usage is highly illegal
(source: “Turnabout Vengeance” by Nomad, OAB; “Aftermath” by
Nomad, OAE)
hypnoid, Rigelian: see “Rigelian hypnoid”
hypo: see “hypospray”
hypospray: medical instrument used to inject drugs and other similar
substances into a body (source: Star Trek by Gene Roddenberry,
TOS)
hypothalamus: the telepathic center in a Vulcan brain; in Humans,
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